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Aspect and Category in Okanagan Word Formation 

This thesis describes the role of aspect and category in  the word 

formation processes of O'ianagan, a Southern Interior Salish language spoken 

in north central Washington and south central British Columbia. The data came 

from field work conducted in 1992-1996 and the srudy of published and 

unpublished Okanagan texts. The goal of the thesis is to articulate what i t  is 

that Okanagan speakers laow about lexical items that allows them to derive 

new words and inflect then properly. 

In Chapter 1, I briefly introduce the concepts and assumptions of 

iexeme-based morphology. I explain the difference between bases, the basic 

vocabulary items of the language, and stems, the lexical iiems that are related 

to bases by word formation rules. Bases undergo derivational processes that 

produce a cluster of conceptually related stems; stems undergo inflectional 

processes that produce grammatical words. Chapter 2 provides an overview of 

Okanagan morphology and syntax. It concludes with a preliminary description 

of the derivational and inflectional word formation rules that I will discuss in 

the remainder of the thesis. 

Chapter 3 contains a classification of bases in  Okanagan. I describe four 

base classes which are ontologically defined. The bases in three of the four 



classes encode either a temporal span or the potential to expIess a change of 

state. As a group these three classes denote prototypical situations. As 

situations, ihese bases have asptual  variants that are formed by the regular 

core of derivational rules. Bases in the fourth class denote atemporal entities. 

Unlike bases cienoting situations, bases that denote entities do not form 

aspectual variants via derivation. In line with a major cross-linguistic pattern, 

Okanagan situations are grammatically coded as verbs, while entities are coded 

;1s nouns. 

In Chapter 4, I use morphological and syntactic tests to demonstrate the 

grammatical differences between nouns and verbs in Okanagan. I discuss the 

areas of the grammar where the contrast between nouns and verbs is less than 

sharp, i.e. in predicate nominal constructions and nominalizations. Despite 

some overlap in syntactic function and morphological shape, nouns and verbs 

belong to distinct derivational and inf ectional classes. All lexemes, whether 

bases or stems, have aspectual properties and category features that speakers 

use to properly derive and inflect words. 

In Chapter 5, I review evidence that the form of a lexeme does not 

reliably classify it. Many key affixes serve multiple functions, and a single 

function may be marked by a variety of affixes, or np affix at all. The 

relatively poor fit between form and function in Okanagan word formation 



suggests that base and stem classification is based on the speakers' knowledge 

of the onto!ogical, semantic, aspctud, and czitegorizl properties of bases and 

stems. This finding suggests that the Okanagan lexicon contains all the lexemes 

of the language, regardless of their morphological complexity. Furthermore. 

affixes do not have the status of lexemes, therefore they are not listed in the 

lexicon. Affixes are merely the formatives found in an autonomous 

morphological component that spells out the shape of a lexeme. 

Although various works have explored the morphology and syntax of 

Salishan languages, this thesis is the first work wholely devoted to the 

organization of the lexicon of a Salish language. Lexeme-based morphology 

illuminates lexical patterns in Gkanagan that morpheme-based morphology 

cannot, particelarly in the area of derivation. Moreover, these patterns suggest 

a significznt relationship between cognition and grammar that is cross- 

iinguistically viable. 
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Chapter 1. Background 

1.0 Introdr~ction. This thesis is an investigation of the relationship 

between aspect and category in the formation of words in Okanagan Salish. It 

is motivated by the observation that although Okanagan has a rich supply of 

free and bound morphological formatives, the combination of these within a 

word is sharply limited. How does an Okanagan speaker know what 

combinations are possible? In the chapters to follow I demonstrate that word 

formation is constrained by the inherent and grammaticalized aspectual and 

categorial features of lexemes. These features are best discovered in a lexeme- 

based morphological framework such as that developed in Matthews 1972, 

Beard 1987, 1993, i995, Zwicky 1990, Anderson 1992, and Aronoff 1992, 

1994. In a lexeme-based model of word formation, the lexeme contains all of 

the lexical semantic information that conditions derivation and inflection. Thus, 

the lexeme provides a single locus for the sometimes complex (and 

interdependent) sets of semantic features that play a role in word formation. A 

morpheme-based approach, by contrast, scatters this information across the 

lexicon in the subcategorization frames of affixal morphemes. In lexeme-based 

morphok?gy, an affix is merely the formative that an autonomous 

morphological component associates with a word formation process. 
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Ohnagan is a language spoken in north-central Washington state and 

south-central British Columbia. There are approximately 500-1,000 

predominantly adult speakers of varying fluency. Speakers who live in the 

United States refer to the Okanagan language as Colville, but there are only 

minor dialectal differences between Okanagan and Colville. ' Okanagan is 

classified with six other Salishan languages as interior Salish. It is more 

narrowly classified as Southern Interior Salish along with Coeur d' Alene, 

Moses-Columbia, and the Spokane-Kalispel-Flathead language continuum. 

Recent comparative work on the Northern Interior subgroup suggests that 

grammatical patterns even within a subgroup may show surprising variety 

(Gardiner et al. 1993, Demirdache et a]. 1994). Therefore, the results of this 

investigation of Okanagan should not be taken to imply uniformity within the 

Southern Interior subgroup. A thorough comparative and historical study of 

aspect, mood, category, and word formation in Southern Interior Salish 

remains to be done. 

There is a substantial amount of published literature on Okanagan 

produced by a small number of analysts. Donald Watkin's dissertation (1970) 

' M ~  fieldwork was carried out primarily in British Columbia, which leads 
me to refer to the language as Okanagan. The language is often referred to in 
the linguistic literature as Colville-Okanagan or its abbreviation, CvOk. The 
members of the Colville Language Preservation Program in Omak, Washington 
refer to CvOk as nsytrcrn or m3Ixcz'n. 
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focussed on the phonology of the most northerly Okanagan dialect known as 

Head-of-the-Lakes Okanagan. Yvonne Hkbert (1982a, 1982b, 1983) carried out 

morphosyntactic work on a western dialect (Nicola Valley). She produced an a 

disserration on its syntax in the Relational Grammar framework and articles 

describing aspectual and lexical categories. Anthony Mattina began work on 

Okanagan in 1968, first producing a grammatical sketch of it in 1973. He has 

since edited and published a long analyzed text by Colville speaker Peter 

Seymour (A. Mattina 1985), a Colville-Okanagan dictionary (A. Mattina 

1987), and several dozen notes and articles on Okanagan grammar and 

narrative practices. The En'owkin Centre, a cultural and educational center 

developed and staffed by Okanagan tribal members in Penticton, B.C., has 

begun to publish pedagogical materials developed by local Okanagan speaker.; 

and A. Mattina (e-g. En'owkln 1993, 1994). 

Few other languages of the Southern Interior have been so well studied. 

The critical mass of data and acalysis provide an excellent opportunity for the 

study of the lexicon and word formation. The data on. which this thesis is based 

come from published materials and from my own fieldwork with speakers in 

the Okanagan Valley of British Columbia. My primary consultants have been 

Sarah Peterson (Sirnilkameen Band), Jane Stelkia (Osoyoos Band), Delphine 

Derrickson (West Bank Band) and Clara Jack (Penticton Band). Colville 
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speakers Mildred Steele (originally from Vernon, B.C.), Hazel Burke. and 

Elaine Emerson, all of Omak, Washington, have also provided me with data. 

Field studies were conducted chiefly between September 1992 and June 1994, 

and more sporadically since that time. 

My overall goal in this thesis is to add to what is already known nboiit 

Okanagan. In particular, I wish to be more explicit about the organization of 

the Okanagan lexicon and what is recorded there, although I do not promise an 

exhaustive, completely integrated account. Because my account is couched in 

the assumptions and terms of lexeme-based morphology, i t  presents a challenge 

to the morpheme-based approach to word formation. The primary assuniptions 

of the morpheme-based model are these: 1) that the morpheme exhibits a 

regular correspondence between form and function, i.e. morphemes are 

linguistic signs, 2) that words are exhaustively parseable into constituent 

morphemes, and 3) that free and bound morphemes alike are listed in the 

lexicon. These assumptions, articulated in Bloomfield's classic monograph 

Language (1933), are evident in recent influential studies in theoretical 

morphology including Selkirk 1982, Di Sciullo and Williams 1987, Baker 

1988, and Lieber 1992. 

The morpheme-based approach is well established in the Salish 

literature. It has yielded a wealth of data and analysis that provides the new 



student of Salish with fundamental insights into these languages. However, as 

the literature on Salish has grown, the opportunity to ask new questions has 

also increased. My study of Okanagan has led me to ask if the morpheme- 

based approach is the best model of word formation for this language. For 

example, I find that a morpheme-based analysis of Okanagan does not reflect 

the extent to which form diverges from function, i.e. in cases where an affix 

has multiple functions, or, when a function has phonologically diverse 

markers. In addition, the morpheme-based approach directs our attention to the 

etymology of words rather than to their status in an active grammar. That is, 

the marpheme-based approach allows linguists to parse a word using historical 

and comparative information. However, as historical and comparative analysis 

is not available to a child learning Okanagan, the linguist's posr hoe analyses 

do not explain the synchronic, language-specific basis of word formation. 

Many morphemes have been identified in Salish; now the question is whether 

or not we can predict their distribution as a child might. 

Finally, the morpheme-based approach tends to obscure the general 

organization of the lexicon, because it focuses our attention on individual 

affixes rather than on sets of derivational phenomena. The high level of interest 

shown by Salishanists in the identification of morphemes may explain why 

little attention has yet been paid to the workings of the Salish lexicon and the 
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existence of an independent morphslogical component. As Spencer (1993) 

observes, if we do not look for specifically morphological principles, we will 

never find them. 

While I find that lexeme-based morphology is an insightful approach to 

the study of word formation, this thesis is not a theoretical defense of lexeme- 

based morphology. I do not argue for all the claims of any one version of 

lexeme-based morphology, nor do I rigorously pursue all its implications. 

Rather, I use some common assumptions of lexeme-based morphology to help 

me integrate the aspectual and categorial facts of Okanagan word formation. 

An important result of this approach is that it reveals that the lexicon is not 

'incredibly boring' or lawless, as Di Sciullo and Williams (1987:3) have 

argued. This finding, I believe, opens new areas of discussion that will 

potentially enrich our understanding of Salish morphology, syntax, and 

semantics. 

1.1 Lexeme-based morphology. The goal of lexeme-based 

morphology is to describe the formal and grammatical relationship between a 

Iexenle and its realizations. In so doing it employs concepts and a vocabulary 

that differ slightly from that of morpheme-based morphology.2 In the 

'1n fact, morphological labels are frequently polysemous. I have developed 
my own morphological vocabulary for Okanagan, in an effort to follow as 
closely as possible the traditional Salishan labels. 
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following sections, I define the basic vocabulary (section 1.1. I), and give a 

brief overview of the assumption of lexeme-based morphclogy as a model of 

word formation (section 1.1.2. j 

1.1.1 Definition d t e r n .  Matthews (197222) first proposed the term 

lexeme to denote the 'fundamental unit ... of the lexicon', as abstract and dual 

in nature as its terminological counterparts the phmeme and morpheme. The 

lexeme is an abstraction of the common elements in sets of word like Latin 

un20 'I love', amas 'you love', amavi 'I have loved', and amatur 's/he is 

loved'. This abstract 'word' is captured in various lexicographic conventions 

including the infinitive (Romance languages), the root (Sanshit), and first 

person singular present indicative (Latin and classical Greek) with the 

understanding that many, if not all variants of the Iexeme are suggested by one- 

form of the lexeme. However, the lexeme is not itself a form but rather 

. . .a (potential or actual) member of a major lexical 
category, having both form and meaning but being 
neither, and existing outside of any particular syntactic 
con text. (Aronoff 1992: 14) 

The lexeme, then, is a psychological entity; a full definition of it should 

include psychological and grammatical elements. The lexeme is the semantic 

core of a word, which mpas that it contains enough information to realize the 

derivational and inflectional categories marked in a language. It is not itself 

marked for all such categories in every realization, but it shares a core 
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meaning with each of its realizations. Although grammatical tests can senle to 

distinguish lexemes from non-lexemes, it is often the case that we must relv on 

speaker intuition and our theoretical assumptions to make the distinction."or 

my descriptive purpGses here, I assume that lexemes, like words, are 

psychologically significant to Okanagan speakers. 

In this thesis, I will refer to the basic, underived lexemes of Okanagan 

as bases. Bases are the simplest lexical items of the language; they are parallel 

to English root words.' Each base is related by word formation rules (WFRs) 

to one or more stems. Stems are derived lexeines, or derivures, that are 

semantic alternants of the base. Stems that are related to a single base are 

alternants. The WFRs that produce stems from bases are derivational rales. 

Stems may be inflected (via inflectional WFRs) to produce g r u f ? m ~ i ~ u I  ~vor~ ls .  

The morphological material that marks a derivational or inflectional category is 

reierred to as a fonnativc.. Forrnatives in Okanagan are either affixes (includit~g 

reduplicative skeletons) or clitics.' 

"or a detailed argument that affixal morphemes differ from lexe~nes in 
form, function, organization, and operation, see Beard 1987. 

4 The term root has a special use in Salish linguistics (see section 1.2) that 
does not correspond well to the morphological unit I call the base. In the cross- 
linguistic literature, the term base usually denotes any form to which 
morphological operations applv. I use base, as defined in this section, to 
denote bn entity that would be considered a root in English. 

5 ~ h e r e  ma.y also be evide~ce for morphologically-related ablao t (A. 
Mattina p.c.). 



The relationships between bases, stems and grammatical words are 

depicted in (1) using the Okanagan base //k'a'%'a?// LOOK - FOR s.t. 

(Henceforth, bases are given in double slanted brackets and their glosses are in 

upper case letters.) Derivational formatives are indicated by ' +' boundaries; 

inflectional formatives are indicated by '-' for affixes, and ',' for clitics. 

-BASE //k7aR'a?// LOOK - FOR s.t. 

Derivation 

1 
Siems - Inflection ----+ Grammatical word: 

h'a%'av+am 
look for s.t. 

k'a9A1a')+ nt- 
look for s.t. 

h'a%'a'?+a')+nlint- 
manage to look for it 

k'a')h'aq+st- 
look for s.t. 

kya?k'a3+4t- 
look for s.o.'s s.t. 

X'a?k5a9+xit- 
look for s.t. for S.O. 

X'a%'a')+i? 
get looked for 

k'a?k'a? + mix 
look for s.t. 

laJ~'a%'a%m 
I looked for something. 

k'a'C~'a%t-ix" 
You looked for it. 

k'a?~'a~a~n6nt-x" 
You managed to look for it. 

c-k'a'R'a?st-ixW 
You were looking for it. 

h'a9h'aVt-in 
I looked for his s.t. 

h'a%'a?xit-n 
I looked for it for someone. 

w'a?h 'a987 

I was looked for. 

mac-h'aR'a3mix 
I am looking for it. 
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In the vocabulary of this thesis, derivation produces versions of the base 

(i.e. stems) while inflection produces versions of the stem (i.e. gra~nrnatical 

words). The relationships between bases, stems, and grammatical words are 

understood in the context of several assumptions of the lexeme-based 

morphological model I adopt here. I discuss these in the following section. 

1.1.2 Assumptions of the morphological model. The data in  (1)  

depict the semantico-syntactic connections between bases, stems, and 

grammatical words. It does not assume that semantico-syntactic features are 

isomorphic to phonological forms. Rather, the morphological spell-out of a 

lexeme (in any of its realizations) is essentially free of semantico-syntactic 

information. This conception of the relationship between morphological form 

and meaning is known as the Separation Hypothesis (Beard 1987, 1993, 1995, 

Aronoff 1994). The indirect relationship between form and meaning allows for 

the possibility of forms without meaning (empty morphs), forms with multiple 

meanings (polyfunctionality), and multiple forms with a single meaning 

(functional underspecification). Examples of these phenomena are not hard to 

find cross-linguistically (see Beard 1987, Aronoff 1992, Anderson 1992, and 

sources cited therein) .6  

6 English provides several examples of affixal polyfunctionality, e.g. the 
suffixes -ing, -s, and -en. Aronoff (1992) cites the example of the English 
perfect participle (as in had eaten) and passive participle (as in wus euten) 
which have the same form but are not semantically or syntactically related. He 
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The frequency of these phenomena in Okanagan (and other languages) 

suggests that there is an independent m~~iphological component that is 

collczrned with form alone, which works with the semantico-syntactic word 

formation component.7 The separation of form from meaning in word 

formation is schematized in (2). 

points out that perfect participles and passive participles are used 
interchangeably. If a speaker produces a new passive participle slhe will also 
use the new form as the perfect participle (e.g. bit and bitrcn). This suggests 
that there is a single stem form which undergoes two word-formation rules-- 
perfect participle formation and passive participle formation. Aronoff has also 
demonstrated that the three basic stem types of Latin realize morphosyntactic 
categories in a less than semantically systematic fashion (Aronoff 1992:28). 
Beard 1987 notes that in the morphologically rich Amerindian language Kiowa, 
polyfunctionality is the rule rather than the exception. Finally, the 
commonplace of affixal polyfunctionality was noticed in Coeur d'Alene by 
Gladys Reichard (1938:588), who wrote: 'Coeur d'Alene, like other languages, 
once it  developed or adopted a device seems to have worked it overtime, and 
so it IS with the prefix s-'. I discuss several cases of affixal polyfunctionality in 
Okanagan in Chapter 5. 

7~eard  (1987) argues that morphological rules operate in the morphological 
component, while derivational rules operate in the lexicon. Under this view, 
affixation is the morphological spell-out that takes place after all derivational 
aiid inflection WFRs have applied. This differs from the 'split morphology' 
approach which places derivational rules and affixation in the lexicon and 
inflectional rules and affixation in the phonological component. At this time, I 
see no reason to argue that affixation takes place in two components of 
Okanagan grammar. 



LEXEME 

(Word formation) (Morpholexical level) 

form base 

form 

Derivational WFR applies 

J. 
meaning 

J. 
stem 

As depicted in (2), WFRs mediate the lnorpholexical relationships 

1 
I Inflectional WFR applies 

between bases, stems, and grammatical words. I assume that WFRs are of two 

different types: derivational and inflectionaL8 Derivational rules affect the 

lexical representation of a base prior to insertion in  phrase structure. They do 

form 

this by altering either the lexical conceptual structure (LCS) (the semantic 

4 
meaning 

definition of a lexeme) or the lexical features (such as category and inherent 

-1 
grammatical 

word 

aspect) of a lexeme. Lexical-derivational processes tend to show lexical gaps, 

sensitivity to narrow semantic constraints, reanalysis, and irregularity of 

expression. 

8 The key issue in the derivation vs. inflection debate is how to define the 
two types of pimessss cross-linguistically (Anderson 1985). Internal to most 
languages, the two types are usually distinguishable, but when comparing a 
large number of languages, it has proven difficult to abstract universal features. 
As pointed out by Anderson (1992), the theoretical implications of the 
derivation/inflection distinction have not yet been fully identified. 



Unlike derivational WFRs, inflectional WFRs are structure-preserving 

in the sense of Emonds 1976: they may add features to a lexeme, but they do 

not alter existing feature specifications. For example, a stem that is lexically 

marked as a noun cannot be converted to a verb by an inflectional rule. In 

Okanagan, inflection marks syntactically relevant categories such as person, 

grammatical function, and sentential aspect. The addition of this kind of 

information to a stem does not alter the basic mezning of the stem, and i t  is 

completely regular, regardless of the stem meaning. As inflectional formatives 

never occur 'inside' derivational formatives in Okanagan, I assume that 

inflectional rules apply after deri~ation.~ 

Another important assumption of lexeme-based morphology is that word 

formation processes cluster into derivational and inflectional paradigms. lo 

Assuming that all paradigms are logically closed, we shall see that the shape of 

a formative associated with a WFR is less important than the fact that a 

paradigmatic slot is filled. The paradigmatic nature of both derivation and 

9 ~ n  iexeme-based morphology, as in other models, a rule can apply only 
where its conditions are met. Since only lexemes inflect, all lexeme formation 
must take place before inflection, hence the ordering of all derivation before 
inflection. 

io~aradigmaticity, like productivity, is not restricted to inflection (see 
Anderscn 1992, Bard 1387, 3ybw 1985, and Spencer 1991 for dicussion). If 
bv a paradigm we mean the set of forms that realize a set of functional 
categories, then a deiivational phenomenon such as category conversion (e.g . 
V -, N) is paradigmatic k the same way that tense is in English. That is, we 
expect that certain stems will be formed, even if those forms are suppletive. 
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inflection begins to explain why many of the affixal combinations that might 

exist in Okanagan never occur. This is because there are many fewer 

paradigms, and WFRs within them, than there are affixes. l 1  

Finally, lexeme-based morphology supports a view of the lexicon as a 

rule-governed domain of knowledge. Although the lexicon includes a vast store 

of idiosyncratic data, having a lexicon also mans having 1) lexical rules that 

generate and relate lexical items, 2) principles of storage and retrieval, and 3) 

linking rules (or principles) that guide lexical insertion and argument 

realization. I assume that the lexicon includes all the lexemes of a language, 

regardless of their formal complexity, and that a word need be created only 

once before it can be stored as a lexeme. l 2  The lexicon is therefore, in part, a 

database that allows speakers to produce a word by looking it up. It is also 

generative in that it allows speakers to construct new words from basic or 

11 Spencer (1991:181) cites the work of Fabb (1988) to illustrate the 
magnitude of the descriptive problem of co-occurence restrictions among 
affixes. Fabb selected 43 commonly wcuring English derivational suffixes and 
calculated that there are 1,849 possible pairings. Allowing for restrictions on 
category, phonology, and level-ordering, the potential pairings reduce to 459. 
The number of attested pairings is close to 50. The implication is that factors 
other thm subcategorization and rule ordering constrain derivation, an 
imp!iation that a s s  doubt OE ihe descriptive adequacy of non-paradigmatic 
approaches to morphology. 

'%his does not mean that each newly created word is necessarily stored. 
Speakers can coin a word for a particular occasion, and never use it again. 
Bybee (1985) advances the notion of 'lexical strength' to explain this option. 
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derived lexemes by rule, analogy, or a host of non-gramrr?atirA mans (Anshen 

and Aronoff 1988). 

1.2 Lexemes, roots, and affixes. The term root has special meaning 

in Salishan studies, where it is used to designate morphemes of the shape CVC 

(or more rarely CVCC or CCVC) that accept derivational and inflectional 

formatives. Under this view, a root morpheme must have a certain shape, as 

well as certain semantico-syntactic features that allow it to participate in word 

formation. Salishanists traditionally segment words into affixes, free roots, and 

bound roots. The latter are known widely as lexical affixes, morphemes that 

are 'root-like in meaning and trace historically to free forms' (Carlson and 

Bates 1990).13 Lexical affixes are indicated by '=' in morphemic analyses, as 

in sj:-sy=h 'powerful' and nlal=p=ups '(American) eagle'. Thompson and 

Thompson (1992) note that in Thompson Salish a large proportion of 

Thompson words are complex, containing at least one root and one or more 

affixes. This is probably true across the Salish family. 

Because of the imporrance of the canonical (C)CVC(C) shape in 

defining Salish roots, we cannot equate the Salishan rool with the general term 

Iaeme, as we can in many other languages. The most obvious reason for this 

is that there are many kxemes that do not have the canonical shape of a root. 

1 3 ~ o t  all Salishanists a,- that lexical aff,xes derive historically from free 
fms.  For example, see EIag'egc 1976 and sources cited there. 



These x e  foms that are wfioiiyi or partially unmaiyzable by speakers, but 

which speakers nevertheless recognize as words. Some of these are listed in 

tell Indian fairytdes 
water 
eyelash 
three 
black bear 

egg 
s.0. play 
s.0. go out 
always, still 

qW6Wi 
sqWlcnink 
k'+twnismist 
tr'iw'ya3m 
nQXWp' mitk" 
nkt'kt'us 
qayxixa 
ntqtqha? 
xarkstm 

gills 
stomach 
think that one cannot 
be under a curse 
dive into water 
cut off s.o's head 
in a little while 
deaf 
waste s.o.'s time 

Personal, animal, plant, and place names are commonly larger than the 

canonical root shape. Other stems involve a root-like form, but have no 

u~reduplicated form, as in PaLYdlt 'alive', c 'iqc 'qr 'Engelmann spruce', and 

c'FaF 'cry'. There are also 'cranberry' morphemes such as the putative roots 

in r/X.art+xz't 'help s.o.', s/cr',t=ups 'fisher', dlm=iLP' 'another people, 

tribe'." The roots in these and many other words lack free forms or other 

derivates. 

While the canonical Sdish root is phonologically prominent, as 

evidenced by stress, reduplication and infixation patterns, it is not clear that it 

plays the role in synchro~c word formation that has been attributed to it. 

Thompson arid Thompson ( f W2:48), 

14~oots in Sdish are tmditionally 

for example, define the root as 'the 

indicated by the ' P  symbol. 
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HEAD or central morpheme' in complex words. Roots, under this view, have 

argument structure, which the Thompsons describe as 'fundamentally 

intransitive'. In line with this general understanding of the root as the core 

morpheme of a word, Thompson and Thompson have decribed word formation 

as proceeding from the root, coilstrained by the lexical properties of the root. 

While at first glance this appears to be true, there are many cases where the 

meaning of the word is marginally connected (if at all) to the meaning of the 

root. Moreover, the root-and-affix analysis misses the fact that speakers 

recognize some strings of segments as words regardless of their putative 

morphological complexity. In deriving word meaning from the lexical 

properties of the root, if it often difficult to state just what lexical properties a 

particular root has. The forms in (4) exemplify the range of semantic 

alternations that a root-and-affix model of word meaning has to account for, 

morpheme by morpheme. l5 

 he root-and-affix model has been wedded to morpheme-based 
morphology in practice if not in theory. That is, roots and affixes are usually 
treated as things that are concatenated according to their semantic 
appropriateness. This implies that multi-morphemic words are the sum of their 
parts, semantically speakmg. The problem with this approach is that in the 
majority of cases, word meaning is not the sum of root and affix meaning. 



X'a7+nt 
%.'a?+ k'a?+nt 
k+k7a9+ k'a?=ina? 
k'a?=sqA?a7 
k'a%'a7=6s 
k+k9a7=ip!a9 +nt 
n+k7a?=s=iw's+nt 
k'a?+k'a?=cs + mn +nt 
k'a?+k'a?+min+nt 
k74+k'a9+nt 
n+k'a?+h'a9+6s+tn 
s + k'av+cfnm 
k'a? + A'a? + min 
k+k9a?+nc6t+(t)n 
s + k'a9+ mix + a'x 

fetch s. t. 
look for s.t. 
look over, across s. t. 
get a horse 
open-ey ed 
cause problems for s. o. 
look for s.t. 
look for s.t. 
look for s.t. 
be jealous of S.O. 

eyesight 
deer 
detector 
a seeker, searcher 
a keeper, one who keeps 

It is difficult to establish any essential meaning for the root &'a9 even 

though there are hints of one. In my kiew, the stems in (4) are related in the 

same way that the words narive, nation, natal, and nativiry are in English, The 

relationship is primarily of historical interest. These words are etymologically 

related, but each is a separate iexeme and not related by a synchronically 

productive word formation rule. Synchronically, there is little evidence to 

16 derive all of these forms from a single root. How, for example, might we 

make lexical semantic and syntactic connections between s+A-'d=ctn+nz 'deer' 

and k+kYa7=@la7+nt 'cause problems for s.o.' in a morpheme-based analysis? 

161n Okanagan, roots occur with affixes that are said to either 'transitivize' 
or 'intransitivize' the root. Intuitively, the generalization that suggests itself is 
that roots are unmarked for transitivity. To my knowledge, no other work in 
Salish has pursued this possibility. 



Consider their putative internal structure. In (5),  I gloss each morpheme in 

these two words by analogy with other occurrences of the morphemes. 

(5) a. s+k'a?=cin+m 'deer' 
nominalizer-Jfetch=mouth-middle(?) 

b. k+X'a?=ipla?+nt 'cause problems for S.O. ' 

person-Jfetch=handle-transitive 

The morpheme-by-morpheme glosses in (5) reveal little about the meaning of 

the words, or about their derivational and inflectional class. A ssphisticated 

speaker might offer meanings for some of these morphemes, but he still needs 

to know, in addition, what the word means and how to inflect it. As far as 

derivation and inflection are concerned, there is no relevant semantic structure 

within the base." We can indicate this by bracketing the base as in (6), or 

eliminating the internal boundary markers entirely." 

17 Chierchia and McConnell-Ginet (1990:368) note that 'the linguistically 
specified meaning of a word often goes beyond what is determined by the 
interpretation of its constituents and their structural relations'. Some words 
seem straightforwardly compositional, or transparent, while others are less so. 
Chierchia and McConnell-Ginet coin the term trunslimnr for those words that 
are partly compositional (as in English likeable and wushuble). I chose the data 
in (5) to exemplify the common non-transparent type in Okanagan, aithough 
transparent and translucent words occur. As Chierchia and McConnell-Ginet 
warn, it is tempting, but ultimately inadequate, to generalize about word 
formation on the basis of transparent words only. 

181n this thesis I usually dispense with the base-internal boundary markers 
unless they are relevant to the discussion. This practice serves to highlight the 
derivational and inflectional markers. 



(6) a. [s +h.'av=cin + rn] 'deer' 

b. [k+ k'a?=ipla?] + nt 'cause problems for s.o. ' 

Many phonological roots occur in a large array of words that are not 

straightforwardly derived from a core meaning. In (7)-(9)' I give additional 

examples of this phenomenon. 

put s.t. down 
put s.t. in the middle 
carry s.t in one's arms 
place s. t. on 
put s.t. on top 
put s. t. under 
float s.t, 
put s.t. on one's back 
put S.O. (on a horse) 
saddle a horse 
be pregnant 
mattress 
pillow, cushion 
coffin 
cot 
saddle 



white 
silver coins 
weasel (in winter) 
swan 
gray-haired person 
palomino horse 
cataract, be white-eyed 
bald eagle 
whiskey jack 

(9) Jtq 
tqam touch s.t. 
k + tq=inaV press down 
k'f+tq+ncut+m protect oneself 
n + tq=qin + nt vote for S.O. 
k'$+tq+ap be worried 
tq+q + + t=w's=aqst=xn cross one's legs 
tq+q+nunt fool S.O. 

The view that roots and affixes are morphemes requires us to be able to 

state very precisely the meaning of a root and the meaning or function of an 

affix (Spencer 1991). The data above show that the meaning of a root changes 

with its context. This means that roots do not meet the condition that a lexeme 

be a context-free vocabulary item. The c0ntex.t-bound nature of a root cannot 

be explained by appealing to the semantic contribution that affixes make to a 

word. Affixes in Okanagan are frequently polyfunctional, or make no apparent 

semantic contribution to a word. For example, the prefix s- appears on some 

derived nouns and therefore is in wme cases associated with a nominalizing 



WFR. However, s- seems superfluous on other stems where another 

nominalizing suffix appears. 

(10) a. s+Jqiy's 
nom +dream, 

dream 

s+Jtx+min comb 
nom t comb, + nom 

c. nik' + mn 
cut, +nom 

knife 

d. s+n +Jt'l=da9xW+ tn plow 
nom + loc + rip,=land + nom 

Jsp'=qin + tn 
hit=head + nom 

threshing machine 

If affixes can be semantically empty, as the s- appears to be in (lob) and 

( 10d) , then they are even more context-sensi tive than roots. '' 
Even when an affix appears to have a lexical meaning, the meaning 

differs in unpredictable ways from stem to stem. The suffix -m commonly 

occurs on nouns that are instruments (e.g. (10d) and (1Oe)) but its meaning in 

(1 1) and (12) is idiosyncratic. 

(1 1) [k'"l' + ncut + (t)n] Creator 

(12) [k'.l+cut+(t)n] proper behavior (COD 1 1) 

19 Beard (1987) argues that one of the key differences, in principle, between 
lexemes and affixal morphemes is that affixal morphemes can be 
phonologically null, but lexemes never are. 



In fact, (1 1) and (12) also illustrate the idiosyncratic use of another affix, the 

suffix -fn)cut. This suffix marks predicates as reflexive, as part of a regular 

derivational rule. 

(13) kn.jcmn+(n)ciit I got myself ready. 

The reflexive interpretation is clear with certain base types. In (11) and (12), 

however, -(it)cdt serves no apparent grammatical or semantic function." It 

has been lexicalized in the words kwl'ncutn and k'fcurn. Examples such as 

these show that affixes lead a double life. They mark the operation of a 

regular, grammatical word formation rule in one word. In another, they are 

idiosyncratic and synchronically irrelevant. As a result, not all words can be 

exhaustively parsed into constituent morphemes using sound-meaning 

correspondences. " 
It may be possible to associate roots and affixes with highly abstract 

semantic primitives that interact to produce the semantics of the stems. But any 

''A. Mattina (1994) exemplifies the idiosyncratic behavior of two other 
verbal suffixes, -min and -mist. The data he provides demonctrate how difficult 
it is to maintain a correspondence between the form of an affix and a single, 
putative function. Mattina concludes that 'the internal structure of the base is 
irrelevant' (p.228). I note that Hkbert 1982a was unable to distinguish a class 
of roots that could combine with -n7Ijz, a fact which reinforces A. Mattins's 
view that 

[-min] is a derivational affix that attaches to certain bases, not to 
others. All such derived -min bases are lexical entries. 

"~kanagan has subgrammatical means of word farmation (such as 
backformation, blending, reanalysis, and folk etymologizing). I will not 
describe these idiosyncratic, sporadic phenomena here. 



strictly compositional account such as that required by the root-and-affix model 

has also to answer why if s+pq=mix is analyzed as 'nominalizer-white- 

creature' or 'nominalizer-it is being white', spqmix refers to a swan and not a 

snowshoe hare or weasel in winter. Note also that pq +f=qir~  might be 

analyzable as 'white-on-head', but pqlqin refers only to the bald eagle, and not 

to white-haired people or seagulls. in  the case of the root A'k'", we might ask 

why n+t 'kw+mh is something (of a particular shape and dimension) one lies 

in for the purpose of burial, and not any instance of 'something one lies in'. In 

short, these words have the denotational integrity that we associate with 

lexemes. Roots and affixes have meanings by virtue of their place in a word, 

contrary to what we would expect if they were lexical items. Lexemes, by 

contrast, are typically context-free sigl7s that show a high degree of sound- 

meaning correspondence, whatever their putative internal constituency. 

Salishan roots, as traditionally defined, are not relevant to synchronic 

semantico-syntactic relationships between underived lexemes and their 

derivates. Therefore, I will not analyze Okanagan words in terms of roots. 

Similarly, affixes that have been lexicalized in a lexeme are also irrelevant to 

synchronic word formation. For the most part, I will not segment roots and 

lexicalized affixes within the base in the many examples to come. This is 

because bases do not have internal structure that is relevant to word formation, 
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In addition, bases do not have internal structure that is relevant to syntax. Even 

affixes that are added to bases ny WFRs are neither linguistic signs nor 

'morphological heads'. They are merely formatives that express the operation 

of WFRs. Neither roots nor affixes are taken to be lexical items in the 

description of word formation that follows. 

1,3 Lexeme classification. This study of Okanagan word formation is 

related to other work in Salish which proposes to classify Salishan predicates. 

Thompson (1976, 1979) was the first to articulate a predicate classification for 

Salishan languages. His classification was based on the notion of proiagonisi 

conrrol and its expression through free and bound morphemes. Thompson 

observed that Salishan words frequently expressed degrees of protagonist 

control such as limited conrrol vs. out-ofcontrol, and he associated these 

denotations with affixal morphemes added to the root. Thompson subsequently 

developed the notion of control roots and non-control roors. Thompson's 

pioneering work lead to classificatory schemes based on thematic roles (agent- 

oriented vs. patient-oriented) or predicate argument structure (e.g . unary vs. 

binary). While the centrality of 'protagonist control' as a morphological 

category has not been universally accepted, Thompson's view that roots are the 

basic lexemes of Salish is assumed in many of the more recent predicate 
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classifications (e.g. Howett 1993, L. Thomason 1994, S. Thomason et al. 

1994, and Davis 1996). 

My classification differs it1 several ways from those just mentioned. 

First, I reject the root-and-affix model, which takes the root to be the 

semantico-syntactic core of every word. Instead, I take the lexeme to be the 

basic lexical unit, for the reasons given in sections 1.1. and 1.2. Second, my 

classification is broader than others in that I classify all open class lexemes, not 

just verbal lexemes. I assume that the potential of a lexeme to act as a 

predicate in the syntax is irrelevant to its lexical class. Third, I propose that 

aspectual, modal, and categorial features are criteria1 in lexeme classification. 

Despite the lexerx-based approach, my classification draws on the 

insights of other Salishanists. For example, B. Carlson (1972) and A. Mattina 

(1973) assert that bases rather than roots are at the heart of the word formation 

systems of Spokane and Colville-Ohagan, respectively. Outside of Southern 

Interior Salish, Hess (1993) has concluded that the stem and not the root is 'the 

basic descriptive unit of [the Lushootseed] verb'." In lexeme classification, I 

follow the lead of Vogt (1940), Nater (19841, Kroeber (1988), Gerdts (1991a), 

1996), and Saunders and Davis (1993) who have found aspectual classes in 

"other Salishanists may hold this view of word formation, but have not 
published on this topic. In reading the extant grammars and dictionaries, I find 
references to stems, bases, and words, as well as to roots and affixes. 
However, analysts are rarely explicit about the sense of these terms. 
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Salish languages that constrain word formation. Vogt explicit! y relates the 

aspectual classes he finds in Kalispel to category distinctions. I was also 

influenced by Thompson's work on protagonist control, and the recurrent 

references to it across the Salishan family. By building upon the observations 

of other Salishanists, I hope to advance our understanding of the nature of 

derivation, inflection, and the lexicon in one Salish language. 

1.4 Organization of thesis. In Chapter 2, I provide a brief overview 

of the syntax and morphology of Okanagan. In addition, I inventory the 

inflectional and derivational categories of Okanagan that are the focus of the 

thesis. In Chapter 3, 1 propose a classification of bases that uses ontological 

criteria. I describe four base classes using two binary, aspectual features. Three 

of these classes denote prototypical situations, which I refer to as Transitions, 

Processes, and States, following Pustejovsky 199 1. The remaining class 

denotes entities. I demonstrate that each base class has a distinctive set of 

derivational possibilities. The featural and paradigmatic evidence for base 

classes suggests that there is a cross-linguistically familiar semantic motivation 

for the nounlverb distinction, i.e. the distinction between entities and 

situations. 

In Chapter 4, I take up the question of whether Okanagan has more 

than one lexical category. While it has been claimed that Salish languages 
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generally iack the grammatical effects that support the nounherb distinction i n  

other languages (Kuipers 1968, Kinkade 1983, Jelinek and Demers 1983, 

1994), I demonstrate that there are grammatical distinctions between nouns and 

verbs in Okanagan. I also describe the status of nominalizations and adjectives 

with respect to the ways in which category is expressed in Okanagan. I 

demonstrate how bases carry aspectual features as well as category features. 

The category features of a base are largely predictable from the aspectuai 

features of a base. 

In Chapter 5 ,  I review the evidence that demonstrates that speakers of 

Okanagan cannot rely purely on the form of stems and affixes to classify bases 

and stems. I illustrate six arrangements of form, meaning, and lexico-syn tactic 

properties that are attested by the data in this thesis. These six form-function 

classes show that form and function are not typically implied in Okanagan. 

This finding supports the adoption of the Separation Hypothesis in particular, 

and lexeme-base morphology in general for the study of Okanagan word 

formation. I briefly review the major derivational and inflectional classes of 

Okanagan before I discuss the direction of future research in this vein. 
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Chapter 2. An overview of Okanagan 

2.0 Introduction. In this overview of Okanagan, I discuss the points of 

syntax and morphology that are relevant to the remainder of the thesis. The 

phonemes of the language appear in Appendix I, with brief phonological notes. 

Fuller treatments of the phonology are to be found in Watkins 1970 and 

Mattina 1973.l My discussion of the syntax and morphology benefits from 

data and analysis presented in Hkbert 1982a, 1982b, 1953 and in Mattina 1973, 

fS)82, 1985, 1993a, 1593b, and 1994. In the first three sections of this chapter, 

1 discuss basic sentence types (section 2. I), transitive syntax and inflection 

(section 2.1. l), and the major grammatical relations (section 2.1.2). Next, I 

describe the structure of Okanagan words, with particular attention to the 

distinction between inflection and deriwtion, I conclude the chapter with an 

inventory of a group of derivational word formation rules that are crucial to the 

description of base classes (Chapter 3) and inflectional classes. 

2.1 Okanagan sentences and clauses. The simplest Okanagan sentence 

consists of a single, predicative grammatical word. In connected discourse, 

I I leave detailed investigation of the interaction between morphology and 
phondogy for future re-ch. To assist the reader with the Okanagan 
transcriptions, I provide phonological notes in the text or footnotes when 
necessary. I mark only primary stress in full words. I do not mark stress in 
monosyllabic words. Inherent or morphological stress is marked in 
transcriptions of bases, stems, and affixes, following traditional practice. 



however, a main predicate is usually accompanied by a modal particle (or 

two), a noun phrase (NP),  a prepositional phrase, or some combination of 

these. Sentences may consist of one clause, or they may consist of a main 

clause with one or more embedded clauses. Clauses are of two types i n  

Okanagan. The first type is headed by a verbal predicate, transitive (la) or 

intransitive (I b) .' 

(1) a- ('acan t-is i 3 sank+c9a%q&?a7 

tie-3sERG art horse 
He tied the horse. 

b. wahim i? kakaw9apa' 
bark-3sABS art dog 
The dog barked. 

The second type consists of two adjacent NPs standing in an 

equivalence relationship interpreted as 'NP = NP'.' Equational sentences have 

neither a lexical verb nor a copula. 

(2) a- [Tar6s],, [i- skwist],, 
Teresa 1 sPOSS name. 
Teresa is my name. 

b. [i [an- caw t],, 

dpr 2sPOSS deeds 
That is what you did. 

The preference for at most one direct argument NP complement per clause is 

3 
-Abbreviations are as follows: ERG= transitive subject; art = article; 

ABS = intransitive subject; dpr = deictic pronoun; POSS = possessive 
marker. The person marking paradigms are given in section 2.1.1, Figure 1. 

3 ~ .  Mattina brought the presence of equational sentences to my attention. 
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so pervasive in Okanagan that I do not distinguish clause types by their relative 

ability to have multiple argument NPS.' Thus the verbal predicate in (la) is 

inflected as a transitive verb, while the predicate in (Ib) shows intransitive 

inflection. (I describe transitivity in section 2.1.1, and inflection in section 

2.2.1). While the transitivelintransitive distinction is salient in the inflectional 

system of Okanagan, my point in conflating transitives and intransitives in this 

discussion is to highlight the basic syntactic contrast between verbally-headed 

clauses and equational clauses. 

Verbally headed clauses and equational clauses both function as main 

and subordinate clauses. Typically a subordinate clause is indicated by a 

subordinating particle. However, these particles may be omitted under 

circumstances that I do not yet understand. The data in (3a) and (4a) exemplify 

verbal clauses and equational clauses as subordinate clauses, respectively. The 

data in (3b) and (4b) exemplify them with null marklng. (The subordinating 

4 ~ .  Mattina (1985:70) describes Okanagan as showing 'a predilection for 
sentences with an initial predicate followed by only one (unmarked) major 
relation (the subject, the direct object, the indirect object).' I have elicited 
sentences that include two or more argument NPs. However, study of the 
substantial amount of textual material that is available in Okanagan shows that 
sentences with multiple argument NPs are extremely rare. My decision to 
describe Okanagan clauses as limited to one argument NP is also influenced by 
Kinkade (1983:32), who suggests that English influence has caused Salish 
speakers to accept from linguists clauses that have more than one argument 
NP. I note also that Hess (1993) states that only one argument NP is allowed 
in Lushootseed clauses. 



particle (sb) is in bold-face.)5 Other particles are indicated with pn.) 

(3) a- way' t'i a s  Q. k'aEWfist -am 

prt prt good sb throw - away -1pERG 
It's better that we do away with him. COD151 

b. way' rniyst -s t inci 
prt know -3sERG cs I 
He'll know 

k 1 - s- k"li1'stam 
2sOBJ 1sGEN asp- send 
(that) I sent you. GW610 

(4) a. k c- t'xatrnist afi 
1 sABS asp- careful s b 

ixi? sWn -tat 
dpr food 1pPOSS 

I was careful because it was our food. 

b. ac- rnyst -in ixP sqlaw' 
asp- know -1sERG dpr money 
I know it's money. 

Any sentence or clause can be preceded by one or more particles, as 

shown in (5)  with the negator lur (neg), and in (6) with lut and r'i 'evidential' 

(5) lut k " ~  glitnt -xw 
neg 1sOBJ call 2sERG 
You didn't call me. 

5~emaining abbreviations are: prt = particle; GEN = genitive wbject; 
asp = aspect; cs = case marker. 



(6) tut t'(i) in- jirninlc i3 siw+kw 
neg. ev 1sPOSS- lihng art water 
I don't (really) like the water. GW294 

Sentences and clauses can also be modified by adverbs. Adverbs occur in 

prepredicate position, without or without a complementizer. A. Mattina 

(1973: 137) gives these examples: 

(7) a. kwmi+ xWuy 
suddenly go 
He went suddenly. 

b. kwmi+ ki3 x'uy 
suddenly comp go 
It was suddenly that he went. 

Neither modal particles nor adverbs can stand alone as predicates. 

Word order in Okanagan verbal clauses is typically predicate initial. 

This order conforms to the word order found in other Salish languages 

(Kroeber 1991:26). In elicitation contexts, speakers report that an argument NP 

can occur in initial position, as in (9). 

(8) t'uxWt in- kawiip 

fly 1 sPOSS horse 
My horse flew. 

(9) in- kawiip t'ux"'t 
1 sPOSS horse fly 
My horse flew. 

This apparent freedom of word order is also found in possessed NPs, as in (10) 



and (1 1). 

(10) Pit i7 kawhp -s 
Pete art horse 3sPOSS 
Pete's horse 

(1 1) i? kawap -s Pit 
art horse 3sPOSS Pete 
Pete's horse 

However, there are word order constraints with respect to adverbs (exemplified 

above in (7)) and in other constituent types (Chapter 4). Therefore Okanagan 

cannot be said to show free word order. 

2.1.1 Transitivity. Transitivit,~ of the Salish clause has long been 

equated with the presence of one of a set of suffixes on the clause head. In 

Okanagan these suffixes are: -nt, -st, -xjt, -ft, -tiit[, -niint, -nhsFr, urid -nht  

(A. Mattina 1982, 1994).~ However, it is more accurate to say that the 

6 ~ 1 1  the Interior languages have cognate formatives for some or all of these 
Okanagan suffixes that include t. As a group, they dre consistently associated 
with transitive inflection. However, the semantic details of predicates and 
classes of predicates with these markers differ from language to language, as 
demonstrated by comparing the data and analysis in B. Carlson 1980, Kinkade 
1980, Thompson and Thompson 1980, A. Mattina 1982, and N. Mattina 1993. 
The t that is common to these suffixes is not synchronically segmentable in 
Okanagan, as only one verb 7am+t- (e.g. 7unz+t-in 'I ate it1) shows transitive 
suffix -t. I do not segment -rui from -nlint, -nLi%t, and -nust, which are the 
limited control (Zc) transitive suffixes (see section 2.2.2.11). -nu does not occur 
without the two final consonants of the suffix, except before the 1sERGsub 
suffix -an. Compare (i) and (ii). 

(i). xak'p+nGnt -xw (ii). xak'p+nG(nt) -n 
finish +lc -2sERG finish + lc 1 sERG 
You managed to finish it. I managed to finish it. 
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transitivity of a clause is indicated by the inflectional class of the clause head. 

(I describe these classes below.) In terms of their form, the heads of transitive 

clauses have subject and object person markers from the ergative or genitive 

person marking sets.7 Heads of intransitive clauses have subject markers from 

the absolutive person marking set (see section 2.1.2 for discussion of 

grammatical relations). The affixes and clitics that comprise these person 

marking sets are given in Figure 1. 

Several other Interior languages have a transitive suffix -rni'n, but in 
Okanagan this suffix is found on transitive and intransitive verb stems. 

7 I use the terms person marker and person marking to refer to the marking 
of person, number, and grammatical function on heads. On verbs, person, 
number, and grammatical function are typically marked by a portmanteau 
formative in a single inflectional paradigm. 



Figure 1 ,  Person marking paradigms. 

I. Ergative Paradigm 

i. Ergative (Subject) 
1 -(9n -(Om 
2 -(OxW -(QP 
3 -(OS/ -m -(Os-1x1 -m-lx 

ii. Object 

with -nr 

with -sr 

11. Absolutive Paradigm 

1 .  lp. k W k  
2. rw 2 ~ -  Pw 
3. 0 3p. (-lx) 

111. Genitive Paradigm 

i.  Genitive (Subject) 
1 .  in- lp.  -tat 
2. an- 23. -amp 
3. -s 3p. -s-lx 

with -%I 

with -.u(i)r 

ii. Object 
1. k w k  1p. k w k  
2. k: 2 ~ .  Pu 
3. 0 3p. 0-1x 
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The object markers in the ergative pxadigrr! vary in form depending on 

the form of the transitive suffix. The object markers with -nlint, -nu'$[, and 

-nlist are the same as those for -nt, -ft, and -st, respectively. Third person 

singular object markers are phonologically null. The third person singular 

intransitive subject marker is also phonologically null. The third person plural 

suffix -k can refer to subjects or objects, depending on the predicate type (A. 

Mattina 1985). 

The canonical transitive clause is exemplified in (1 1) and (12). As in all 

transitive clauses, two participants are referenced by person markers on the 

clause head. Example (11) is a transitive clause where both (non-third person) 

arguments are coded on the clause head with ergative person-marking. (12) 

shows a transitive clause with an NP argument. In (12), the third person object 

marker is zero. 

(11) kWk, cac+nt -ixw 
1 sOBJ tie(Trans) 2sERG 
You tied me up. 

(12) cac+nt -ixw i3 sn k%c'a%q8%ay 
tie(Trans) 2sERG art horse 
You tied up the horse. 

There are three types of non-canonical transitives which demonstrate 

that there is no singIe pattern of transitive marking for all predicate types. 

First, there are predicates that have one of the transitive suffixes, but genitive 



rather than ergative person markers, as (13). 

(13) k " ~  a- ks- cac+'tt+im in- kawap 
lsOBJ 2sGEN irr tie(Trans) 1 sPOSS horse 
You will tie up my horse. 

The difference between (13) and the canonical transitives in (1 1) and (12), is 

that (10) is inflected for irrealis mood (irr) with the prefix Xrs-. (Irrealis mood 

is discussed in section 2.2.1). The irrealis/realis contrast, therefore, conditions 

the distribution of ergative and genitive person-marking with transitive 

predicates (A. Mattina l993a) .' 

A second kind of non-canonical transitive predicate lacks a transitive 

suffix. This kind of predicate occurs with both the realis and irrealis inflection. 

The presence of two person markers in (15) shows that the clause is transitive. 

(1 4) wik -n i? paptwinaxw 
see(Trans) 1 sERG art old lady 
I saw the old lady. 

(15) kwy, a- ks- cacim 
lsOBJ 2sGEN irr tie(Trans) 
You will tie me up. 

The -nt transitive suffix is lost in certain forms of the realis and irrealis person 

"he trmsitive stem to which the marker of irreatis mood, ks-, ends in 
-(V)m. The suffix is not an object person marker, as example (13) shows. The 
genitive subject marker is a- and the genitive object marker is Pu. The suffix 
-(V)m may indicate that the stem is transitive; however, the same suffix is 
found on intransitive stems that do not allow subject and object person 
marking. I do not have a complete analysis of this suffix and its many 
functions, although others (e.g. Thomason and Everett 1993, Davis 1996) have 
made proposals concerning the cognate suffix in the Interior. 
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paradigms. In realis mood, stems with inherently stressed, or srrong roots, do 

show -nt in first person singular, and third person singular and plural forms, as 

in (16). Stems with unstressed or weak roots have -nt for all persons. This 

pattern is shown in (17). All of the examples here have zero third singular 

objects, but the patterns hold for all subject/object combinations. 

Z sub wik-n wfk+nt-am 
2 wik+nt-xw wil+nt-ap 
3 wi k-s wil-s-alx 

lsub h'a?+nt-in h'a?+nt-im 
2 k'av+nt-ixw f 'a?+nt-ip 
3 %'a?+nt-is f'a?+nt-is-alx 

In irrealis mood, the -nt transitive suffix is lost in the all plural person 

forms, regardless of the type of root in the stem. 

(18) lsub i-ks-wik+am ks-wik+nt+am 
2 a-ks-wi&+am ks-wil+nt +ap 
3 ks-wik+am-s ks-wik+am-s-alx 

The other transitive suffixes are present in all persons in both realis and irrealis 

mood (e.g. XMduc+ft+is 'He tied it for me'; k"u-a-ks-~uc+tt-zi7z 'You tied 

something of mine').g What the data in (14)-(18) show is that the -nt suffix 

9 A morphological model that allows for the independence of form and 
meaning at some stage of the derivation can express the phonological side 
effects of a WFR in the WFR itself, as the phonological spell-out of a stem. 
The mixed surface forms of closed transitionals can be understood as the 
realization of a mixed paradigm: some of the realizations of the person 
marking rules select the stem form /base form + nt/ while others select the 
stem form /base form + 01. Such spell-outs are the stuff of pure morphology. 
There is no need to recognize a distinct class of morphophonemic rules in this 



itself does not mark transitivity. Speakers (and learners) know certain 

predicates to be transitive in the absence of a transitive suffix. Therefore, 

transitive suffixes only partly distinguish the class of transitive predicates. 

The third type of non-canonical transitive shows a suffix -(V,m that 

alternates with -s 3slpERG subject (see Figure 1, above). I label the -(V)t~z 

suffix underspecified subject (Umub). l o  This suffix occurs in certain 

discourse contexts. Informally, I characterize its interpretation as the other onc 

or anorher one. An example of this type of non-canonical transitive appears in 

(19) q"alqWil+st -am j3 t kawiip -s 
talk(Trans) Unsub art cs horse 3sPOSS 
His horse said to him: . . . 

Clauses headed by this type of predicate are similar in their 

interpretations to passive constructions in other languages. However, the 

evidence that predicates with underspecified subjects are passive (and therefore 

intransitive) is not strong in Okanagan. First, we cannot determine from person 

marking alone if these predicates are transitive or intransitive. This is because 

Unsub predicates are limited to expressing third person referents. Third person 

intransitive subjects and third person transitive objects are zero-marked. 

view (Anderson 1992225). 
1 %n A. Mattina 1994, this suffix is labeled switched passive subjecr. As I 

argue here, I am not convinced that these predicates are syntacticdly 
intransitive. 



Therefore, the iinsub predicate like that in (19) might have either a null 

intransitive subject marker, or a null transitive object marker. Case marking of 

the agent NP suggests that Unsub predicates head transitive clauses. The agent 

NP of both canonical and Unsub transitives is preceded by the case marker t 

(cs). Compare (19) with (20). 

(20) cu -s i3 t h'aXaXX'K5p -s 
sayfcfrans) 3sERG art cs elders 3sPOSS 
His elders told him: . . . 

Furthermore, as the translation of (19) shows, speakers do not consistently 

translate Unsub transitives with English passives, i.e. with the meaning y ;was 

V'd (by x). In my view, Unsub predicates are basically active, and therefore I 

do not use the label passive for them." 

In sum, there are three non-canonical transitive stem types: 1) 

transitives in i rrdis  mood 2) transitives that regularly lack the -nt transitive 

suffix for some persons; and 3) transitives that have the Unsub suffix. These 

non-canonical transitives demonstrate that the notion transitive stem is not 

isomorphic with one set of transitive suffixes or person markers. Furthermore, 

because clauses rarely (if ever) contain more than one NP, a transitive stem 

"~homason and EvereE (1993:327) describe the cognate construction in 
Montana Salish (aka Flathead) as 'an ordinary active transitive'. There seems 
to be general agreement that full description of this construction in the Interior 
will involve discourse anaiysis. My point here is that until this phenomenon is 
better described, it is misleading to refer to it as passive. 



cannot be defined as one that takes two or more NPs in its clause. 1 assume 

that transitivity is defined structurally or relationally in the syntax. Syntactic 

transitivity is licensed by a predicative stem that is notionally transitive. A 

notional transitive is one that encodes the following in its lexical conceptional 

structure (LCS): 1) two participants, the external argument (usually an actor) 

and an internal argument (usually a patient); and 2) the internal argument is 

referential. A notionally intransitive predicate may have one of two types of 

lexical conceptual structures. l3  One intransitive type, the simple inrrat~sitiw, 

does not encode an internal argument, The second intransitive type encodes an 

internal argument, but this argument is non-referential or gmeric. I refer to 

this type of intransitive as the gencric object inrr~nsiiive.'~ The three 

internal argument I mean the second of two ordered semantic 
participants as specified in the lexical conceptual structure of a verb. Thus the 
logical structure of a transitive predicate is P(x,y) where y is the internal 
argument. I am assuming that all internal agruments are mapped to the 
syntactic object position (i.e. VP internal, following Williams 19811, and that 
all external arguments are mapped to the syntactic subject position. This means 
that Ohnagan has no empty subject positions at d-siwture, or, in the terms of 
Relational Grammar, there are no e3vancements to the subject relation. 

 h he base of a predicate determmes which kind of intransitive it is. See 
Chapter 3 for a classification of Okanagan bases. 

1 ?his construction and its cognates in other languages are referred to as 
the intransitive object, indefinite object, and/or rniddie construction. The 
example in (i) shows that the object of this construction is not indefinite, since 
it is quantified. 

ti). Zlap kw km'am t mus sq'lips 
tomorrow 2sABS take cs four handkerchiefs 
Tomorrow you will take four handkerchiefs. GW262 

In Chapter 4, I give evidence that Okanagan has a middle construction that is 



kic -salx ax83 i9 ttw'it 
get - to(Trans) 3pERG dpr art boy 
They got to the boy. 

(22) Simple inrrcmsitive 

s- cxWuy -s i7 paptwinax" 
asp- come(1ntr) 3sGEN art woman 
The old woman came closer. 

(23) Generic objecr intransitive 

way' P k'xWup i? t sqlaw' 
prt 2pABS obtain(1ntr) art cs money 
Then you will get some money. GW17 

The internal argument of the generic object intransitive cannot be 

possessed. I assume that this is because possessed NPs are referential. 

(23) *lq, wikm (i?) t-, in- citx" 
1 sABS seeflntr) art cm 1sPOSS house 
(I saw my house.) 

distinct from the generic object intransitive. 
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The argument NPs of simple intransitives and transitives can be possessed." 

(25) cac + n t -in in- q'a?x;in 
tie(Trans) 1 sERG 1 sPOSS shoe 
I tied my shoe. 

(26) wah6m in- ka kaw ipa? 
bark(1ntr) 1 sPOSS dog 
My dog barked. 

In order to distinguish notional transitivity from syntactic transitivity, 1 

have developed a set of labels for the notional types of predicates in (21)-(23) 

and their subtypes. I introduce these labels and define them in sections 2.2.2.1 - 

2.2.2.14. First, however, I describe the major grammatical relations in Okana- 

gan, and how i test for them. 

15~erhaps a full account of notional transitivity would make use of the 
Givenness Hierarchy proposed in Cundel, Hedberg, and Zacharski 1993. 
Gundel et al. correlate the form of an NP with its cognitive status in discourse. 
In English, the Givenness Hierarchy conditions the form of the NP as follows: 

(i). The Givenness Hierarchy 

& uniquely tY Pe 
~WUS > activated > familia > iiiteiitifiable > referential > identifiable 

{E this N 1 that N the N indf. this N a N 

In Okanagan, this hierarchy is expressed by the predicate type rather than the 
W w -  
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2.1.2 Grammatical relations. Okanagan person-marking distinguishes 

subject and object grammatical relations. The affixes that mark these relations 

were given in Figure 1, above. Okanagan also has a case marking system that 

weakly distinguishes a second object relation, and an oblique relation. In this 

case marking system, certain NFs are preceded by the proclitic t. I refer to 

these as t-marked NPs.16 Other NPs lack the t, hence I refer to them as plain. 

In the core case marking pattern, the case marking of an NP is predictable on 

the basis of whether that NP is cross referenced with a person marker on the 

clause head. Those NPs that are cross-referenced on the predicate are plain; 

those that are not are t-marked. Most plain NPs are direct arguments of the 

predicate, in either subject or object function. In (27), (28), and (29), the NP 

is transitive subject, transitive object, and intransitive subject, respectively. 

k w ~  wik -S M5ri 
1 sOBJ see(Trans) -3sERG Mary 
Mary saw me. 

p'ic' +nt -X i3 pus 
pinch(Trans) -2sERG art cat 
You pinched the cat. 

t'ux't i7 sankk'a7sq6Aa? 
fly(1ntr) art horse 
The horse flew. 

16 Cognates of t in the Northern Interior are sometimes referred to as the 
obiique marker. Okanagan, Columbian O(mkade p.c), and Montana Salish 
(Thomason and Everett 1993) use t to mark other grammatical functions beside 
oblique. I discuss the many functions of t in Okanagan in Chapter 4. 



NPs that are not cross-referenced on the predicate are not direct 

arguments. They are t-marked, as in (30) and (31). 

krL nil' m i7 t sp'ic'an 
1 sABS cut(1ntr) art cs rope 
I cut a rope. 

krL c'wak i7 t t'ic'man 
1 sABS get burnt art cs iron 
I got burnt by the iron. 

Case marking is not a completely reliable means of identifying the 

grammatical relation of an NP. That is, there are case marking patterns for 

certain predicate types that do not conform to the core pattern. For example, 

third person subjects of canonical and underspecified subject transitives are 

expressed as t-marked NPs. The person markers and transitive suffixes of these 

transitive predicates indicate that these NPs are not oblique (see examples (19)- 

(20)). Case marking does not follow the core pattern with a second predicate 

type, also transitive. With predicates that include the transitive suffix -St, a 

plain NP may occur in the clause even though it is not cross-referenced on the 

predicate. I refer to these predicates as possessionals (see also section 2.2.2.3). 

Possessionals predicates @os) may have third person ergative subject and 

object markers. The subject marker refers to the notional agent; the object 
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marker refers to the possessor of the theme.I7 The theme is frequently ex- 

pressed in an NP, as in (32). '' 
(32) Tac+Qt -is i3 kawip-s 

tie(pos) 3sErg art horse 3sPOSS 
He tied his, horse for him,. 

In (32), the theme NP is not marked oblique, as might be expected 

because i t  is not cross referenced on the predicate. In fact, it patterns with 

direct arguments in that it can be extracted from the clause in a cleft construc- 

tion, as in (33). In (34), (33, and (36), I give cleft constructions involving the 

direct arguments, i .e. transitive object, transitive subject, and intransitive 

subject, respectively. 

i3 kawip -s i3 cac +Qt -is 
art horse 3sPOSS sb tie(pos) 3sERG 
His horse is what he tied for him. 

in- q 'a3K6n i? cac+nt -in 
1 sPOSS shoe sb tie(Trans) 1sERG 
My shoe is what I tied. 

t anwi ki? k w c  kwan+ndnt -xW 
you sb 1 sOBJ grab(Trans) 2sERG 

It's you who managed to get me. GW373 

"~hr: possessor of the theme is always animate, usually human. There is 
no regular alternate personlcase pattern in which the theme is marked as the 
object and the possessor appears in a plain NP. 

16 POSS is an abbreviation for possessor person, an inflectional category of 
nouns. -bwap 'horse' is the bound alternant of sankfc'a7sqa'Ji:a7 'horse' with 
possessive markers. 



(36) i9 sqltmix" ki? 9ukwt 
art man sb cmwi(Intr) 
It's the man who crawled. 

Oblique NPs cannot be extracted. 

(37) a. krL wfkam i? t sWan 
1 sABS see(1ntr) art cs food 
I saw some food. 

b. *(PI t sWan i? k q ,  wkam 
art cs food sb 1 sABS see(In tr) 

It was some food I saw. 

(38) a. krt tack i 9 t sqltmix" 
1 sABS get - tied(1ntr) art cs man 
I got tied up by the man. 

b. *i t sqltmixw ki? k k  cache 
art cs man sb 1 sABS get - tied(1ntr) 

It was by the man that I got tied up. 

The theme NP's of possessional predicates have an intermediate status; 

they are neither direct nor oblique arguments. The same is true for the theme 

NP of another predicate type, the dative (dat) (see also section 2.2.2.4). Like 

possessionals, datives take ergative subject and object person markers. The 

notional theme can be expressed only as an NP. 

(39) cac + xit -s i9 (, sankk'a'hqaiia7 
tie(dat) 3sErg art cs horse 
He tied the horse for him. 

Possessionals and datives differ formally in that the theme NP of the dative is 



t-marked, while the theme NP of a possessional is plain. lg However, both 

theme NPs can be extracted. The theme NP of possessionals can be extracted 

as shown above in ( 3 3 ,  above. (40) shows that the theme NP of datives can 

also be extracted. 

(40) i7 sankk'a?sqGa? i 7 cac +xit -s 
art horse sb tie(dat) %ERG 
The horse is what he tied for him. 

Because of their accessibility in the cleft construction, I distinguish theme NPs 

with these two predicate tvpes as bearing the grammatical relation second 

objecr to the predicate. 

To summarize, person marking distinguishes three functions: subject, 

object, and oblique. Nominal case-marking indicates a distinction between 

direct arguments (plain) and non-arguments (t-marked), yet there are systematic 

exceptions to the general pattern. Subjects and objects, but not obliques, can be 

extracied in cleft constructions. I distinguish the grammatical relation second 

object pretheoretically for NPs that do not pattern completely with either direct 

arguments or obliques. I summarize the behavior of NP's in each grammatical 

function in (41). 

"~hese theme NP's also differ in terms of their referentiality. The theme 
of a possessional is possessable and therefore referential. The theme of a dative 
is not possessable and therefore is generic. The dative theme is regularly 
translated as 'some X' where X is an entity. 



Subject Object 2nd Object Oblique 

Cross-referenced 
on the head + + - - 

t-marked - - - + 

Ex trac ti ble in + + + - 
clefts 

Clearly these distinctions can be instantiated in a formal grammar in a 

number of ways. However, this pre-theoretical treatment of grammatical 

relations is sufficient for the level of syntactic analysis involved in this thesis. 

The issue of the precise relationship between NPs and co-referential person 

markers, for example, is not addressed. I assume that cross-referencing of NPs 

with person markers is a kind of agreement. This agreement allows NPs to be 

dropped from the clause as the speaker chooses. For detailed discussions of 

argument reajization in Salish, I refer the reader to Gerdts 1988, 1993a, 

1993b, Hkbert 1982a, Hukari 1976, Jelinek and Deiners 1982, 1994, and 

Gardiner 1993. 

2.2 Okanagan words. An Okanagan word consists formally of a base 

plus any derivational or inflectional  formative^.^' A base plus any derivation- 

? 
-%ords are distinct from particles in that the latter do not take derivational 

or inflectional markers. Okanagan particles comprise modals, prepositions, 
deictics, conjunctions, cornplementizers, interrogatives, quantifiers, etc. A. 
Mattina 1973 surveys the Colville-Okanagan particles and his Colville-Okana- 
gan dictionary (1987) contains examples in context. 



al affixes is a stem. A sten is an uninflected word; and inflected stem is a 

grumniutical word (following Matthews 1972). If a stem's form, distribution, 

or meaning indicates that a WFR has applied, that stem is a derived stem. The 

derived stem contrasts with a default stem, the semantically and morphological- 

ly simplest realization of a base. The relative order of derivational and inflec- 

tional suffixes mirrors the order of WFR application. That is, all derivatior, 

precedes inflection. Evidence for this is that inflectional formatives never occur 

closer to the base than derivational formatives. Derivational affixes are always 

at the edges of the stem, i.e. they are either stem-initial or stem-final. In this 

position, they identify the inflectional class of the stem. Formatives with the 

shape of derivational affixes that are not at the edges of the stem are base 

formatives. They are are not relevant to the inflectional class of the stem. Base 

forrnatives may be multiple, including at times more than one root plus other 

base formatives, e. g . c/nialx'a7+s +dfWdq "=alp  +an 

(prer~?rtd+connector+snore) 'pretend to snore'." Figure 2 is a formal sche- 

matic of the Okanagan verb (Bsf = base formative, Drf = derivational 

formative, and Inf = inflectional formative.) 

"A full inventory of base formatives in Okanagan would include the 
affixes that mark diminutive, plural, locative, and directional notions, as well 
as lexical affixes. Okanagan has many more affixes than I describe here; it 
remains to be seen which of the remaining ones act strictly as base forrnatives, 
and which are markers of a synchronic WFR. I discuss the reanalysis of stem 
formatives as base formatives in Chapter 5. 



I 

Inf 
pfrxl 
cl tc 

k ", 

kW% 

kW, 

Figure 2. Formative order in the verb stem. 

grammatical w o r d 1  
I -  stem -, 
1 base -, 

(DrQ @sf) @sf) * (Drf) Inf 
prfx- prfx- Jroot -sfx -sfx -sfx 

k*+ s+ Jqalt +mixw 

- s k'all)awcni'hns 
'3s mistakes 3s' 

-xW nq'a?flsntxw 
'2s worries 3s' 

kwJsqal tmixW 
'2s has - husband' 

k w ~ " a ' Q W a ~ m n c 0 t  
' 1 p practice' 

kwJ'ux"t 
'2s flew' 

7itx 
'3s slept' 
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Derivational WFRs that involve reduplication or infixation typically 

target the phonological root, the phonological core of the word as in example 

(d) in Figure 2. Okanagan inflectional markers are a mix of clhics, prefixes, 

and suffixes. Predicates can have inflectional markers both before and after the 

stem, depending on the categories marked on the stem. For example, the stem 

in form (d) in Figure 2 can have two inflectional prefixes. It is shown in (d) 

with a person marker only. If the stem f'a7+fdnmczit is inflected for irrealis 

mood, the irrealis marker ks- and the subject marker i(n)- precede the predi- 

cate, as in i-ks-fu7(-u7171nclir 'I will practice'. As a stem with reflexive 

meaning, however, this stem never has an inflectional suffix or a second 

person marker. Other stems allow up to three markers before the stem as in 

P c u - k s - r v i k m ~  'you will see me'. Still other stems have forms where person 

marking and sentential aspect marking involve no formative at all, e.g. Figure 

2 (0. In sum, stems may have zero to three inflectional formatives. These are 

realized at one or both ends of the stem. 

The arrangement of formatives within a noun parallels that of a verb. 

The difference between the form of nouns and verbs is in the kinds of WFRs 

that apply to them (see Chapters 3 and 4). The noun form is schematized in 

Figure 3. 



Figure 3. Formative order in the noun stem. 

I grammatical word 
1- stem 7 1 

I-, base 7 

Inf (Drf) (Bsf)* Jroot (Bsf)* Inf 
prfx- prfx- prfx- -sfx 

sax" + 

ankawap 
'2sGEN horse' 

Jk'"u1' +m -s sa~~k'~u1'rns 
'3sGEN workman ' 

s+k+ caw +/caw +Uqst+xn skcawcaw~iqstxn 
'fringed wing chaps' 

One strilung property of nouns is that they take derivational prefixes, 

but not derivational suffixes. Inflectional markers are prefixes (e.g. 1s and 2s 

possessive) or suffixes (3s/p, Ip, 2p possessive). Like the verb, the noun may 

contain more than one base formative, as in ( c ) . ~ ~  

2 2 ~  noun in predicate function can have both an inflectional proclitic and 
an affix, as in (i) and (ii). 

(ij. k " ~  an- tk+milxW 
lsABS 2sPOSS wife 
I am your wife. 

(ii). k w ~  &4mi!xw -s 
lsABS wife 3sPOSS 
I am his wife. 

This pattern is like that of irrealis transitive predicates (section 2.1.1). Because 
the person marking of predicate norninals is distinct from that of all other 
predicate types, it represents a fourth paradigm of person marking. I discuss 
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In the following sections I describe the sets of inflectional and derivatio- 

nal WFRs that are the focus of this thesis. In 2.2.1, I describe two major 

inflectional t~tegories of Okanagan. I also describe the inflectional paradigms, 

which demanstrate that there are two inflectional classes of verbs in Okanagan. 

In 2.2.2, I introduce an important derivational paradigm that marks aspectuo- 

modai categories in the stem. I refer to these derivational categories as stem 

uspects. I discuss category-changing WFRs in section 2.2.2.16. 

2.2.1 Inflection. Stems undergo inflectional WFRs if they meet the 

conditions of the syntax for inflection. Inflection differs from derivation chiefly 

in that inflection is restricted to adding features of three kinds: those that 

indicate person marking, sentential aspect, and sentential mood. Furthermore, 

inflection differs from derivation in the manner proposed by Bybee (1985): 

inflection is obligatory, while derivation is not. That is, there are underived 

stems in Okanagan, but no uninflected ones. Verbs are inflected for person 

marking, sentential aspect, and sentential mood in two inflectional paradigms, 

the transitive paradigm and the intransitive paradigm. I consider only one 

contrast in sententiat m d ,  the irrealis/realis contrast. Realis mood is 

indicative; i r rd is  mooci expresses relatively less commitment to the truth of 

-- 

predicate nominal~ in more detail in Chapter 4. 
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the assertion by the This mood contrast plays a significant role in 

determining the inflectional marking of a predicate. Other sentential moods 

have been identified in Okanagan (A. Mattina 1980, 1993a), but I do not 

discuss them here.'" 

2.2.1.1 Person marking. Okanagan marks six persons for each ~f four 

person marking paradigms. I refer to these paradigms as the ergative, absolut- 

ive, genitive, and predicate nominal paradigms. The ergative and genitive 

paradigms mark subject and object persons (A. Mattina 1982, 1993a). The 

absolutive and the predicate nominal paradigms mark subject person only. (see 

also Figure 1, section 2.1.1). Nouns in either predicate or non-predicate 

function may inflect for possessor person. The possessor person markers are 

given in (42). 

(42) 1 in- -tat 
2 an- -amp 
3 -S -s-lx 

The form of possessor person markers is identical to the form of 

 he marker of irrealis mood is the prefix ks-. Predicates with this prefix 
timslate as futures, piospacfjres, or negative imperztives, dcpndiilg on their 
contexts. 

Z 4 ~ .  Mattina (1980) describes imperative formation. A. Mattina (1993a) 
describes several prefixes in his paper on Okanagan aspect that might be better 
described as mood markers. Moods may be expressed lexically, inflectionally, 
and/or at the phrasal level. In short, mood in Okanagan is very complex and 
deserves an in depth treatment. 
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genitive subject markers. Although ii is customary to consider possessive and 

genitive markers as belonging to a single paradigm, I distinguish them because 

possessive markers attach only to nouns." Genitive markers attach only to 

verbs (see Chapter 4 for discussion) Speakers translate these markers as agents 

or possessors when they are in genitive function. In possessor person function, 

only the possessor interpretation is possible. This contrast is shown in (33) and 

(44) .26 

(43) i- S- xWuy 
l sGEN asls go 
I went/ my going 

(44) in- q'ay 'min 
I sPOSS Paper 
my pap& *I paper 

I discuss additional facts related to the distinction between genitive and posses- 

sive marking in Chapter 4. 

The major infleciional classes of Okanagzn verbs are the transitive and 

intransitive classes. These classes are semantically motivated (see section 

Intransitive stems inflect with the absofutive or genitive person markers. The 

choice between the transitive ergative and transitive genitive inflection involves 

"under the Separation Hypothesis (section 1.1.2), the formal identity of 
possessive and genitive markers is an example of affixal plyfunctionality. 

'%- and an- are i- and a- respectively before s and stem-initial P of kin 
terms. 
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the contrast between r d s  and iriedis mood. The transitive class of sterns can 

inflect either as ergative-realis (45) or genitive-irrealis (46)." The marker of 

irrealis mood is ks-. 

(45) k " ~  x"alx"a1t +st -ixW 
IsOBJ save(Trans) 2sERG 
You saved me. 

(46) k w k  a- ks- xwalxw&lt + st +am 
IsOBJ 2sGEN irr szvefTrans) 
You will save me. 

Other inflectional patterns depend upon the speaker's choice of sentential 

aspects. Before I present the full set of inflectional patterns, I discuss sentential 

aspect and its subtypes in scction 2.2.1.2. I summarize the inflectional patterns 

in section 2.2.1.3. 

2.2.1.2 Sentential aspect. The function of sentential aspect is to signal 

what portion of an event is relevant in the utterance. Sentential aspect provides 

a temporal perspective on an event, which the speaker chooses according to his 

" ~ l l  transitive stems in irrealis mood end in - o m .  I do not segment i t  in  
these forms because I do not have an analysis of it. Many verbs end in -(V)m 
in Okanagan, and I have not decided on the bes; way to handle this apparent 
suffix. For example, it is also found on generic object intransitive verb stems. 
I do recognize a suffix that is associated with the formation of middle 
verbs (see section 2.2,2,@ For the present, I handle other instances of -(V)m 
as p m  of the stem fonn required by some WFR's. Okanagan stem-final 
-(V)m is cognate with suffixes referred to as middle, antipussive, and intrunsi- 
live in the Salish litemre (e.g. Thompson and Thompson 1992, Gerdts 1988, 
Thomasun and Everett 1993). 



viewpoint or intentions at the Okanagan exhibits the cross-linguistical- 

1 y common distinction between perfective and imperfective aspect (Comrie 

1976)." The two kinds of aspect may be defined as follows: 

(47) Perfective: focuses on the situation as a whole,' lacking explicit 
reference to the internal temporal constituency of the event. 

(48) Imperfective: focuses on the internal temporary constituency of the 
event, viewing it from within. 

Perfective predicates are aspectually closed; they do not allow continu- 

ous or progressive interpretations. In Okanagan, predicates that are perfective 

do not allow modification by the temporal adverb prifi7 'continuously'.30 

%rnith (1991) writes of this circumstance: 
. . .Speakers choose aspectual meanings in order to present 
situations from a certain point of view: they use the meanings 
grammaticized in a given language to give a particular focus or 
emphasis (including the neutral) to their presentation. The 
choices are not entirely unconstrained: they are limited by 
conven:ional categorization, conventions of use, and the 
constraints of truth. Nevertheless there is a very clear sense in 
which the aspectual meaning of a sentence reflects the decision 
of a speaker to present material in a certain way. Grammarians 
of all traditions have recognized aspect as a domain in which 
s~bjective factors are of pzamouat i m p ~ r m c e  (!99! : 1 I). 

' 9 ~ .  Mattina 1993a gives the first detailed description of Okanagan aspect, 
from which I draw my description. I use labels that differ from his where my 
analysis warrants them. 

3 %ere are some predicates that look like perfectives but are not. These 
are stative stems (section 2.2.2.13). Stative stems are interpreted as perfective 
or imperfective when they do no; have an overt aspectrtal aspectual marker. 
They can be modified with @ti?. Other stem types must have an overt aspec- 
tual marker to indicate imperfective aspect. Compare the stative clause in (i) 
with the active one in (ii). 

ji). piitiv nWt (ii). *plclti? xwuy 



Speakers typically translate phti9 with English still, as in (49b). 

(49) a. w& -n i? p'GkWla? 
see lsERG art ball 
I saw the ball. 

b. * p W  ~ 1 %  -n i? p'Gk'la? 
still see lsERG art ball 
(I still saw the ball.) 

There are two kinds of perfectives in Okanagan, the simple peg%ctirv (perf) 

and the p e ~ ~ c t  (prft). The perfect indicates 'the continuing present relevance of 

a past situation' (Comrie 197652). The simple perfective marker is phono- 

logically null, as in (49a). The perfect marker is ksc-. The perfective is 

illustrated in (50). 

(50) a. krL ksc- wjk t sp%Qa? 
1 sABS prft see cs monster 
I have seen a monster. 

b. * p W  krL ksc- wik t sp('aQa7 
still 1sABS prft see cs rr~mster 
(I still have seen a monster.) 

Imperfectivzs are interpreted as situations that are ongoing relative to a 

temporal frame. There are four types of imperfective aspects in Okanagan. 

stilI sunk 
It's still sunk. 

still go 
He still goes. 



They are listed and informally defined in (51)-(54).)' The formative for each 

aspectual type is in boldface. 

(5 1) continuous (cont): A situation in progress. 
e.g . ixi? sac- 39cqa7 + x 

dpr cont going - out 
That one is going out. 

(52) perfect conrinuous (pcont): A situation in progress with present 
relevance. 

e.g. S- tar'q + mix 
pcont dancing 
He has been dancing 

(53) prospective: A situation in progress with future relevance.)' (The 
irrealis prefix ks- is added to the continuative stem type 
(section 2.2.2.9)) 

e.g. krL ks- xw6y+a7x 
1 ARS irr go 
I'm going1 going to go. 

"I do not have collocational or other tests that identify these aspectual 
contrasts. The description here is based on English translations and discussions 
of these forms with speakers. It should be possible to describe each aspect in a 
formal grammar that is justified by Okanagan grammar and cross-linguistic 
categories. 

"~omrie (1976:64) describes the complementarity between perfect and 
pi~fpective aspect as follows: 

The perfect is retrospective, in that it establishes a relation 
between a state at one time and a situation at an earlier time. If 
languages were completely symmetrical, one might equally well 
expect to frnd prospective forms, where a state is related to 
some subsequent situation, for instance where someone is in a 
state of being about to do something. 



(54) habitual, cmtornaty (cust): a situation that is viewed as characteristic of 
a whole perid rather than of a moment (Cornfie 1976). 

e.g. k " ~  ac- p'ic' +st -s 
1 sOBJ cust pinch 3sERG 
It (habitually) pinches me. 

The continuous, perfect continuous and prospective aspect are marked 

only on certain stem types (see section 2.2.2.9), all of which are intransitive. 

Customary aspect is marked on both transitive and intransitive stems (A. 

Mattina 1993a). 33 

Smith (1991) identifies a third, major aspectual type, which she calls 

neutral aspect. Neutral aspect focuses on the initial point of an event and at 

least one internal stage of an event. Because of this focus, neutral aspect allows 

both continuous and closed interpretations. Smith argues for this third basic 

aspectual type cross-linguistically , citing French, Mandarin, Finnish, Navajo, 

and Eskimo as languages that exhibit it. In Smith's view, neutral aspect 

33 stative stems have a more active reading when they are in customary 
aspect. Compare (i) and (ii) which are adapted from A. Mattina 1993a:242. 
(The customary prefix is c- following a consonant.) 
(i). & c- ')aygwt k. fay  c- ma9yAm 

lsABS cust tire ! SASS st; cust storytell 
I tire when I tell stories./*I am customarily tired when I tell stclries. 

(ii). 7ayiiwt 
1sABS tired 
I am tired. 
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... complements the other viewpoints in the amount of 
information it makes visible about an event. The neutral 
viewpoint includes one endpoint, the perfective both endpoints, 
tile imperfective neither. Thus unlike the imperfective the neutral 
viewpoint allows closed readings by inference (1 99 1 : 123). 

Okanagan exhibits neutral aspect in addition to perfective and imperfec- 

tive aspect. Predicates in neutral aspect are not compatible with puti', a fact 

that demonstrates that they are not imperfective. However, speakers freely 

translate them as inceptives or progressives. The neutral aspect marker is s-. In 

(55)-(58) I give examples of neutral aspect. The neutral marker is in boldface. 

way' i x P  S- pavpa7ink -s ax69 i9 ttw'it 

Prt dpr neut feel bad 3sGEN dpr art boy 
The boy felt bad1 started to feel bad. 

s- c'qwaq" -s 
neut cry 3sGEN 
He started to cry, 

nijiam% lut ixP 
but neg dpr 
but he didn't cry. 

cxW6yWx u.f nic'ip c- 
many - come and always cust 

s- c 'qwaqw -s 
neut cry 3sGEN 

mist -is iv sqilx" 
know 3sERG art people 

They kept coming and the Indian people knew all along 

i ? S- t 'acxWit y -S i? sBrna3 

sb neut anive 3sGEN art whiteman 
that the White people were comingjhad come. EC:4 

1- S- A'a7Brn i? kwakwr'i t i7 tkqmilx" 
I sGEN neut fetch art golden art woman 
He sent me to get the Golden Woman. GW333 
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Predicates with neutral aspect can be interpreted as inceptives, but 

perfectives cannot be interpreted as ificeptives. The (unmarked) predicate in 

(59) is perfective. 

(59) *wah6m i? kakawap n8itam.f. lu t  waham 
bark(perf) art dog but neg bark(pert) 
The dog started to bark but it didn't bark. 

Neutral aspect in Okanagan is reminiscent of the aspectual vagueness of 

English gerunds and infinitives. It may also be used in special discourse 

contexts that I cannot yet describe precisely.34 Across the Salishan family, 

predicates that have the prefix s- and genitive person marking are usually 

referred to as nomiiiafizutions. In Chapter 4 ,  I give evidence that predicates in 

neutral aspect are not nominalizations in Okanagan. 

2.2.1.3 Summary of inflectional patterns. Person marking and 

sentential aspect marking co-occur in a relatively small number of combina- 

tions. The class of transitive predicates can be inflected with either the ergative 

person marking set in realis mood, or with the genitive person marking set in  

34 Speakers are reluctant to produce clauses in neutral aspect in isolation. 
This suggests that neutral aspect is basically found in subordinate clauses. 
However, there are many examples of u hat appear to be main clauses in  
neutral aspect in texts. In some contexts, neutral aspect may have the rhetorical 
effect of the English historical present (e.g. Then I give the guy uJiver uncl he 
goes out and buys cigarettes!) which may be found in both main and 
subordinate clauses. Kmeber (1991: 122) reports that in Thompson Salish the 
cognate construction is a nominalid clause which is translatable as 'and 
then...'. Okanagan clauses in neutral aspect may be hard to elicit in isolation 
because of their connective role in a stretch of discourse. 
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irrealis mood or neutral aspect. In realis mood, transitives may show perfec- 

tive, imperfective, or neutral aspect. The class of intransitive predicates can be 

inflected with either the absolutive person marking set in perfective or 

imperfective aspect, or with the genitive person marking set in neutral aspect. 

In both realis and irredis mood, intransitives may show perfective or imperfe- 

ctive aspect. These inflectional patterns are charted in (60). 

(60) 

Inflectional Mood 
Class 

Transitive 

- 

Intransitive 

Aspect 

lealis I perfective 
imperfective 

irrealis I perfective 
neutral -- 

irrealis 

perfective 
imperfective 

perfective 
imperfective 
neutral 

Person paradigm 

Ergative 

Genitive 

Absolutive 7 
Genitive 

All verbal predicates must be inflected for both person marking and 

sentential aspect. Nouns do not inflect for sentential aspect (see Chapter 41, but 
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inflect for possessor person only. Predicate nominals have a distinctive 

inflectional paradigm that I describe in Chapter 4. 

2.2.2 Derivation. In Okanagan, derivational WFRs cluster into sets of 

WFRs that express a single grammatical category in the same way that inflec- 

tional WFRs realize grammatical categories in other languages (e.g. tense or 

number in English). One such cluster of derivational WFRs determines the 

derivational paradigm of stem aspect. In the following sections, I describe the 

categories of stem aspect and their formatives. In section 2.2.2.16, I discuss 

WFRs that convert stems from one category into stems of a different category. 

I maintain that category-changing WFRs do not belong in the stem aspect 

paradigm. 

A particularly important set of derivational WFRs belongs to a word 

formation paradigm that expresses sren~ aspect. The stem aspect paradigm 

creates aspectuo-modal alternants of bases (these are described individual 1 y 

below in sections 2.2.2.1 through 2.2.2.14). As in an inflectional paradigm, 

each lexeme has one realization for each paradigm slot of the stem aspect 

paradigm. For example, the single application of an inflectional person mark- 

ing rule (e.g. lsABS marking) exhausts the inflectional possibilities of a stem 

in that category. In the (derivational) paradigm of stem aspect, stems may 

realize one kind of stem aspect at a time. Thus, the WFRs within the stem 
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aspect paradigm are mutually exclusive in the same way that person marking 

rules are. The paradigm severely limits the combinatorial possibilities of 

derivational WFRs. The stem aspect paradigm is particularly important in 

Okanagan because it produces the stem types over which inflectional classes 

may be stated. 

Stem aspect as a derivational macro-category is conceptually similar to 

the notion of Akrio~:sarr. Like Aktionsart, stem aspect emphasizes certain 

aspectual features of the base; it focuses on parts or phases of a situation. For 

example, Russian has Aktionsart variants such as plakat ' 'cry' and zaplakut ' 

'burst into tears'. In German, the verbs lugen 'read' and erlagen 'read 

through' have been described as Aktionsart alternations (Binnick 1 9 9 1 ) ~ ~ ~  

Aktionsart altemants share a semantic core, yet they name different events. 

The distinctions that Okanagan makes at this level of the grammar go beyond 

variations in temporal focus. The category stem aspect also marks agent 

moduliry. Bybee (1985) observes that agent modality 'imposes lexical condi- 

3S~innick 1991 observes that Aktionsart distinctions (Aktionsarten) are 
usually thought of as derived forms of a verb, i.e. distinct lexical items. 
Aktionsart is, therefore, lexicalized aspect. Aktionsart contrasts with sentential 
aspect in that sentential a s p t  alternations are not derived lexical items, but 
versions of a single verb related by an inflectional paradigm. T discuss the three 
levels of aspect that I distinguish in Okanagan in Chapter 3, section 3.0. 



tions on the agent with respect to its intentionality or ability'." The ontologi- 

cal connections between temporal focus and agent modality are indeed obscure. 

Yet, as I will demonstrate here and in Chapter 3, the formatives that have been 

traditionally associated with protagonist control also signal stem aspect." For 

this reason, I define the stem aspect paradigm as one that creates aspectuo- 

modal derivates of basic situation types (situation types are classified in 

Chapter 3, section 3.3). 

All of the stem aspect WFRs have suffixal formatives, except for a 

single, narrowly-distributed infix (section 2.2.2. lo). Apart from this infix, 

stem aspect formatives occur at the right edge of the stem. Inflectional suffix- 

es, if any, follow the stem aspect formatives (section 2.2). The default stem of 

a base does not have a stem aspect suffix or exhibit any of the aspectual 

nuances marked by stem aspect WFRs. Its stem aspect follows from the 

" ~ o o d ,  by contrast, has an entire proposition in its scope and signals 
'how the speaker chooses to put the proposition into the discourse context' 
(Bybee 1985: 165). 

37~here is a long history to this view. Reichard 1938 and Vogt 1940 
identified at least some of the transitive suffixes with aspectual functions for 
Coeur d'Alene and Kalispel, respectively. A. Mattina (1982) describes the 
transitive suffix -st as marking 'customary stems'. Hkbert (1982b) argues that 
Nicola Valley Okanagan -st and -nt are aspectual variants rather than control 
variants. Doak (1993) finds -st in Coeur d'Alene to play a role in participant 
tracking, a function associated with aspec tual categories in other languages. 
Most recently, B. Carlson (forthcoming) argues that the suffix -nli has a 
simultaneous controflaspect function. Semantic and formal linkages between 
tenselaspect and modality are likely to be explained by diachronic analyses 
rather than synchronic ones (Bybee et d. 1994). 



aspectual features of the base (see Chapter 3, section 3.3). 

In (61), I list the names of the WFRs that are in the stem aspect 

paradigm. The typical formatives of these WFRs are shown beside the label. I 

will describe each of these WFRs individually in sections. 2.2.2.1 through 

2.2.2.13. There may be other stem aspect WFRs in Okanagan, and I discuss 

these in section 2.2.2.14. 

(6 1) closed transitional 
open transitional 
possessional 
dative 
reflexive 
middle 
reciprocal 
causative 
continuative 
anticausative 
limited control 
desiderative 
stative 

-nt, -st, 0 
-st 
-f t 
-x(l') t 
-(n)ctit 
-(V)m 
-(n)wixw 
-st 
-(mf)x, -(mix)-avx 
-p, -7-, -wax, -(V)C, rdp. 
-nrint, ntist, -nuft 
(n-). . .-as 
-t, CVC rdp., -scbt, -IS, -imn 

2.2.2.1 Closed transitionals. The WFR that I refer to by the label 

closed transitional creates a stem type with these characteristics: 1) it encodes 

two participants, an external and an internal argument, and 2) it is an event 

that includes a product or outcome.38 Typically, closed transitional stems 

33~ourelatos (1981) argues that the distinction between English achieve- 
ments (e.g. win a race) and accomplishments (e.g. run a mile) in the Vendler 
typology (Vendler 1957) obscures the fact that both verb types involve 'a 
product, upshot, or outcome' (1981: 193). Mourelatos classifies such verbs as 
emus. Because Okanagan also distinguishes events from other situation types, 
f give a representation for them in Chapter 3. 



include the suffix -nt. (62) is an example of a closed transitional stem (ctr). 

The stem is inflected with the ergative person marking set. The sentential 

aspect is perfective. 

(62) pijint -xW i? skmgist 
hunt(ctr) -2sERG art bear 
You hunted the bear. 

(63) lists additional examples of closed transitional stems with the suffix 

BASE Closed transitional stem 

p'ic' +nt- 
nik' +at- 
txWuymn + (n)t- 
canxk'iks +nt- 
nmalKa7cin + (n) t- 
cqwan'qwan'scinman + (n)t- 
+win + (n) t- 
?ayKwtmin(n) t- 

pinch s.t. 
cut s.t. 
go meet s.0. 
hand out s.t. 
lie about s.0. 
beg for s.e. 
leave S.O. behind 
tire of s.0. 

Not d l  closed transitional stems include the suffix -nr. The closed 

transitional stems in (64) have the suffix -st. 

(64) Ilpulstll pul + st- beat s.0. up 
llkwuIst/l kwul +st- send s.0. 
//wi?// wi?+st- finish s.t. 
//qwalqwrl/! q "alqWl? + st- talk to s.o. 

The bases in (64) do not have an aiternate form with the -nt suffix. They are 

formed from bases that do not belong to the class of bases that form causatives 
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(section 2.2.2.8) with the suffix -st. Furthermore, they do not require custom- 

ary sentential aspect as do other stems with -sr that I describe as 

open transitionuls (see following section). Synchronically, the closed transi- 

tional stems in (64) are simply morphologically irregular. 39 40 

2.2.2.2 Open transitionals. A second kind of stem aspect WFR 

creates open transitional stems (otr). Open transitionals are very similar to 

closed transitions, They encode two participants and they name an event that 

has a result or outcome. The open transitional, however, focuses on the 

internal temporal constituency of the event. It is inherently imperfective or 

durative. This stem type is always inflected with the czistomap sentential 

aspect (section 2.2.1.2). The stem formative for open transitionals is -st. (The 

customary prefix is ac-j. The contrast between closed and open transitionals is 

illustrated in (65) and (66). 

(65) a. kWy, p'ic7+nt 
1 SOB$ pinchfctr) 2sERG 
You pinched me. 

b. kwy, ac- pYc'+st -XW 

lsOBJ cust pinchfotr) 2sERG 
You customarily pinch me. 

3 gThompson and Thompson 1992:71 report a handful of similar cases in 
Thompson SaIish. B. Carlson (forthcoming) notes that -st alternates with -nt in 
Spokane. 

%ate also that the -sf is present for all persons of the person paradigm. 
-m, by contrast, is not present in the 1s and 3s/p persons when the base 
contains a strong mot (section 2.1.1). 



(66) a. p'iii -n i ? s%'a?c'inm 
hunt(ctr) I sERG art deer 
1 hunted the deer. 

b. ac- p'iktst -n i3 sk'a%'inm 

cust hunt(otr) 1 sERG art deer 
I usually hunt deer. 

The imperfectivity of open transitionals cannot be tested directly because these 

stems always occur with imperfective customary prefix. The customary prefix 

never occurs with closed transitionals. For this reason, I distinguish closed 

from open transitionals. 

2.2.2.3 PossessionaIs. All bases that form closed transitionals also 

have a derivate that has possessior~d stem aspect @os). Possessionals encode 

two animate participants. The external argument is typically agentive, and the 

internal argument is a possessor. A third participant is the possessee (ix. the 

thing possessed by the possessor), which is usually, but does not have to be, 

inanimate. Like the closed and open transitionals, possessionals encode an 

outcome. The difference between closed transi tionals and possessional s is 

illustrated in (67)-(69). 

b. kWy, XYa'%'a9+et -is 1- sqwaqwsP 
lsOB3 look - for(p0s) 3sERC 1 sPOSS children 



He looked for my children. 

mat' -n i7 
break(ctr) IsERG art 
I broke the bridle. 

map' ++t -s -n 
break(pos) 2sOBJ 1 sERG 
I broke your bridle. 

nxk'iks -n 
pass - around(ctr) 1 sERG 
I passed around the cigars. 

nxk'~%st + ft -n 
pass - aroundfpos) 1 sERG 
I passed around his cigars. 

laprit 
bridle 

an- lapnt 
2sPOSS bridle 

i7 snf sipna7 
art cigars 

i7 snhipna? - s 
art cigars 3sPOSS 

Speakers translate some possessional stems with English datives. The 

transfer of possession that English datives denote is suggested in some 

Okanagan possessionals, as in (70). 

(70) xwic+*t -s -n an- 
give(pos) 2sOBJ 1 sERG 2sPOSS 
I gave you your snirt. 

However, many tokens demonstrate that 'transfer of possession' is not the 

semantic focus of possessional stems.41 

lasmist 
shirt 

41 Not only are stems in possessional aspect not generally transfers of 
possession, neither snouid they be characterized as 'benefactivef or 
'malefactive'. In stems that appear to encode transfer of possession, the 
direction of transfer is inherent in the base meaning. Bases such as //naq'"m// 
STEAL and  ma^'// BREAK reference a loss of possession, while bases such 
as f/x*ic'll GIVE and Nk'"uJ'/I MAKE reference a gain of possession. The 
WFR that produces possessional stems does not assign benefactive or 
rnalefa~ti~e interpretations to its output. 



ccaw +Qt -s -n a- sqwasq"si? 
bathems) 2sOBJT ISERG 2slPOSS chiidmi 
I bathed your children. 

k " ~  p7aw'm+*t -xw ya? racsq5ka9tn 
1 sOBJ loosen@os) 2sERG art reins 
Let loose my reins. GW23 

lut t'a kaWc+*t -salx i? sqiltk -s 
neg ev find(pos) 3pERG art body 3sPOSS 
They never found his body. COD27 

n i l '  +Qt -n 
cut(pos) 1 sERG 
I cut something of his. 

The key difference between a possessional stem and a closed (or open) 

transitional is that the internal argument of a possessional stem must be a 

possessor. The possessee is logically implied. When the clause head is a 

possessional stem, the possessee is expressed in an NP (e.g. (71)-(73))." 

2.2.2.4 Dative. Some bases that form closed and open transitionals 

also form derivates in dative stem aspect (dut). Dative stems encode two 

participants. Both the external and internal arguments must have animate 

referents. Because this stem type denotes a transfer of possession or benefit 

from an agent to a recipient, a third entity is logically implied. This third 

43 -Closely related in form are predicates containing the suffix -tliQt. These 
predicates are extremely rare, and difficult to elicit. A. Mattina 1994 describes 
them briefly, but I do not include them here because I have not studied them 
sufficiently. 
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participant is typically inanimate and generic. I refer to it as the theme. Like 

closed and open transitionals and possessionals, datives encode an outcome. I 

exemplify the dative in (75). 

(75) kW% nik'+xt -xW i7 t sip'i? 
lsOBJ cut(dat) 2sERG art cm hide 
You cut some hide for me. 

Relatively few bases have derivates with dative stem aspect. Bases that 

do not have a dative derivate include those with external arguments that are 

experiencers. For example, a dative derivate of the base llwiWl SEE, ~vrirocr- 

'see s.t. for s.o.' was rejected by speakers. Other bases, such as /Pi+n// EAT 

and //q'am// SWALLOW do not have dative derivates (i.e. "7ifxr- 'eat for 

s.o.' and *q'anzxit- 'swallow for s.o.'). Actions that cannot be delegated to 

another person do not lend themselves to dative predications."" 

A second kind of base that rarely has a dative derivate is that which 

ends in a suffix -ml'n. This suffix has cognates in all the Interior Salish 

languages (see especially descriptions of -min in Kinkade 1980, Thompson and 

Thompson 1980, Kuipers 1992, and L. Thomason 1994). The distribution of 

Ohnagan -mh is idiosyncratic and not parallel to that reported for other 

"A delegative reading, when it is possible, arises naturally from some 
benefactive acts. If someone cooks a meal for you, then it is possible to a 

assume that he cooked in your stead. If someone swallows for you, he can 
swallow something at your command, but not in your stead. B. Carlson 1980 
reports a consistent delegative reading for the cognate stem type in Spokane. 
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Southern Interior languages." It is best analyzed as a base formative (A. 

Mattina 1994). I have not determined what motivates the failure of these bases 

to form datives." 

The contrast in meaning between datives and possessionals is brought 

out by the data in (76)-(80). 

(76) a. nc'iw +4t -mdx n'Wntn -salx 
wash(pos) Unsubp dishes 3pPOSS 
She washed their dishes. 

41 See, for example, Kinkade 1982b on Columbian, and L. Thomason 1994 
on Montana Salish. In these two languages, -min does occur in dative stems. 

450kanagan -min does occur in closed and open transitionals, and in 
posssessionals. In many stems, its presence correlates with a lexicalized path, 
as in the examples in (i). Other stems lack this correlation, as shown in (ii). 
(i). kwuJ%kwt-m(n) + (nt)-s He crawled towards me. 

?ukwt He crawled. 
txwist-mn + (n)t-m They walked towards someone. 
xwist He walked. 
sap'-mi(n) + (nt)-n I batted it away. 
sap' +nt-is He batted it. 
yr-min + (n)t-x" You pushed it. 
ir + nt-in I rolled (coiled) it. 

(ii). u c - m n  + (n)cut 
W a c  
hyulx-m(n) + (at)-n 
33lJjulx 

I got myself ready. 
1 am ready. 
I camped with him. 
I camped 

This suffix may be polyfunctiond, with one or more of its fmctions being 
stem aspect marking. I do not purse this possibility here. There is one dative 
stea that might be analyzed as containing -min (reduced to -m): nag %it- 
'steal s.t. for s .~ . ' .  I analyze this form as being derived from the base 
l1naq'"mll STEAL. 



nc'iw' f x t  -n i? t nvientn 
wash(datj l sERG art cs dishes 
I washed some dishes for them. 

way' kWi(n)+$t -s -an a- sk'a%pi'% 
prt grab(pos) 2sOB-i lsERG 2sPOSS advice 
1'11 take your advice. 

kwni+xt -am i3 t kd,nt'ak'"min -s 
grab(dat) l pERG art cs coffin 3sPOSS 
We'll get him a coffin. 

k'"a7k'"a'+$t -in 
chew(pos) 1 sERG 
I chewed it up on him. 

k'"a9k'"a~+xit -n 
chew(dat) 1 sERG 
I chewed it for him (because he is a toothless elder). 

k'xwiip+et -n 
win(pos) 1 sERG 
I won it off of him. 

3c'xwOp+xt -n 
win(dat) 1 sERG 
I won it for him. 

jiaq' ++t -S 

pay f PS) 1 sERG 
Me paid him (paid him his due). 

8aq' +xt -m -n 
pay (dat) 2sOBJ lsERG 
I paid for you, 

Okanagan datives encode a transfer of possession that is beneficial to an 

animate recipient. Possessionals do not typically encode a transfer. Unlike 
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closed and open transitionals, datives and possessionals logically imply a third 

participant. With datives, the third, or theme participant is the generic entity 

that is transferred. With possessionals, the theme is the possessee of the 

internal argument. 

2.2.2.5 Reflexives. A working definition of the notion rcjkxiw is that 

the external argument is cor~ferential with the internal argument, as in  Chris 

CUE himselfi Most bases that form closed transitionals also form stems with this 

reflexive meaning. Reflexive stems (rejn encode an outcome that is the result af 

an intentional act by the external argument. The formatives that mark reflexive 

stem aspect are -(il)cu'r or -(s)cu't. 

(81) W a k '  +nc6t 
knJx + nclit 
knJ9"a?+nctit 
1<ICt'k'"+nciit 
kr~qcpm + ncfit, 
W n a m  t scfit 
m a 1  + sctit 
k q ~ ~ u s l x  + scirt 

I cut myself. 
I combed myself. 
I bit myself. 
I laid myself down. 
I shrank (myself) away. 
I hurt myself. 
I killed myself. 
I lifted myself up. 

The suffixes -(njcrit and -(ijc& are commonly found in stems that do 

not have the basic reflexive meaning of 'agent acts intentionally on self'. These 

stems show a range of meanings that seem to be related to reflexivity, broadly 

interpreted. That is, cross-linguistically, reflexive markers have been associated 

with inherent, impersonal, aspectual (including stative and inceptive) and 



middle reflexive constructions." The stems in (82) contain the form of a 

reflexive suffix, but they do not derive from bases that also form closed and 

open transitionals. These stems do not denote 'agent acts intentionally on self' 

in any obvious way. Many of them are stative (section 2.2.2.13)." 

46 Nishida (1994) observes that the Spanish reflexive clitic se is commonly 
classified as marking simple reflexive (Los nirios se tniraron 'The children see 
themselves'); inherent (Juan se urrepintib 'Juan regrets'); middle (Los curros 
juponeses se venden bien uqui 'The Japanese cars sell well here'); passive 
(Esos puentex sc construyeron en' 1800 'Those bridges were built in 1890'); 
and inchoative (Se hun rot0 rodm 10s vasos 'All the glasses have broken'). He 
adds to this list of reflexive constmctions the use of se in transitive 
constructions such as Juan se tomb. urn copa de vino ('Juan drank a glass of 
wine'). The presence of se in a transitive clause demonstrates that se does not 
always reduce the valence of a verb. Nishida argues that se marks a class of 
situation types. Specifically, se marks a class of events and states that are 
quantitatively delimited. While Nishida's analysis of the Spanish reflexive clitic 
is not transportable to Okanagm, it is noteworthy that reflexive markers should 
have a similar range of functions in two unrelated languages. Moreover, these 
reflexive markers indicate the properties of argument structure and aspectual 
clitss simultanmusly . 

41 I segment the relevant suffn with '-' for expository convenience. My 
point is that the suffixes in (82) are a part of the base. They are not stem 
fornatives affixed to a base through a synchronic WFR. 



(82) n tarqp-ncG t 
xwat'p-ncGt 
QxwQxw-ncut 
k9a7m-nciit 
f"way-nc6t 
walq(n)-nc6t 
siym-sc6t 
Wp-ncGt 
nq'"a9ls-nc6t 
kwk-scut 
k'ai-sctit 
nk'k-ncGt 
kya*wi7na7-sc6t 

- sq'"nam-scGt 
cakwm-scGt 
xvim-scGt 
pa?pa%-sc6t 
salxwa7-sclit 

run 
run away 
breathe 
get closer to s. t. 
laugh 
recover (one's health) 
do one's best 
be the loser 
be cranky 
be lucky 
be in a hurry 
be loud 
be prepared 
be pitiful 
be hard to get 
be at the limit 
be quickminded 
be high class 

Other stems have -(kjclit or -(s)ctit followed by a stem aspect suffix. 

This ordering of suffixes demonstrates that -(n)clit and -(s)ctit are base 

formatives in this context. They do not contribute reflexive meaning or 

argument structure to the stem aspect of the stem. (The stem aspect suffixes are 

preceded by ' +'.) 

(83) 
kT'"ay-nc6t-mn + (n)t- laugh at S.O. 

k%npia%mit-mn +nt- call 5.0, a relative 
nt'ina?-sctit +xt- dispute s.o.'s words to S.O. 

There are also nouns that include -fn)c& or -(s)ctit. I analyze these suffixes 

as base formatives in these forms also. 



(84) scuw-ncdt a person in training 
k'"al'cn-cGt-(t)n a cook 
k'"a1'-ncut-(tjn Creator 
sji-ciit a companion 
f 'a'Ra7-nclit-(t)n a searcher, seeker 

The WFR that forms reflexive stems in the stem aspect paradigm 

impose the meaning 'agent intentionally acts on self'. The intentionality of the 

act is evident from the fact that speakers judged Okanagan translations of the 

deer cut itselfand rhe infant cur himselfwith reflexive stems to be ill-formed. 

Thus reflexive stem aspect imposes the condition that the external argument 

controls his actions. 

2.2.2.6 Middles. A relatively small set of bases form middle stems. 

This stem type is parallel in meaning to English he batl1ed or he shaved. The 

formative that marks middle stem aspect is - ( k ' ) n ~ . ~ ~  In (85), I contrast middle 

stems with reflexives. 

I combed./ I am combed. 
I combed myself. 

""~iddle  is typically a voice distinction, and it may be one in Okanagan. 
In  section 2.2.2 I noted that I construe stem aspect broadly to include some 
notions such as agent control and intentionality that are not traditionally 
considered to be aspectd categories. Stem aspect, as I use it here refers to a 
group of categories that, like AlrZionsarten, express kinds of actions. I include 
middles as one of these kinds of action, until a classification of voice types in 
Okanagan can be carried out. CZmly a complete classification of Okanagan's 
morphological categories should include descriptions of the interrelationships 
between kinds of action, inflectional aspect, mood, and voice. 



kn+c('alx +m I bathed.! I am bathed. 
&cWx + nc6 t I bathed myself. 

kq,qwacqn + m I put a hat on./ I am hatted. 
m w a c q  + nc6 t I put a hat on myself. 

The difference between reflexive stem aspect and middle stem aspect is 

that in the latter, the outcome of the reflexive act is emphasized. In reflexives, 

the act and its outcome are equally prominent. The middle WFR applies to a 

much smaller class of base types than does the reflexive WFR. The bases that 

form middles are limited to those that denote acts of grooming or dressing. 

(86) a. //kc'aw'iw's// HAVE A WASHED FACE 
kqJc'aw'iw's+m 
I washed my face. 

b. //3aq'"// SCRAPE s. t. 
Waq ' "+m 
! shaved. 

//?ip'// WIPE s. t. 
W i p '  + m 
I wiped my face. 

ilpikstll GLOVE 
m i k s t  +m 
I put my gloves on. 

illasmistfl SHIRT 
 asm mist i- rn 
I put a shirt on. 

//kwllstnl / SWEATBATH 
knJWilstn +m 
I took a sweatbath. 



Bases that are not related to grooming or dressing do not form middle stems. 

(87) a. llk'a~X'a~11 LOOK-FOR s. t. 
knJ'a73c'av-am 
*I looked for myself. 

b. l/nik'// CUT s.t. 
kW>ik'am 
*You cut yourself. 

Many stems that do not have middle stem aspect end in - o m  in 

Okanagan. These include the default stem of many verbs. For example, some 

bases form a default stem that is forrmlly identical to their middle derivate. 

The base //tx/l COMB is an example of this type of base. 

(88) a. krL txam 
hABS comb (mid) 
I combedlam combed. 

b. kn" txam 
1sABS comb 
I combed something. 

There are also bases ending in - o n 2  that denote expressive bodily acts, 

such as those in (89). 

(89) nfak'bk't5m S.O. sobs 
nc'ipc'apsam S.O. blinks his eyes (shut) 
k'gt'qnam S.O. raises his head 
k%xw8m S.O. yells 
wahiim s.t. barks 
xwiwarn s.0. whistles 
k'ram S.O. swims 

While the bases in (89) have the semantics of middles, they do not appear to 



be derived from simpler, non-middle forms. I conclude that -(YYm is a 

synchronically significant derivational suffix in some stems, and that it is 

lexicalized in many others. 

2.2.2.7 Reciprocals. The WFR that forms stems indicating reciprocity 

of action uses the suffixes -fia)wW and -nvW. These formatives, like the 

reflexive formatives, express the operation of a derivational WFR in some 

stems, but are base formatives in others. Reciprocal stems encode an external 

and an internal argument who act upon one another. As the starred examples in 

(90e,f) illustrate, reciprocity is limited to certain hnds of actions. 

(90) a. k w k  palst +wixW 
1pABS kill(rec) 
We will kill one another. COD229 

b. k " ~  c- wk+twixW a1 sk'lax" 
1pABS cust see(rec) in evening 
We see each other in the evening. COD230 

c. m'ay?xt +wixw 
tell(rec) 
They talk things over. 

d. k w k  nsaxwna3mn + (n) wix" 
lpABS understand(rec) 
Let's understand one another. COD229 

e. * k w k  p'y 'q+nwixW 
lpASS cook(rec) 

??We cook each other. 



f. *kWq, ?ayjitmn + (n)wixW 
!pABS tire@@ 

We tire one another. 

Like the reflexive suffixes, reciprocal suffixes often precede stem aspect 

suffixes. In this position, they are base formatives, as in (90). 

(90) nvalqs-nwixw-m + (nt)-s-alx They fight over something. 
c'apq'mn-(n)wixW+ st-s-alx They glue it together. 
cac-mn-(n)wixw +st-xw a-snsiswxn Tie your socks together. 
kwnkwnks-nwixw-mn +nt-ap You(p1) hold him on either 

side. 

2.2.2.8 Causatives. The c~usative WFR creates a stem that encodes 

two participants, one of which, the external argument, is directly or indirectly 

responsible for the action or condition of the internal argument. The formative 

on stems with causative stem aspect is consistently -dY Unlike the stem 

aspects described in sections 2.2.2.1-2.2.2.7, causatives (cclrrs) are formed 

from bases that do not inherently encode an act with an outcome. Examples of 

stems in causative stem aspect appear in (91). 

49 The suffix -st is also found in open transitionals and in some closed 
transitionals (sections 2.2.2.1 and 2.2.2.2). 



//c'q"aqw// CRY 
//mut// SIT 
//pulx/l CAMP 
//? tx// SLEEP 
//'h~k"t// CRAWL 
//c'sap// GONE, EMPTY 
I /  k'sasq'tlf STORMY 
llnh'cdmcnll THIRSTY 
//suy 't// CHILLY 
//x"alxwSlt// ALIVE 

c'qwaqw + st-ix" 
mut+ st-xu' 
pu:x +st-xw 
vitx + st-n 
?ukwt-!- st-n 
c'sp + st-ixw 
k'sasq't +st-s 
nk'camcn + st-n 
suy't+st-n 
xwlxwalt+st-in 

You made s.0. cry 
You made s.0. sit 
You bedded S.O. down 
I made S.O. sleep 
I made s.0. crawl 
You emptied,finished s. t. 
He made it stormy 
I made him thirsty 
I made S.O. chilly 
I kept s.0. alive 

2.2.2.9 Continuatives. All verb bases have a derivate that has 

continuative or progressive stem aspect (con). The continuous act does not 

have an outcome, and the aspectual focus is on the duration of the act. The 

WFR that forms stems with continuative stem aspect uses two formatives. One 

is -finLjC)a7~, the other is -(inz;ix. (The long form of each affix is found with 

phonologically weak bases). The continuative stem that ends in -(inr:u)a7x is 

used to form prospective sentential aspect in conjunction with the prefix ks-, 

which marks irrealis mood (section 2.1.1). Continuous and perfect continuous 

sentential aspects are formed on continuative stems that end in 

-(n@.x. The continuous and perfect continuous sentential aspect prefixes are 

s x -  and 5-, respectively. Stems in continuative stem aspect, in each of their 

three sentential aspects, are illustrated in (92)-(94) .5" 

50 A. Mattina 1993a sets up the aspectual circumfixes Iks-. . . (mix)a?xl 
'future progressive' and /sac-. . .-(mi)x/ 'perfect'. I analyze these constructions 
as containing inflectional aspect prefixes (e.g. ks- and sac-) that attach to stems 



(92) 

a. 

b. 

(93) 

a. 

b. 

(94) 

a. 

b. 

stem 

Prospective (a) strong (b) weak 

krL k- nik'+a?x 
1 sABS irr cu t(con) 
I am going to cut (something). 

kn ks- k'a%'a?+ mixavx 
1sABS i n  look-for(con) 
I am going to look for (something). 

Continuous (a) strong (b) weak 

k sac- nik'+x 
1sABS con t cut(con) 
I am cutting (something). 

krL sac- h'aVX'a?+ mix 
1 sARS cont look - for(con) 
I am looking for (something). 

Perfect continous (a) strong (b) weak 

krL S- xWliy +x 
1sABS pcont go(con) 
I'm going. 

krL s- k'awp+mix 
1 sABS pcont silentjcon) 
I am silent. 

2,2.2,10 Anticausatives. The stem aspect unficausutive (uc) refers to a 

type that denotes a change of state without reference to the act leading 

that contain derivational suffixes -(rnh)a7x or -{nti)x. I classify -(niric)a7x and 
-(n~i)x as derivational suffmes on the grounds that they cannot co-occur with 
other stem aspect formatives. Therefore, they are not like inflectional sen ten tial 
aspect markers, which occur with a variety of stem aspect types. Furthermore, 
all sentential aspect markers are prefmal, and my analysis maintains this 
general pattern. 



up to the change. Anticausatives encode a single participant, the external 

argument, who is a notional patient. There are a number of formatives 

associated with the anticausative WFR. They include the suffixes -r/p, 

-(t)wih, and a reduplicative suffix that targets the second consonant of the 

phonofogicaI root of a base. I refer to this formative as -(V)C, reduplication, 

following A. Mattina 1993b. Last, some anticausatives are formed with an 

infixed glottal stop (-P-).~' The phonological root is also the target for this 

inf i~ .~"n  the (a) examples of (95)-(102), I give examples of anticausative 

stems. The (b) examples are the closed transitional counterparts of the 

anticmsative derivates. The anticausatives in examples (1 0 1)-(102) do not have 

closed transitional counterparts; I contrast them with their stative counterparts. 

(95) a. k k'Qk't' +6p 
1 sABS separate(ac) 
I got cut off/separated. 

b. k'4k't' +nt -isalx 
separate(ctr) 3pERG 
They cut it off (as in cutting a cattle herd). 

51 The distribution of the formatives may be determined at least partly on 
phonological grounds. Comparative evidence suggests that -p and -7- were at 
one time correlated with w& and strong mots, respectively, in the Interior 
languages. Kinkade 1989 observes that this pattern seems to be breaking down 
across the subgroup, with the infix occuring less commonly than the suffix. 
Infixed farms are less numerous than suffixed ones in the Okanagan corpus. 

5?he tradition is to ?reat these formatives as separate morphemes. 
However, it is clear that stems with these formatives are basically similar in 
their aspect, category, thematic structure, and argument structure. I discuss 
these properties in more detail in Chapter 3. 



t a W  u4- cjiW+ap 
really sb stock(ac) 
It's really stocked up. 

c?" +nt -in i3 t sc'i+an 
stock(ctr) 1 sERG art cs food 
I stocked it with food. 

ck' +5k' i? sqlaw ' 
coun t(ac) art money 
The money is counted. 

ck'+nt -isalx 
count(ctr) 3pERG 
They counted it. 

cac + Ac i3 snk4.c'a?sqGa? 
tie(ac) art horse 
The horse got tied up. 

cat + nt -is i 7 sic'm 
tiefctr) 3sERG art blanket 
He tied up the blanket. 

lcrL tq'15+"+xW 
1 sABS hook(ac) 
I got hooked (on something like a nail). 

tq'lxw+nt -in il k'Jnic'amip 
hook(ctr) lsERG on door 
I hooked it on the door. 

p'+9+kW 
shine(ac) 
It's lit up. 

p'ixw+nt 
shine(ctr-imperative) 
Shine it. 



krt kast + wflx 
1 sABS gOOCw 
I got better. 

ixi? salxWa9 + twilx 
dpr big(ac) 
It's gotten big. 

ixV silxxa? 
dpr big(sta) 
It's big. 

Multiple anticausative formatives do not usually occur in a single 

stem.53 ~ a r e l ~ ,  a base will have more than one anticausative, as in the 

doublet Cawip and rutnchn 'it's thawinglthawed ' . Although anticausatives do 

not refer to the act leading up to the change of state, an instrument, source, or 

agent is logically implied. This logically implied participant is expressed in an 

oblique NP, as in (103)-(105). 

(103) krL, nik' + ak' i3 L nil'mn 
1 sABS cut(ac) art cs knife 

53 As with other stem tbrmatives, sometime anticausative formatives occur 
inside the base, where they have k e n  lexicalized. For example, the stem 
nk'a7siis seems analyzable as having the anticausative marker -3- in it. 
However, the stem means 'be angry' not 'become angry'. To say that someone 
became angry, the form is nk'a?saIs+rvr2r. Thus, only the suffix -wz?x 
produces the canonical anticausative meaning. This 'double' marking of a 
notion is familiar from English words like reduplication and reiterate. 
It supports my contention that form and function are no: consistently mutually 
implied. 



I got cut with a knife. 

(104) fam+6p i3 L 
thaw(ac) art cs 
It was thawed by the sun. 

(105) t'i p'+?+5xw iq 
ev shinelac) art 
It's lit up by a lamp. 

f ayahax" 
sun 

2.2.2.1 f Liaited control. Linzired control stems (k) translate with 

English 'someone managed to [verb] ' , as in I managed to finish it. As the 

English translation implies, the extenial argument of the limited zontro'l stem 

refers to an agent who manages to bring about a result, eithe; with difficulty or 

accidentally. That is, the external argument referent is less than efficient and 

exercises limited controi over his act. There are three subtypes of limited 

control stems. The limited control WFR forms stems that have the properties 

of closed transitionals (section 2.2.2. I), open transitionals (section 2.2.2.2), 

and possessionals (section 2.2.2.3). The suffixes that mark limited control stem 

are -mint, -nlist, and -n&, respectively. In addition, limited control stems 

typically show reduplication of the second consonant of the phonological root. 

I illustrate each limited control subtype in (106)-(1081, contrasted with its non- 

limited control counterpart. 

(106) a. n W f  nt -in 
sink(ctr) 1 sERG 
1 sank it. 



nc&- +n6nt -x" 

sink(lc-ctr) 2sERG 
You managed to sink it. 

ac- n%l+st -in 
cust sink(otr) 1 sERG 
I usually sink it. 

ac- ntal-+ndst -xw 
cust sink(1c-otr) 2sERG 
You could (usually) sink it. 

nval +Qt -in 9 %kap -s 
sin k(pos) 1 sERG art bucket 3sPOSS 
I sank his bucket on him. 

ncal- +nli4t -xW 
sink(1c-pos) 2sERG 
You managed to sink something of his. 

2.2.2.12 Desideratives. Stems i.1 desiderative stem aspect encode an 

external argument who wishes to perform the act named by the base. The 

formative in most cases is the circumfixal (n+) ... f r ' ls .  However, in some 

cases the prefixal portion of the marker is absent. Examples of the desiderative 

(cles) appear in (1 09). 

(109) kryl+xWuy+ils 
~ " J I  + palx + 3s 
kq,n +caynst +ils 
krylak'rn + 3s 
kryl+pajim+ils 
kryl+pac'm+ils 

I want to go. 
You want to camp. 
I feel like laughing. 
I want to cut (something). 
I want to hunt (something). 
I want to pinch (something). 

I want to drink. 
You want to sit. 



The formative @+). . . +z% appears in words that lack desiderative stem 

aspect, i.e. the notion that a cognizer wants to do x." In these cases, the 

formative is found in a word with a stem aspect suffix. I analyze (n +). . . +ils 

in these contexts as a base formative. Examples of (n+). . . +i€s as a base 

formative appear in (1 10). 

(1 10) n-k'a's-8s 
n-st-fls 
kt-11. s 
n-q'aVls 
k'Vamt-fls +nt- 
n-ac'nt-8s 
k'4twn-1s-mist 
q'sasp-fls-mn+(n)t- 
tkcx-8s 
npiit-als 

be arjgry, cranky 
think 
stomach bursts 
the matter, business 
sit in front of someone 
be preoccupied 
lack confidence 
wait for someone a long time 
be hurting, suffering 
be satisfied 

2.2.2.13 Statives. Stems in statirv stem aspect are non-dynamic 

derivates that encode the notion 'have the property x'. Formal markers are 

various, including a suffix -l and a combination of this suffix with 

reduplication of the root form. The suffix -scu'r may also mark statives (stu). 

5-1 Historical'y and comparatively, -ils is analyzable as a lexical suffix that 
refers to feelings or intern& states. 



ntal+ t 
sal'+t 
k'iy+ t 
suy ' + t 
c'af + t 
kwal + t 
c'ak'"+ t 

ncas + t 
qif + t 

sunk 
lost 
cold 
chilly 
cold 
warm 
stiff 
heavy 
wakened 

(212) Statives with root reduplication and -t 

tf td + t straight, honest 
kWrkwrP + t golden 
cijick + t very hot 
c'wc'caw + t hard to peel 
qmqam + t be laying about 

(1 I?) Statives with -scut 

x?im +scitt be at the limit 
k=3apYam +sciit be disgusted w/oneself 
qwn 'am + scitt be hard up 

Statives that are derived by the stative WFR are not formally distinct 

from the default stems of State bases (for a classification of base types, see 

Chapter 3). The stems in (1 14) are statives that do not derive from active 

bases, as the derived statives in (1 1 1 )-(I 13) do. 



(1 14) 
k5a.%t 
Bwupt 
qal t 
sflxway 
c'uy 
piq 
kakaW 
xwalxw5.1t 
qwamqw5mt 
ph?t 
pay pi? t 
qwn'qw5n't 
kwuskwst 
%i'Xa? 

fast 
tired 
raw 
big 
dark 
white 
slow 
alive, healthy (*xwalxwfil , *xwal) 
excellent, beautiful (*qwamqWar~l, *qwam) 
thick (*p+ae) 
generous (*pa')p&y, *pa?) 
be hard up, pitiful (*qwn'qwan, *q"an) 
frisky (*kwuskws, *kWus) 
sacred 

The frequency of the suffix -r and root reduplication in these statives 

that are not derived from active bases suggests that -r and root reduplication are 

historically important stative formatives. However, because there is an 

imperfect correspondence between -r and/or root reduplication and stati ve 

meming, I am uncertain about the synchronic productivity of stative fol mation 

with these markers. The pairs of stems in (1 15) and (1 16) do not show active 

(e.g.(a)) versus stative (e.g (b)) semantics, even though the stems in the (b) 

examples have -r or root reduplication. 

(1 15) limt happy, glad 
limlamt thank you 

(1 1 6) qwa1qYl t talk 
qwalq" fist talk to someone 

A subtype of stative sterns is the churucteristic stem, described in A. 



Mattina 1993b. The forrnatives -jnzn and -uf are found in stems denoting 

habitual or repeated behaviors that characterize an individual. A. Mattina notes 

that -&if occurs in stems in which the root is reduplicated. The suffix -imn 

occurs in stems in which the root is not reduplicated. I exemplify these in 

(1 17) and (1 18). 

(1 17) qwalqwalt+it* talks all the time, likes to L ik 
*qwalt + imn 

(1 18) ?a+n'+irnn eats all the time, likes to eat 
*7aVa+n + 13 

Like other statives, sterns with -uf and -Iim tend not to be found in 

continuous aspect (e.g. ?X~ac+7atx+imn+x 'He's being a sleeper'), but 

may be possible with other stems, e.g. k~ac+cf"al '@'al ' t+hf+x 'I'm being a 

real talker', In general, statives tend to be aspectually ambiguous, which is one 

of their typological characteristics. 

2.2.2.14 Other possible stem aspects. There are a number of other 

suffixes in Okanagan that may signal additional stem aspects. I do not describe 

them because I am not yet able to offer an analysis of them. Other stem 

aspects may include distributive (markea by root reduplication), din~inutive 

(marked by C,- reduplication) and rout possibility (marked by -17st or -mrlst). I 

discuss distributive aspect in Chapter 4, section 4.3 with respect to the kind of 

bases that are compatible with it. I leave for future research a full description 
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of distributive, diminutive and root possibility formations in the stem aspect 

paradigm. 

2.2.2.15 Stein aspect and inflectional classes. Stem aspects 

correspond to the inflectional classes rransitive and intransirirte as shown in 

Transitive 

closed transitional 
open transitional 
possessional 
dative 
causative 
limited conrrol 

IP transitive 

reflexive 
middle 
an ticausative 
continuative 
desiderative 
stative 

That is to say, each of the stem types in the Transitive column has all of the 

personlsentential aspect inflections and the properties of the lexical conceptual 

structure associated with predicate transitivity. The stem types in the 

Intransitive column share inflectional patterns and LCS properties that 

distinguish them from transitives. Canonically, transitive stems inflect with the 

ergative person marking paradigm, while intransitive stems inflect with the 

absolutive paradigm. However, the genitive person marking paradigm is used 

for either stem type w h e ~  the stem is in irrealis mood or neutrd aspect. 

Because neither inflectional nor derivationai markers ex hausti vel y distinguish 

transitive stems from intransitive stems, the two inflectional classes must be 

distinguished on the basis of the meaning of the stem. Thus, properties of 
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lexica1 conceptual structure (LCS) play an important role in determining the 

inflectional class of a stem. I give LCS representations f ~ r  most of these stems 

types in section 3.4. 

2.2.2.16 Category-changing rules. Okanagan has WFRs that change 

verbs into nouns, and nouns into verbs. In Chapter 4, I discuss the tests for 

category that make it necessary to set up category-changing WFRs. Okanagan 

uses a variety of means to indicate categorial derivates, including what is 

commonly referred to as zero derivation. Here, I briefly introduce some of the 

formations used in categary-changing WFRs. I focus only on the change from 

verbs to nouns and from nouns to verbs. 

The morphology associated with lexical verb -, noun word formation 

rules includes prefixes and suffixes. (120) gives the most common markers and 

examples. 

(120) 

Formative Verb Noun 

S- ?ayjiWt 'tired' s +3ayjiwt fatigue 
-tn nt'ak'"ki?sqSaq 'mount' nt'ak'"ki')sqii%a3+tn saddle 
-min q'y'am 'write s. t. ' q'ay' +min writing tool 
sxW- k'"u1'm 'make, do' sxw+ k'"u17m worker 
Jrdup. c'lam ' s * ~ ~ i b  s. t. up' c'l i-c'al timber 
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In addition, some lexical affixes appear to nominalize a verb base." 

Many plant names show the lexical suffix ={i)tp as in (121) (examples are 

from COD82). The glosses show that these names are not straight-forwardly 

derived fron simpler bases. 

5 5 ~ x i c a l  affixes, most of which are suffixes, behave like bound lexemes in 
some words, like word formation formatives in others. That is, they seem to 
contribute semantir content to a base as in compounding: (i). 
(i). a. sap'=qin 'hit on the head' 

hit = head 
b. sap'=ilsxn 'hit on the forehead' 

hit=forehead 
c. sapl=aqs 'hit on the nose' 

hit=nose 
d. k'"ak'=qin 'take (hat) off of head' 

pull - off=head 
Yet more often, the apparent meanings of lexical affixes are lost through 
lexicalization. For example, the lexical suffix =lis refers transparently to 'eye' 
in many words (e.g. r+x'w%w'=lis (dry-eye) 'dry eyes'), 'face' in others (e.g. 
p 'y=& (wrinkled-facej 
is not clear. 
(ii). a. sy-sy=lis 

?=lis 
b. H-xn=lis 

'wrinkled face'. In other cases, the 'meaning' of =is 

'powerful ' 

'sunset low on the horizon' 
on-low(?)=lis 

c. X'a7=us 'look around' 
fetch/look(?)=lis 

Furthermore, the possible combinations of lexical affixes with bases cannot be 
easily predicted. Based on the examples in (i.a-c), we would expect the form 
for 'hit on the mouth' to be the verb base sap' plus the lexical affix that often 
means 'mouth', =ch. However, the form is not *sap'=ch but sapY=uW'l 
(hit =mouthlthroat/neck) or sap 'p '=arvs=qu (hit =middle= head). The form for 
'hit in the face' is sap'p'=w's=zis (hit=middle=face). (The doubling of p' is 
unexplained in the last two examples.) 



(121) a. pak+n'=i+p bitter cherry 
? =i+p 

b. cq'=i% Douglas fir 
?=i+p 

c. p4%wpakw=Q grey willow 
(spread?) =Q 

Other plant names show no lexical suffix, and still others have a lexical suffix 

other than = ('Itp, as in (122). 

(122) a. cur all willowherb COD 10 
b. swiya fern COD1 88 
c. snc'i'c'q =p =nav dwarf or creeping juniper COD 17 
d. wswas=xn=qn lupine COD228 
e. st'ikw(l)=lqw subalpine fir COD 186 

Because lexical affixes nominalize verb bases only sporadically, I do 

not analyze them as the forrnatives of category-changing WFRs derivational in 

every stem. A full treatment of the distribution and function of lexical affixes 

is beyond the scope of this thesis. 

Okanagan also has WFRs that derive verbs from nouns. Two productive 

WFRs that form verbs from nouns are 1) 'have something' verb formation and 

2) 'get something' verb formation. The formatives are kt- and ta7P'-a-, 

Denominals are exemplified in (123). 

- - 

56ra?rw- requires what A. Msttina (1987) calls a 'compound connector', the 
segment 4-. It is lost before stems that begin with s. It may be that both of the 
denominal constructions exemplified in (123) are better understood as 
compounds. I assume that they are lexically derived. 



Formative Noun Verb 

k*- l/p'ina?/l BASKET k4. +p'inav s. o. has a basket 
ta?xw + +- llcitxwll HOUSE ta?xW +f +citxw s.o.gets a house 

The derivation of verbs from nouns also takes place by zero derivation, 

where a WFR applies without an affix or other formative. I discuss denominals 

and zero derivation in more detail in Chapter 4. 

2.3 Summary. In this chapter, I have briefly described Okanagan 

grammar at the level of the sentence or clause, and at the level of the word. 

Okanagan sentences are of two main types: 1) those headed by a verbal 

predicate, and 2) those that consist of two NPs in an equivalence relationship. 

The latter are equational. clauses. A verbally-headed clause is transitive if its 

head is notionally transitive. Nolionally transitive heads encode an external 

argument and a referential internal argument. Other verb heads are notionally 

intransitive; they head syntactical!y intransitive clauses. Syntactically transitive 

clauses have both a subject and an object. Other grammatical relations in 

Okanagan are second object and oblique object. Person marking, nominal case 

marking and NP extraction tests reveal these four grammatical relations. 

The Okanagan word consists of a base plus derivational and inflectional 

markers. Inflectional formatives mark person (a synthetic marker of person, 
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number, and, on verbs, grammatical function) and one of three sentential 

aspects, perfective, imperfective, or neutral. At least one contrast in sentential 

mood, the irrealis/realis contrast, plays a role in the inflectional paradigms that 

mark person and sentential aspect. An important derivational paradigm marks 

stem aspect, the aspectuo-modal alternations that create distinct but related 

derivates of a base verb. 

The stem level is pivotal in the description of word formation in 

Okanagan. On the one hand, the stem aspect of a stem determines the 

inflectional class of the stem. On the other, certain stem aspects are restricted 

to certain base types. I investigate the role of the stem and stem aspect WFRs 

in this diagnostic function in the next chapter. 



Chapter 3. Base Aspect 

3.0 Introduction. Okanagan bases differ with respect to their 

derivational possibilities. Specifically, certain stem aspects can be formed from 

one base type, but cannot be formed from another base type. In this chapter, I 

describe the contrastive distribution of stem aspects over four base types. The 

inherent aspect of the base conditions which stem aspect alternants a base can 

have. This inherent aspect, which I refer to as base aspect, differs from both 

stem aspect (section 2.2.2) and sentential aspect (section 2.2.1.2). Base 

aspect is the set of categories that characterize situations by ontological or 

conceptual criteria. For example, classifications of situation types universally 

include an intuitive distinction between states and non-states, even though this 

contrast is rarely distinguished in a straightforward manner in the grammar of a 

particular language.' Base aspect, then, is best understood as a small set of 

'1n his detailed survey of tense and aspect, Binnick (1991) finds that at 
least three kinds of aspect are distinguished in the cross-linguistic literature. 
His three types are Aristotelian aspect, Aktionsart, and aspect proper; these are 
the categories I recognize in Okanagan as base, stem, and sentential aspect. 
Binnick sktes that his first two categories, Aristotelian aspect and 
Aktionsarten, are lexical categories, while aspect proper reflects 'how a 
speaker intends to fit the situation into the discourse'. Most aspectologists 
recognize more than one level of aspect and see them as nested, semi- 
autonomous layers (e-g. Chung and Timberlake 1985). 

ti here is a huge literature, dating back at least to Aristotle, that attempts to 
give language specific and universal linguistic tests for situation type. Recent 
proposals include Vendler 1957, Kenny 1963, Mourelatos 1% 1, Verkuyl 1989, 
and Smith 1991 and sources cited therein. As for the success of any one 



situation prototypes that speakers understand as basic and given. In (I), I 

summarize the properties of base, stem, and sentential aspect in Okanagan. 

(1) Base aspect primitive situation type, inherent, ontological, 
prototypical 

Stem aspect derivational, serves to focus a temporal phase or 
modality 

Seniential aspect inflectional, sets the situation in a temporal frame 
in sequence with other situations in the 
discourse 

In the classification of Okanagan bases that follows, I recognize three 

situation types that I call Transitions, Processes, and States, following 

Pustejovsky 1991 .3  I describe each of these base aspects in section 3.3. I give 

classification and its linguistic criteria, Mourelatos (1981:210) succinctly 
observes, 'there are--notoriously--complications'. The chief complication seems 
to be the creative abilities of speakers who are adept at using a single word in 
a rich variety of logically related senses (Pustejovsky 1994). Vendler (1957:9) 
also noticed that situation types defined fuzzy sets when he wrote of states that 
'the role of verbs melts into that of predicate, and actions fade into qualities 
and relations'. I assume that a detailed semantic account of lexerne meaning 
could be developed to accommodate the sense extensions of Okanagan lexemes. 

'1n a critique of verb aspect typologies, Verkuyl 1989 argues that English 
aspect is phrasally determined, citing evidence that the situational or base 
aspect of a verb is regularly ovemden by other constituents (e.g. negation, 
definiteness of the internal IW) in the phrase or clause. He rejects inherent 
aspectual classes as 'of no use to aspectual theory'. I think Verkuyl's 
compositional hypothesis is overstated with respect to Okanagan, which has 
richer word-level phenomena than English. To the extent that lexical aspectual 
classes organize the word formation component andlor lexicon of a language, 
those classes are pertinent to aspectual theory. 
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linguistic tests for each of these base aspects in sections 3.1 and 3.2. I interpret 

the results of these linguistic tests as indicating the feature value for each of 

two binary features, [*El and [kc]. The feature [*El stands for the ability of 

a base to encode a situation that 'takes time'. The feature [kc] stands for the 

relevance of a base to the notion 'change of state'. I describe both of these 

features in more de+A below. Using these features, I define Transitions, 

Processes, and States (section 3.3). The classification by binary features yields 

a fourth base aspectual class that 1 refer to as Entities. Entities, which have 

negative feature values for both [El and [C], contrast with situations, which 

have at least one positive feature value for [El and [C]. As in other languages, 

the aspectual contrast between Entities and situations parallels the grammatical 

distinction between nouns and verbs. 

3.1 Eventhood. Okanagan distinguishes between situations that encode 

';rlternd temporal constituency' (Comrie 1976:3) and those that do not. I refer 

to those situations that encode internal temporal constituency as evenw. Events 

'take time', though that time may be long (durative), incalculably short 

(momentary), or unbounded (atelic). They have internal constituency in the 

sense that they have a beginning, middle, and end, any one of which can be 

emphasized in a related linguistic expression. I represent bases that encode 

events as having the feature [+El; those bases that do not encode an event 
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have the feature [-El. I use two tests to determine if a base is an event or not. 

The first test involves compounds with wips- ' d ~ n e ' . ~  wi7s- 

compounding creates stems that are aspectually terminative.' The salient 

feature of the event is its termination or 'finished-ness'; however, the 

beginning and middle stages of the event are implied by the emphasis on 

termination. Examples of bases that compound with I.vi7s- appear in (2). 

//tx// COMB 
llc~awlxll BATHE 
//q'ay'// WRITE 
lltqminll PUT DOWN 
//m'aya~Il SHOW 
//p'ic'// PINCH 
//tkal. iwsll MOUNT 

Il~itxfl SLEEP 
l/~acqi?/I COME OUT 
ll~ukwtll CRAWL 
Iltr'qpncutll RTJN 
1lnQik'~il'tiimll SOB 

hwi?+txAm 
kW,wi9s-c%wlx 
wi%-q' y 'im 
wi'btaqminams 
kwi'%-m'iiya7m 
kq,wi')s-p'ic'am 
p,wi?s-tkwl - iw's 

I fkished combing s.t. 
You are done bathing. 
He got done writing s. t. 
He already threw it down. 
I'm done showing it. 
I already pinched s.t. 
You (pl.) are already 

mounted. 
I've already slept. 
He's already left. 
I finished crawling. 
He's finished running. 
He's done sobbing. 

There are many bases that do not compound with wi7s-. Examples of 

4 wi7s- is historically analyzable as a root v'ivi7 'finish' followed by a 
grammatical connector s. fioeber (1991) analyzes the s as a prefix that 
nominalizes the second root. In Okanagan, wi7s- compounds with stem types 
that do not form norninalizations with s- (e.g. 1vi7s+~ucntrit 'I finished tying 
it'; *s-ructtth). Therefore, s- is better analyzed synchronically as a 'compound 
connector' or empty morph (cf. A. Mattina 1987). I do not segment the s as 
far as I can tell it always occurs in these compounds. 

'A base is said to compound with wi7s- if its default stem does so. 



these bases appear in (3). 

llKwuptll WEAK 
//piq// WHITE 
//ckiw't// SKINNY 
l/Kastll GOOD 
//X'axwt// FAST 
//p'uy// WRINKLED 

//k'astl/ BAD 
ilcitxwll HOUSE 
//y6mKwa9// WOVEN BASKET 

llxawiQ.ll ROAD 
//sp'ic'n// ROPE 
//sKiX'xn// TROUSERS 
//tk+milxw// WOMAN 

(done being weak) 
(done being white) 
(done being skinny) 
(done being good) 
(done being fast) 
(done being 

wrinkled) 
(done being bad) 
(done being a house) 
(done being a woven 

basket) 
(done being a road) 
(done being a rope) 
(done being trousers') 
(done being a 

woman) 

A second test for eventhood picks out the same set of bases as rvi7s- 

does. This test involves the compatibility of a base with the higher predicate 

qfnlint- 'be able to'. @nlint- selects an irrealis complement clause that is 

headed by a base that encodes an event. I refer to these as abilitutive 

constructions. 

(4) q*nu(nt) -n 4 i- ks- pijim 
able lsERGsub sb 1 sGEN irr hunt  
I was able to hunt. 

(5) lut qQnu(nt) -n 1 - ks- kfm6t 
neg able 1 sERG 1 sGEN irr sit - there 
I never could sit there. 



(6) way' k ' i ~ l x  u4 !ut q+n6(nt) - E 
prt old and neg able 3ERG 
He's old and he's not able 

k'a ')kin + ks- xwuy -s 
anywhere sb irr go 3sGEN 
to travel anywhere. COD150 

The abilitative construction implies that a higher level of effort or successive 

attempts are required for the achievement of a result. This higher level of 

effort is compatible with bases that have internal temporal structure in which 

the extra effort or successive attempts can be di~tin~uished.~ Bases that lack 

internal temporal structure fail in the abilitative construction. 

(7) *qQnii(nt) -n 4 i- ks- tkk-iilxw 
able 1 sERG sb 1 sGEN irr woman 

(I was able to be a woman.) 

(8) *lut q.lnii(nt) -s Q ks- Kwupt -s 
neg able 3sERG sb i n  weak 3sGEN 

(He wasn't able to be weak.) 

%. Carlson (forthcoming) describes a set of morphemes in Spokane that 
mark both (agent) control and aspect. Of these 'success' morphemes, the 
transitive success morpheme is cognate with the -nli(nt) of Okanagan 
qf-nli(nt)-. Carlson states: 

The control function of the success morpheme emphasizes extra 
effort. The aspectual function emphasizes duration with eventual 
completion or change of state. @. 11) 

He analyzes transitive success stems as [+durative] (following Smith 1991), 
and notes that they are accomplishments (following Vendler 1957). 



(9) *lut qhd(nt) -s .f. ks- jigst -s 
neg able 3sERG sb irr good 3sGEN 

(He wasn't able to be good.) 

On the basis of these two tests for internal temporal structure, I assign 

the feature [*El as follows: Bases that can compound with 1vi7s- and appear in 

the abilitative construction have the feature [+El in their lexical 

representations. Remaining bases share the feature [-El. The distinguishing 

characteristic of [+El bases is that temporal structure is linguistically relevant 

to these signs; the opposite is true of [-El bases. 

There are a number of bases that test to be events in the tests just 

described, but which are prototypically non-events. These bases all encode 

states. The base limt is an example of this base type. 

(10) //limt// HAPPY 

kwi?s-limt I'm done being happy. 
lut qM(nt)-n + ikslimt I wasn't able to be/stay happy. 

The acceptability of some states (like linzr) with 1vi7s- and entint- derives from 

their interpretation as stage-level predicates (G. Carlson 1977). A stage-level 

predicate characterizes its argument as a set of stages or realizations rather than 

as an undifferentiated individual. When a state is predicated of an individual 

conceived of as a set of stages, that predication has a beginning and end. The 

property of 'being happy' in (10) is understood as a phase. Some states lend 

themselves more readily to a stage-level interpretation than others. For 
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example, nk'ztvpik 'lsnesme' is like limb in that it is interpretable as denoting 

a temporary phase. By contrast, states such as paZpkft 'smart' and Zwupr 

'weak, infirm' name more permanent situations that are characteristic of an 

individual as a whole. I assume that states are protoypically of the individual- 

level type, which means that they do not encode phases or temporal 

constituency. However, many have natural sense extensions in which they have 

stage-level interpretations. The contrast between states and events derived from 

states is brought out in the data in (1 1)-(14). In these examples I show that 

states in their default forms do not compound with wi%-, but in their 

unticuusutive (ac) alternant, they do combine with r-vi7s-. 

//n~as// HEAVY 
a. *wi%-ncas 
b. wi's- [n + 3 +%s] 

llitastll GOOD 
a. *wi?s-jiast 
b. wi?s-[jiast + wfix] 

/lc'uy// DARK 
a. *wi%c'uy 
5. wil?s-[c' +3+ uy] 

//c'nc'cant// TIGHT 
a. *wi?s-c'nc'k + t 
b. wi%-fc'nc+gp] 

finished being heavy 
finished getting heavy 

finished being good 
finished getting better 

finished being dark 
finished getting dark 

finished being tight 
finished tightening 

The anticausative altemant encodes a resulting state, and concomitantly, 

internal tempcrai constituency. The contrasts in (1 1) through (14) suggest that 



states inherently lack internal temporal constituency, since they have an 

alternant that specifically adds temporal constituency to the base features. 

Despite some inconclusiveness with respect to States, the tests with 

wi's- and the abilitative construction reveal a primitive contrast between events 

and non-events among Okanagan bases. There is, however, another primitive 

distinction in Okanagan that crosscuts the eventlnon-event distinction. I turn to 

this aspectual distinction in the section to follow. 

3.2 Change. A base's relevance to change of state is a second major 

aspectual distinction in Okanagan. Relevance to changes of state includes two 

kinds of situations: situations that result in a change of state, and situations that 

are stative. I use the feature [*C] to represent the change criterion.' A base 

with the feature [+C] is inherently capable of expressing a change of state. A 

base with the feature [-C] cannot express change of state. I use tests from the 

stem aspect paradigm to determine the status of a base with respect to change 

of state. A base that can form an anticausative stem and a limited control stein 

(both described below) has the feature [+C]. All others have the feature [XI.  

bavidson (1980) associates all verbs with time and change. Frawley 
(1993) argues that some verbs, like persist, encode time but not change. In 
ways that I will describe in section 3.4. : , Okanagan States pattern 
derivationally with events that have outcomes, i.e. Transitions. In English, 
states tend to pattern with processes under certain tests (Mourelaros 198 1 and 
Verkuyl 1989). I see no illogic in the Okanagan pattern, but I do not know if 
other languages have similar patterns. 



The first test from the stem aspect paradigm is the ability of a base to 

form an an ticausative derivate. Anticausative stems (section 2.2.2.10) encode a 

result or outcome that 'happens to' a passive external argument. Examples of 

anticausative stems appear in (15). 

//pYtc'/i PINCH s.t. 
IlV'at'll WET 
l/ck'"aml/ STIFF 
//ta?p// DIRTY 
//nik'// CUT s.t 
//c'il'// SHADY 
//c7uy// DARK 
//ncas// HEAVY 
/lnwisll HIGH 
//p'uy// WRINKLED 
//sfxwa7/1 BIG 
//c'nc'%nt// TIGHT 

I got pinched. 
That got wet. 
The hide got stiff. 
That one got dirty. 
I got cut. 
It's shaded. 
It got dark. 
I'm getting heavy. 
The plane lifted up. 
It's wrinkled. 
It's getting big. 
It's getting tight. 

Many other bases do not form anticausative stems. Because the formatives of 

the anticausative WFR are various, I do not give starred examples. Rather, the 

list of bases in (16) is representative of the bases that do not form 

anticausatives with any of the known formatives of the anticausative rule. 

i/t'uxWt// FLY GO OUT 
f fsuk"t1 t CRAWL 1lx"t'ibll 3UMP UP 
f 13isXIj 
.r 8 SLEEP llk'9x7jiustll GO UNDER A SHELTER 
l JxU is t / /  WALK /lx"u yf l GO 
/fc'qmaq"// CRY //pYlak'// TURN BACK 
//mutl/ SIT //kxan// GO ALONG 
f lq'"a?q"?imtl/ BELCH //pulx// CAMP 



A second test for the feature value of [*C] is the ability of a base to 

form limited control predicates (section 2.2.2.11). The limited control WFR 

creates a derivate that encodes an agent who succeeds in producing a change of 

state with difficulty or accidentally. All the bases in (15) and those in (17) 

form limited control stems.' 

l/p'ic'l/PIMCH Yt; p'ic'c7 + nlint -xw 
1 sOBJ pinch(1c) 2sERG 
You managed to pinch me. 

//Vat'// WET cf.cat't' +nii(nt) -n 
wet(1c) 1 sERG 
I managed to get it wet. 

//k'a%'a?// FETCH k'a')a?+ nG(nt) -n 
fetch(1c) 1 sERG 
I managed to fetch it. 

//k'xwp// BEAT S.O. k'xwxwp+nli(nt) -n 
beatoc) 1 sERG 
I managed to beat him (at a contest). 

//piq// WHITE pqaq+n6(nt) -n 
white(1c) f sERG 
I got it white. 

%he reduplication of the second root consonant in limited control stems is 
not anticausative marking. Rather, it is a regular concomitant of limited control 
r??.o@dogy. The anfcausitive form of a base frequently differs from the 
reduplicated form in the limited control stem. For example, the anticausative 
stem for piq 'white' is pap@ 'turned white, bleached7. The limited control 
stem is pqaqnrint- 'whiten s. t. ' not *pa70qnLint-. Therefore, an ticausative 
formation and limited control formation are two distinct tests for the feature 
t * a  



(22) llnwisll HIGH nw?as+nfi(nt) -n 
high jfc) ISERG 
I got it lifted up. 

(23) /Incas// 3EAVY n?cas + niint -xw 
heavy(1c) 2sERG 
You managed to make it heavy. 

The bases that do not have limited control derivates include those in (16). 

Bases that have both anticausative and limited control derivates have 

the feature [+C] in their lexical representations. All other bases have the 

feature [-C]. 

3.3 Base classification. The features [*El and [k C], in combination, 

identify four base classes in Okanagan, evidencing each of the four possible 

combinations of these two binary features. 

(24) i. [+E, +Cl e.g. //p'ic'/l PINCH s.t. 
//cat// TIE UP s. t. 
//k7a7// FETCH s. t. 
llk9nk'"kipll CLOSE s. t. 
//tqmin// LAY - DOWN s.t. 

e.g. //t'uxwt// FLY 
//xwist// WALK 
//?itx/l SLEEP 
l/xwuyl/ GO 
//?ukwt// CRAWL 

-. . 
111. [-E, +C] e.g. //%wupt// WEAK, INFIRM 

//?ay%t/l TIRED 
lipiqlf WHITE 
//sflxwa'V/ BIG 
//qw8mqwamt// EXCELLENT 



iv. [-E, -C] e-g. l!y6mXwa~// !VOVEN BASKET 
Ilsnk4c'a%qii?a~/J HORSE 
l/+kap// BUCKET 
//nik'mn// KNIFE 
//kiliiwna?// male GRIZZLY BEAR 

Although the notion situation must remain an undefined primitive, 

attempts to define it repeatedly note the importance of time and change 

(Vendler 1957, Giv6n 1979, 1984, Gabbay and Moravscik 1980, Davidson 

1980, Barwise and Perry 1983, Binnick 1991, Smith 1991, and FrawIey 1993). 

Because cross-linguistically time and change are relevant in the description of 

situations, I designate classes (1%-iii) as the prototypical situation types of 

Okanagan. This besignaticn is supported by evidence beyond the featural tests 

used here. First, all of the bases in classes (1%-iii) have stem aspect derivates. 

Recall that these derivates are modifications of the basic temporal and/or modal 

structure of the base (section 2.2.2.1). Second, bases in classes (1 8i-iii) all 

inflect for person and sentential aspect, in their default or derived forms. By 

contrast, the bases of class (18iv) have neither the derivational (stem aspect) 

nor inflectional (person-sentential aspect) alternants that the other three classes 

have. What the featural, derivational and inflectional evidence suggests is that 

there is a primitive contrast between situations and entities in Okanagan. 

In addition to underscoring the ways in which situations differ from 

entities in Okanagan, the featural tests distinguish three situation types (i.e. 
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classes (i), (ii), and fiii)). This division into three situation types matches the 

typology of situations proposed in Pustejovsky 1991 and therefore is at least 

partially validated by cross-linguistic patterns.9 Pustejovsky identifies three 

basic situations: Transitions, Processes and States. Each of these situations is 

defined by a distinctive Event Structure (ES). Pustejovsky argues that ES is a 

level of lexical representation independent of argument structure. lo I give his 

definitions of the three situation types and his structural representation for each 

type in (25)-(27). 

9 Pustejovsky credits Aristotle for the tripartite division, as well as several 
recent analysts including Bach 1986, Dowty 1979, and Vendler 1957. 
(Vendler's typology actually posited four basic situation types.) Kenny 1963 
and Mourelatos 1981 also make a tripartite division. Other typologies are based 
on a binary division between events and states (e.g. Jesperson 1924, Smith 
1991), where processes or activities are a subtype of event. 

'O~rimshaw 1990 also argues for a level of event structure in the lexical 
representation of verbs. Event structure helps to explain the differences and 
similarities between alternants of an Okanagan verb base in terms other than 
transitivity and thematic structure. 

"~ustejovsk~ actually refers to these as 'event types', but their primitive 
idealized nature matches that of 'situations'. To avoid terminological confusion 
here, I have everywhere substituted 'situation' wf?ere Pustejovsky would use 
'event'. 



(25) Transition (T): an event identifying a semantic expression which is 
evaluated relative to its opposition. 

structural representation: (where E is a variable for any event type) 

(26) Process (P): a sequence of events identifying the same semantic 
expression. 

structural representation: 

(27) State (S): a single event which is evaluated relative to no other event. 
structural representation: 

Pustejovsky's formalism is useful in several ways. First, i t  provides a 

graphic representation for internal temporal constituency. Note that two 

situation types show this inner structure, Transitions and Processes. Of these 

two types, only m e  implies a predicate opposition, which Pustejovsky claims 

is functionally equivalent to the semantic operator become in the predicate's 
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LCS. This division corresponds to the distinction in Okanagan between 

[+E, +C] and [+E,-C] lexemes. Pustejovsky's States lack internal temporal 

constituency, as depicted by the non-branching structure in (27). Okanagan 

lexemes with the features [-E,+C] correspond to this Event Structure." In 

(28), I identify Okanagan classes (i), (ii), and (iii) with Pustejovsky's situation 

types. Class (iv) lexemes, which are not situations, I refer to as Entities. l3 

(28) i. [+E, +C] Transitions 
. . 
11. [+E, -C] Processes 
iii. [-E, +C] States 
iv. [-E,-C] Enti ties 

Pustejovsky 's proposal over the representation of situations includes the 

idea that information in a predicate's LCS can be mapped to the structural 

representations in (25)-(27). He proposes that Event Structure (ES) is a level of 

lexical representation which expresses the basic temporal structure of a lexeme. 

The ES is derived from the LCS, which is itself an ordered set of predicates. 

In LCS, the irreducible meaning of the lexeme is expressed along with a small 

group of operator-like predicates such as act, become, and at, and argument 

?'he fact that States do not take time does not mean that they are not 'in 
ti me'. Okanagan situations (i-e. Transitions, Processes, and States) all have 
stem aspect alternants that inflect for sentential aspect. Entities, by contrast, 
lack stem aspect alternants and do not inflect for sentential aspect in their 
canonical uses. Thus time is relevant to all Okanagan situations, but not all 
situations have internal temporal constituency. 

"I discuss the derivational possibilities of bases that name entities in more 
detail in Chapter 4. 
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variables. For example, the English lexeme close (as in John closed the door) 

has the following LCS: 

(29) close: cause([act(x , y)] , become([closed(y)])) 

In Pustejovksy's view, lexical meaning can be partially decomposed 

into LCS subpredicates, and these subpredicates can be partitioned according to 

the stages of ES. In (30) I give Pustejovsky's representation of the LCS-to-ES 

mapping for the English situation John closed the door. Pustejovky uses a level 

he calls LCS to depict the partitioned LCS.'" The & indicates simultaneity 

of expressions. The cause operator is derived from the agentive (act) predicate 

within the initial subpredicate of the LCS. 

ES: 

LCS ' : 

LCS: cause([act(John,door)], become([closed(door) I)) 

Not all lexemes that express a predicate opposition (translated into ES 

from the become subpredicate) involve the cause operator, as illustrated in (31). 

14 It is not clear to me if the level LCS has any independent status in 
Pustejovsky's theory. It does make the structural representations easier to 
understand, so I maintain his notation in my examples. 



(3 1) The door closed. 

ES: 

LCS ' : 

LCS : become(~closd(door) J) 

At the level of ES, John closed the door and llze door closed are the 

same kind of situation. The differences in detail are expressed at LCS, where 

argument structure, thematic structure, and modality are coded. l5 (30) and 

(31) illustrate how various LCS alternants of a base lexeme can be related at 

the level of ES. In Okanagan, we can exploit Pustejovksy's assumptions and 

representations to describe how stem aspect alternants of base situations are 

related to the base and to each other. 

3.4 Base classes and derivational paradigms. In addition to the 

featural tests for base class and their cross-linguistic parallels, the situation 

types ~f Okanagan are revealed by paradigmatic evidence. That is, each of the 

base classes has a distinct array of derivational possibilities that distinguishes it 

IS1t may be the case that LCS projects separate representations (or tiers) for 
argument structure, thematic structure, and modality. A full discussion of the 
interplay of the elements in a lexeme's lexical representation is beyond the 
scope of this thesis. Pustejovksy 1991 addresses the relationship between event 
structure and argument structure, as do Jackendoff 1993, Grimshaw 1990, 
Pinker 1989, and Temy 1987. 
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from the others. The diagnostic tests for situation type all come from the stem 

aspect paradigm. Each situation base type has some but not all stem aspect 

alternants. As a result, we can refer to subparadigms of stem aspect. Because 

there are three subparadigms and they correlate with the three situation types I 

have proposed, I refer to the subparadigms as the Transition paradigm, the 

Process paradigm, and the State paradigm. These subparadigms provide 

additional evidence that the universal situation types, Transitions, Processes, 

and States are relevant in Okanagan. Tests for base class based on stem aspect 

alternations also emphasize the difference between situations and entities.'" 

As the chart in (32) shows, entities do not have any of the stem aspect 

alternants that are diagnostic of situation type. ((+) indicates that the base type 

typically has the derivate; (*) indicates that it typically does not have the 

derivate; (#) indicates that many lexemes of this base type have the derivate.) 

16 Not all stem aspect WFRs are diagnostic of base class. All situation bases 
have continuative and stative alternants, for example. Entities, however, do not 
have even the non-diagnostic stem aspect alternants. 



Stem aspect 

closed transitional 
open transitiond 
possessional 
dative 
reflexive 
limited control 
anticausative 
causative 
e.g. 

Transit ions 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
* 

//p'ic'// 
PINCH 

Processes 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
+ 

//c'qwaqw// 
CRY 

States 

# 
# 
# 
* 
# 
+ 
+ 
+ 

//piq// 
WHITE 

Entities 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

//p'ina9// 
RASKET 

Transitions form all of the diagnostic stem aspects except causative. 

Processes form only causatives. States form causatives and at least one other 

stem aspect that is formed by Transitions also. States are therefore the most 

difficult to identify; no single form demonstrates that a base is a State. Rather, 

a State shows a general pattern of stem aspect derivation that crosses into the 

Transition paradigm and the Process paradigm. This mutability is the defining 

characteristic of the State type. In the following sections, I describe each base 

type according to its stem aspect subparadigm. 

3.4.1 Transitions. The set of stems that may be derived from a 

Transition base via stem aspect WFRs is illustrated in Table 1. with the base 

Ilp'ic'll PINCH, SQUEEZE. 



Table 1. Transition Paradigm 

//p'ic'// 

default 

closed transitional 

open transitional ' 

possessional 

dative 

reflexive 

limited control 

anticausative 

causative 

PINCH s. t. 

krL p'ic'm 
1 sABS pinch(1ntr) 
I pinched (something). 

p'ic' +nt -XW 

pinch(ctr) 2ERG 
You pinched it. 

ac- p'ic'+st -. -xw 
cust- pinch(otr) - ,  2sERG 
You usually pinch it. 

k w k  p'ic'++t -x 
1 sOBJ pinch(pos) 2sERG 
You pinched my . 

k w k  p'ic'+xt -XU 

lsOBJ pinch(dat) 2sERG 
You pinched it for me. 

k% p'ac' fnctit 
1 sABS pinch(ref) 
I pinched myself. 

p'ac'c' +nti(nt) -n 
pinah(1c) 1 sERG 
I managed to pinch it. 

p'ic' +ac' 
pinch(ac) 
It's (been) pinched. 

The derivational paradigm of //p'ic'// is canonical in the sense that 
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llp'ic'lt' has all the stem alternants that are identified with the paradigm. 

However, not all Transitions occur in all of these stem aspects. For example, 

for some bases, a stem alternant is blocked by the presence of a different 

lexeme, as with *wdknclit 'see oneself which is expressed instead with 

rac'nclit from the base //cac'// LOOK - AT. Sporadic reanalysis of a stem form 

can also block or eclipse stem aiternants. As an example, A. Mattina 

(1993a:209) reports that the base //tun// TELL has both the closed transitional 

stem cu(n)(nt)- 'someone tells someone' and the possessional stem alternant 

cu(n)St- 'someone tell someone's relative'. The possessional stem form is 

commonly understood with the meaning of a transitional, as in P u  c&t-s 'He 

told me', The latter use of the possessional stem form is a 'fancying up' or 

hypercorrection of k"u&%, the expected form of 'He told me'. 

In addition, narrgw and sometimes obscure semantic restrictions exclude 

some Transitions from having certain alternants. For example llwiW1 SEE and 

//cun/l TELL lack the dative alternate (*tvilloct- and "cluut-) for reasons that are 

not clear to me. //xik'// MISS (a shot)/ERR (in the stick game) does not have 

reflexive or dative alternates. In other cases, selectional restrictions apply. For 

example, the base //pi811 HUNT (game) does not have a reflexive alternant 

*pax'rtctit ('hunt myself'). Also, morphologicdly complex Transitions tend to 

have fewer stem alternants than simple bases. Bases such as 
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iincav+ iqs tlkst + mnll i;J,IiO'w s. o. and lina%"=cin/l TAKE FOOD to s. o. 

do not form anticausatives. Whatever the reasons for these paradigmatic gaps, 

morphological complexity is not the cause of them. In (33), I give several 

examples of morphologically complex Transition bases that do form 

anticausatives. l7 

(33) 

//tqcnavm//RUN OVER s. t. k t q a c  +c + nivm 
//k94nk'"fL'ip//~lkISE s. t. k'4nk'"k' +k' +ip 
//cq9min// THROW s.t. k c q '  +q' + min 

//c'l%iw'//SCRATCH s. t. kq,c'l+l+Kiw' 

//kliq'na7//BURY s. t. way' kliq' +q' +na7 

I got run over. 
Xt got closed. 
I got hit (by s.t. 

thrown). 
I got scratched 

(clawed). 
It got buried. 

It is clear from the paradigmatic gaps in the Transrtion paradigm that there are 

subgroups within the class of Transitions that await further definition. 

The general property of Transitions as revealed by their stern aspxt 

subparadigm is that they have the ES shown in (34). 

All transitions have the inflectional option of the ' underspecified subject ' 
(Unsub) formation which can have a passive interpretation (section 2.1.1). The 
backgrounding effect of the underspecified subject form, although limited to 
third person participants, could be interpreted as the functional equivalent of 
the anticausative: nca?1qst7csmnt-m 's-o. elbowed himlhe got elbowed'; 
naV'cin(n)t-rn 's.o. took him foodfhe was taken food'. 



ES: 

Tfse •’3 in (34) does not reflect differences at LCS between derivates, 

nor does it directly reflect argument structure. Importantly for the description 

of Okanagan, the ES in (34j eonveys that stems with this ES have internal 

temporal constituency and they encode a predicate opposition. I interpret the 

predicate opposition (translated from the become operator of LCS) as marking 

change-ofstate in the event. The State subevent at ES is equivalent to the 

outcome or result of the event, The ES p,S], signals an event that consists 

minimally of a change and its result. 

In the following sections, I describe the differences between the 

ahernants of the Transition subparadigm. There are two reasons to do this. 

First, I want to formalize the definitions of the relevant stem aspect WFRs, 

now that I have introduced the concepts and representations in Pustejovksy 

f 991. Smnd,  in reviewing these stem aspects, I will demonstrate how all of 

the difkrences between the derivates arise from properties of LCS that do not 

affect ES. Furtfiermore, I give data that suggest some of the properties that are 
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not refemnt to the definition of the stem types. The LCS of the default stem 

of a Transition provides a basis for comparison. Therefore, I begin by 

describing it. 

3.4.1.1 Default Transition. The default stem, generally, is that 

realization of a base to which no stem aspect WFR has applied. It is the 

semantically simplest form of the base lexeme. In the case of the default 

Transition, the basic ES, [P,S],, is instantiated, and two arguments are coded 

in LCS. Because the second of these arguments cannot be referential, I referred 

to these stems as generic object intransitives (see section 2.2) .  An example of a 

default Transition (marked Inrr) as the head of a clause appears in (351.'' 

(35) krL ni k'm i3 t sl'ip 
1 sABS cut(htr) art cs wood 
I cut some wood. 

The LCS of a default Transition is as follows: 

The fact that the internal argument is not a direct syntactic argument 

must be captured in statements over the mapping of LCS to syntactic structure. 

18 The stem-final - p j m  of the default transitional stem occurs in the stem 
form of other stems based on Transitions. For example, it is present in the 
closed transitional in irrealis mood, as in i-ks-nik'am 'I will cut it' and in 
neu&i aspect i-s-nik'anz 'I cut it'. This suggests to me that there is a single 
stem form for Transitions that ends in -(V)m which is used as the base form for 
more than one WFR. I do not segment -w)m because I cannot yet associate it 
with a WFR. 
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This fact has no effect on the event structure, however. 

3.4.1.2 Closed and open transitionals. Closed and open transitionals 

differ from the default transitional stem primarily in that they encode 

referential, non-generic internal arguments. The condition that they have 

referential internal arguments does not affect their ES with respect to that of 

default Transitions. In English, the presence of a particular kind of internal 

argument (specifically, a bare plural or mass noun) affects the event structure 

of the predicate. This effect in English is exemplified in (37). 

(37) a. John ate the/an apple (*for an hour). non-durative 
b. John ate apples (for an hour). durative 
c. John ate snow (for an hour). durative 

Using the adverb of duration pu'ti? , I test for similar sensitivity to 

internal object type in Okanagan (38). 

(38) * p W  k'"a3k'"a3-nt-is i? apl. Still, he ate the/an apple. 
*pbti? k'"a?k'"a?-nt-is i? smikwt. Still, he ate snow. 
*pbti? k'"a?k'"a?-im i? t apl. Still, he ate some applelapples. 
*pdti? k'"a3k'"a3-8m t smikw't. Still, he ate some snow. 

The data in (38) suggest that the type (i.e. count or mass) of the internal 

argument does not affect the aspect of the predicate. The predicates in (38) are 

all perfective regardless of the kind of internal argument. Nor is it the case that 

the internal argument of such stems is more or less affected than in the default 

Transition. Finnish, for ~xample uses case marking to indicate relative 

affectedness. In (39), partitive case marks the internal argument as less 
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drasticd!y affected thar, when it is marked with accusative case, as in (40) 

(data cited in Tenny 1987:48). 

(39) metGstija arnpui vahingossa lehm% 
hunter shot accident - in cow-PART 
The hunter shot (at) a cow by accident. 

(40) mets2stiija ampui vahingossa 1ehm.k 
hunter shot accident - in cow-ACC 
The hunter shot (and killed) a cow by accident. 

Okanagan speakers report no difference in affectedness between default 

transitionals and closed and open transitionals. In all three transitional types, 

the internal argument may be affected, as in (41)-(43), or unaffected, as in 

ma?' + n t -is i 7 

break(ctr) 3sERG art 
He broke the bucket. 

ac- mac'+st -is 
cust break(otr) 3sERG 
He always breaks the bucket. 

cam' kq ,  maQim i? 
might lsABS break(1ntr) art 
I might break a bucket. 

k9%paji+nt -in 
think - about(ctr) 1 sERG 
I thought about it. 

stim' a7 c- k'+paii+st 

+kip 
bucket 

i? 
art 

t 
cs 

what art cust think-about(otr) 
What did you (usually) think about? 

Q kdp 
bucket 

+kap 
bucket 

-ixW? 
2sERG 



(46) krL k'4pakAm 
i sABS think - about(1ntr) 
I thought things over. 

The key difference between closedlopen transitionals and default 

transitionals is that in the former the internal argument must be a referential 

participant in LCS. The LCS of closedlopen transitionals is that given in (36), 

with the condition that the (y) variable refer to a specific entity. Because closed 

and open transitionals differ only in that the first is inherently perfective while 

the second is inherently imperfective, I will refer to both as transitionals in the 

remainder of the discussion. 

3.4.1.3 Possessionals. The LCS of possessional stems encodes a pre- 

existing condition, which is that the (y) variable is owned by an animate 

possessor. I represent this pre-existing condition at LCS in (47). 

(47) LCS: eause([act(x, y), (own(z, y))], become Q(y)) 

While this LCS notionally encodes two related situations, act(x,y) and 

orvn(z,y), the condition necessary for act(x,y). own(z,y) does not have any 

status irl the ES of the possessional situation. The LCS in (47) maps to ES as 

in (48). 



Like the closed and open transitional, the possessional encodes a condition on 

the (y) variable at LCS. (y) must be referential and it must be possessed. '' 
The internal argument is not generic, as it is a possessed entity. In (49)-(51), I 

contrast the closed transitional stem with the possessional stem. 

k w k  h'a%'a?+nt -is 
1 sOBJ look-for(ctr) 3sERG 
He looked for me. 

k w k  h'a?;X'a?++t -is 
1sOBJ look for(pos) 3sERG 
He looked for something of mine. 

maTY+(nt) -n i? laprit 
break(ctr) 1 sERG art bridle 
I broke the bridle. 

ma?' + 3t -s -n an- laprit 
break(pos) 2 sOBJ 1 sERG 2sPOSS bridle 
I broke your bridle. 

Ig~ecall that possessional stems are inflected for subject and object 
persons; the subject is the notional agent and the object is the notional 
possessor. The theme argument is expressed as a possessed NP. The marking 
of grammatical relations on possessionals suggests that Okanagan has a 
thematic hierarchy that ranks themes lower than agents and possessors. 



(51) a. anxk'~l<s + (n)t -n i? snMpna9 
pass - around(ctr) 1 sERG art cigars 
I passed around the cigars. 

b. nxk'llcst+*t -n i9 snfsipna9 - s 
pass - around(pos) 1 sERG art cigars 3sPOSS 
I passed around his cigars. 

3.4.1.4 Datives. The dative encodes a transfer of possession or service 

from the agent to the recipient. This concept or set of concepts parallels the 

English dative, so I adopt the LCS proposed for English datives by Pustejovsky 

as the LCS of Okanagan datives. The LCS of datives is given in (52). 

(52) LCS: cause([act(x, y) & -I (have(z, y))] , become([have(z, y)])) 

In (52), the notion of transfer is conveyed by the subevent have(z,y), 

which is simultaneous with the acr(x,y) subevent. The simultaneity of the 

second subevent with the first makes them both relevant to ES. Therefore, the 

second subevent may be evaluated relative to its opposition. The mapping of 

the dative LCS to ES is as follows: 

I I 
LCS : [act(x, y) & -have@, y)] []iave(z, y)] 

LCS: cause([act(x, y) & -r (have(z, y))] , become([have(z, y)])) 
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The LCS in (53) differs from t h t  of the p~ssessioiial LCS (see (48)) as 

follows: own(z,y) is a condition of the act(x,y) event, but it is not a 

simultaneous event in which an opposition is relevant. There is no change in 

the own pre-condition of a possessional, as there is in the have event of the 

dative. 

Datives also differ from possessionals in their agent modality. While 

possessionals characterize the internal argument, datives require animate, 

efficient agents as external arguments. For example, datives rarely have an 

experiencer as the external argument. 

(54) a. * k w ~  W+xt - s 
1 sOBJ eat(dat) 3sERG 
(He ate for me.) 

b. k w ~  W+(Q)t -S 

1 sOBJ eat(pcrs) 3sERG 
He ate it up on me. 

(55) a. *wik+xt -m -n 
see(dat) 2sOBJ lsERG 

(I saw for you.) 

b. wik+Qt -s -n 
see(p0s) 2sOBJ lsERG 
I saw something of yours. 

Further, dative stems do not contrast with a dative limited control stem. Recall 

that transitionals and possessionals have a related stem type that encodes an 

agent with limited control over hidher act (section 2.2.2.1 1). In (56), a closed 



transitional is contrasted with its limited control counterpart; in (57) a 

possessional stem is contrasted with its limited control counterpart . 

k'"k'qin + (n)t -ixw i3 tk3milxw 
remove hat(ctr) 2sERG art woman 
You took the hat off the woman. COD63 
(lit. You dehatted the woman.) 

k'"3t'k'qn + (n)ht -xw 
remove - hat@) 2sERG 
You managed to take her hat off. 
(lit. You managed to dehat her.) 

k'"3t' i-+t -ixw i? qwAcqan - s 
remove - hat(pos) 2sERG art hat 3sPOSS 
You remove her hat. COD63 

k'"A'h' +nd3t -xw 
remove - hat(1c) 2sERG 
You managed to remove her hat. 

Datives do not have a limited control counterpart. 

(58) a. f'ac + xit -s -n 
tie(dat) 2sOBJ lsERG 
I tied it up for you. 

b. *cat +nlixt- 
(manage to tie something for someone) 

(59) a. k w ~  xwie'+xt -xw 
1 sOBJ give(dat) 2sERG 
You gave me something. 

b. *xwac' +niixt- 
(manage to give someone something) 

The dative agent must be in control of hisfher actions in order to bring about 
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the resuit. This focus on the kind and manner of the agent is also revealed in 

the lack of emphasis datives place on the recipient. Despite the fact that a 

transfer of possession is conceptually and aspectually salient in datives, final 

possession is not relevant. In fact, the entity that is transferred (the theme 

argument) cannot be expressed as a possessed object.20 Datives contrast with 

possessionals in this respect: dative themes cannot be possessed, and 

possessional themes must be possessed." The possessed theme in (61) makes 

the sentence ungrammatical. 

(60) npus+xt -n i? 
boil(dat) 1 sERG art 
I boiled him some eggs. 

(61) *npus+xt -n i? 
boil(dat) 1 sERG art 

(62) npus+Qt -n i? 
boil(pos) 1 sERG art 
I boiled his eggs. 

t ?a?lisa? 
cm eggs 

t va%sa7 - s 
cm eggs 3sPOSS 

In sum, the dative event entails a successful, usually benefactive, 

2 0 ~ h e  theme argument of a dative predicate may take the possessive 
prefixes in unrealized rnxd (Chapter $), as in Pk'xt-m-n ~ k ( f ) - s q l d w  'I 
gave you what will be your money'. Unrealized possession contrasts here with 
actual possession, with a grammatical consequence. 

"AS I pointed out in section 2.2, this contrast is related to referentiality. 
The dative theme is usually translated as a partitive 'some X', while the 
possessional theme is referential. 
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transfer of a possession or service in which the external argument intends and 

controls the transfer. Datives express this agent modality via conditions on the 

(x) variable. They express the notion of 'transfer' in LCS. Like transitionals 

and possessionals, datives predicate an outcome. 

3.4.1.5 Reflexives. Reflexives encode an agent modality and a 

condition on the internal argument. The agent must control or intend his 

actions (see section 2.2.2.5). This explains why speakers do not use reflexive 

stems to translate English expressions (with non-intentional readings) of I 

burned myself or The child curr himself. Rather, the non-agentive anticausative 

stem better expresses the accidental interpretation of the English reflexive. 

(63) a. k nak' +ncCt 
lsABS cut (ref) 
I cut myself (on purpose). 

b- k. n~lc' +ak' 
1sABS cu t(ac) 
I got cut (by accident). 

(64) a. Vat'+ncCt i? ?uKtfit 
wet(ref) art infant 
The baby wet himself. 

b. way' ?+?+rat' 
prt wet(ac) 
He got wet (by accident). 

The external argument of a reflexive must refer to an animate agent capable of 
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intending andlor performing an act.2' The internal argument must be co- 

referential with the extend argument. A willful act perpetrated on oneself is 

aspectually equivalent to one perpetrated on another individual. Therefore the 

LCS of the reflexive is identical to that of default Transitions and transitionals, 

except for the constraints on the nature of the (x) and (y) variables. 

3.4.1.6 Limited control. The LCS of limited control stems express 

agent modality in addition to conditions on the internal argument. The agent 

Modality restricts the referent of an external argument to an agent who is less 

than efficient in the performance of the event. The agent of a limited control 

stem performs or accomplishes the act either by accident, or with difficulty. 

This ambiguity of interpretation parallels that of the English construction with 

the modal predicate 'managed to'. In (65)' a limited control transitional (a) 

appears with transitional (b), possessional (c), and anticausative (d) 

counterparts. 

(65) a. kwnn+(n)Gnt -xW 
take(1c) 2sERG 
You managed to take it. 

b. kwi+(n)nt -xw 
take(ctr) 2sERG 
You took it. 

22~nthropomorphized inanimates and animals may be subjects of 
reflexives. 



c. k w ~  kwi++t -xw 
!SO%.? take(ps) 2sERG 
You took something of mine. 

d. krL kwin + n 
1 sABS take(ac) 
I was taken(grabbed). 

The limited control and the anticausative stems both have an interpretation in 

which the act is accidental or not in the full control of the agent. However only 

the limited control stem expresses an agent modality, because the act 

subpredicate of LCS encodes an agent. The anticausative, by contrast, does not 

have an agentive subpredicate at LCS, and therefore 'agent modality' is 

anomolous. The external argument of the anticausative is instead a patient, 

which notionally lacks control over the event. Thus, in anticausatives, the 

notional 'lack of control' is a concomitant of absence of agency.?3 In limited 

' 3 ~ .  Carlson (forthcoming) observes that the cognate formation in Spokane 
'focuses the process of a transitive event as it leads to a natural termination' 
(p.6). Spokane has two transitive limited control formations. The first, which 
Carlson calls the success transitive, is formed by the root followed by the 
transitive suffix -M. The second comists formally of the root followed by 'a 
-VC, copy of a typical CVC(c) root' (p.5). Carlson refers to the reduplicative 
suffix as marking 'out-of-control' (OC) (following Carlson and Thompson 
1982). The forms with OC reduplication express the idea that the agent is not 
in control of his action, and therefore the result of the event arises by accident. 
Thus Spokane has a formal contrast between two success transitlves; one 
expresses successful accomplishment (abbreviated below as SUCCESS in (i) while 
the other expresses an accidental accomplishment (ii)). 

(i). f u?-nu(-n t) -en (ii) . 4u??-nli-(n t) -en 
stab(succ~ss) 1 sERG stab(0C +SUCCESS) 1 sERG 
1 managed to stab him. I mngd. to stab him by accident. 
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control stems, the notion of limited control is a derived feature of the stem. 

There are two subtypes of limited control stems. First is the limited 

control transitional, in which the internal argument must be referentiat (section 

2.2.2.1 and 2.2.2.2). The second is the limited control possessinnal, in which 

the internal argument must be a referential and a possessor (section 2.2.2.3). 

Both of these subtypes express limited agent control in addition to referential 

internal arguments. These conditions are not relevant to ES, and limited 

control transitionals and limited control possessionals have the same ES as their 

non-limited control counterparts (see (34) and (48) above).'" 

3.4.1.7 Anticausatives. Anticausatives differ from all of the stem types 

in sections 3.4.1.1 through 3.4.1.6 in that they lack an agentive first subevent 

at LCS. Therefore, they lack the came operator at LCS. Like all the stem 

types described in the preceding sections, they encode the becom operator at 

Okanagan does not distinguish for~wily between the successful and 
accidental readings in the cognaie stem. The phonological root in Okanagan 
limited control stems is consistently altered from its canonical CVC shape. 

"~irnited control stems are formally interesting because they appear to be 
built on anticausative stems. That is, the form of a resultative often includes a 
reduplication of the root3 s o n d  consonant and the resulhtive suffix -nlint 
or -miff, e.g. IJp'x +x+k'"+nli(nt)-nf 'I managed to crumble it' . Moreover, 
there is something of the anticausative semantics in limited control sterns that is 
reflected in translations such as 'someone managed to get something 
crumbled'. However, limited control stems differ clearly at LCS, and in their 
thematic and syntactic properties, from the anticausative. 
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LCS. A11 changes of state have some conceivable stimulus. ! express this in the 

anticausative LCS with an operator by mans o$ (66). 

(66) LCS: become(([Q(y)]) by means of x) 

The by means of operator accounts for the (oblique) agentive or instrumental 

phrase that may accompany an anticausative stem (see also section. 2.2.2.10). 

(67) tq&c+c+naV i? t atumopil 
run - over@) art cs automobile 
It got run over by a car. 

WhiIe the causal act is outside of the aspectual focus of the 

anticausative, the result of the act is evaluated relative to its opposite state. The 

anticausative LCS maps to ES as follows: 

ES: 

LCS ' : 

LCS: become(([q(y)J) by means of x) 

The key difference between anticausatives and all of the stem types discussed 

above lies in their non-agenhve first subpredicate at LCS. This property in 

LCS has implications for the argument structure of the anticausative stem type, 

but the ES of anticausatives is that of a Transition. 

3-4.1.8 Causatives. Transitions do not have a stem aspect atternant 
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with causative aspect. The incompatibility of Transition bases with causative 

stem aspect arises from the particular ES of the causative aspect. Pustejovsky 

illustrates the 'cauxtive process' as follows with the English expression Mary 

pushed the cart. 

(69) 

LCS : [xt(Mary ,cart)] & [move(cart)] 

LCS : cause([act(Mary,cart)1, [move(cart)]) 

The causative process does not have a natural termination in the transition from 

one state to its opposite. Instead, the duration of the event is indeterminate or 

atelic. That is, the causative prmess is an agentive event which does not 

involve change of state. 

Because Transition bases inherently encode a process that leads to an 

outcome (change of state), Transition bases cannot be reconfigured as causative 

processes. (70) and (71) exemplify the incompatibility of a Transition base 

with causative stem aspect. 

(70) *kWu, p'ic' +st -xw 
1 sOBJ pinch(caus) 2sERG 

(You made me pinch it.) 



(71) *nW +st -n i9 ttw'it 
cut(caus) 1 sERG art boy 
(I made the boy cut something.) 

Transitions are not inherently incompatible with the concept of one participant 

forcing a second to perform an act. Transitions appear in the periphrastic 

causative construction with nlk'st- or nlk'nznihnt- 'force someone to do 

something'. 

(72) nlk'mst -ixw ki9 k q ,  ?ifan 
force(caus) 2sERG sb 1 sABS eat(1n tr) 
You force me to eat. 

(73) nlk'mniksnt -xw ki? 
force(ctr) 2sERG sb 1 sABS 
You (forcibly) made me go. 

Causatives have the same argument structure as transitionals, and their 

internal arguments must be referential. These properties are sufficient to place 

causatives and transitionals in the same inflectional class. However, in terms of 

event structure, causatives are distinct from transitionals. Causatives encode an 

agentive act that does not result in a change of state; Transitions encode an 

agentive act that does result in a change of state. This difference underscores 

the primitive contrast between Transitions and Processes in Okanagan (see also 

section 3.4.2). 

3.4.2 Processes. Bases with the features [+E,-C] express events 

conceived of as in ternally homogenous, with arbitrary endpoints. More 
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formally, 2 Precess base expresses a s q ~ e n c e  of events where if the semantic 

expression P identified with P is true at an interval I, then P is true for all 

subintervals of I. Processes may logically refer in LCS to multiple participants, 

motions and gods, but they do not express change of state. The derivational 

possibilities of a Process base follow from its inherent aspectual type. With 

respect to the diagnostic stem aspect WFRs, Process bases have the 

subparadigm depicted in Table 2. for the base //c'q"aqw// CRY. 

Table 2. Frocess Paradigm 

default 

closed transitional 

open transitional 

possessional 

dative 

reflexive 

limited control 

anticausative 

causative 

krL c'q"aqw 
1 sABS cry 
I cried. 

c'qwqw+ st -in 
cry (cau s) 1 sERG 
I made someone cry. 

Process bases undergo only the causative WFR of the diagnostic stem 
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aspect WFRs. Transitionals (open and closed), possessionals, datives, 

reflexives, limited control events, and anticausatives are events that terminate 

in a change of state. Process bases do not have these stem aspect alternants 

because they do not have the inherent ES required for these alternations. The 

Process base and all of its stem aspect alternants have the ES in (70). 

This ES is mapped to an LCS that lacks the semantic operator become. In the 

default Process stem, there is an agentive first subpredicate, hence there is an 

external argument. There is no internal argument. This is depicted in the LCS 

for the default Process in (7 I)." 

(7 1) LCS: cause([act(x)]) 

The causative stem alternant of a Process base differs from the default 

Process in several ways. First, the causative process has a different argument 

structure; it encodes both an external and an internal argument. The internal 

argument must be referential. Second, causative aspect focuses on the 

intentions and responsibility of the agent. There are two interpretations of 

causative stems: either the agent performs intentionally out of duty or 

obligation, or s/he allows a process to occur through a failure of will or duty. 

"~ecall that the cause operator is derived from the agentive subpredicate 
act at LCS (Pustejovsky 199 1). 
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obligation, or s/he allows a process to occur through a failure of will or duty. 

In defining causative constructions cross-linguistically , Comrie ( 198 2 )  

distinguishes between the true causative (as in I made the vase fall) and the 

permissive (as in, I let the vase fall). Comrie gives an example of the 

ambiguous role of the agent in a Georgian causative (given here as (72)), 

which is semantically comparable to the Okanagan causative, exemplified in 

(73). 

(72) Mama Svil-s ceril-s a-cer-in-eb-s 
father son-dative letter--accusative write 3s 
Father rnakes/helps/lets his son write the letter. (Comrie 198 1 : 164) 

(73) %kWt + st -n i 7 'hittilt 
crawl(caus) 1 sERG art baby 
I made/helped/let the baby crawl. 

In sum, the responsibility of the agent is in focus in causative stems. In (74)- 

(77), I give Okanagan causatives that are best interpreted as emphasizing the 

obligation and/or responsibility of the agent in this stem type. 

k w c  siw'stm(n)+st -xw 
1 sOBJ water,(caus) 2sERG 
You gave (granted) me a drink. 

kwy, a- ks- qwaqmanwixw + stm 
lsOBJ 2sGEN irr introduce(caus) 
(You must/should) Introduce us. 

c'am k'mip+st -xw a- +a$qBqca9 
might be late(caus) 2sERG 2sPOSS older brothers 
You'll be& late for your brothers. GW488 



(77) pulx+st -n i3 scxm'i!a? 
bed down(caus) 1 sERG art children 
I put the children to bed. 

(78) nyc'ip lut+st -s 
a1 ways no(caus) 3sERG 
He keeps saying no. GW296 

In general, causatives based on Process bases favor the reading in which 

the agent intends to control the internal argument (e.g. (77)). With State bases, 

the permissive reading is more common: the agent allows a situation to occur, 

(79) lut a- ks- k'iy't +stam 
neg 2sGEN irr chilly (caus) 
Don't let it get wet. 

The control exerted by an agent in a causative predicate is ambiguous. 

This ambiguity with respect to agent control is parallel to the ambiguous agent 

control that is a part of the meaning of limited control stems. That is, in one 

reading of the limited control stems, the agent intends the act, but in the other, 

the agent passively allows the act.'7 Compare the ambiguity of the limited 

"~ornrie (1981) states that the true causative and the permissive causative 
are alike in that 'the realization of the effect is, at least partially, within the 
control of the causer/1x3rmitter' (p. 164). 

"~uipers (1992) describes the Shuswap limited control cognates -nrvePnr 
and -niuens as expressing 'on the one hand ability, on the other hand non- 
intention'. He goes on to describe these suffixes in a way that characterizes 
Okanagan causatives as well: 

The semantic ambiguity as such is comparable (though 
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control transitional in (80) with the ambiguity of the causative in (73)' above. 

(80) ha laq'q' +n6nt -xw i? piqsgan 
interg bury (lc) 2sERG art coins 
Did you (finally) manage to bury the coins? or 
Did you accidentally manage to bury the coins? 

The ambiguous control of the agent of the causative process may explain why 

there is no limited control causative in Ok-anagan: (81). 

(81) //t'uxwt/l FLY *t'axwt+nGst -n 
fly(caus) 1 sERG 
(I managed to make it fly. j 

Like the limited control stem, the causative stem encodes an agent whose 

control over the event is ambiguous. Causative and limited control stems differ 

in that they encode distinct Event Structures. This is possible because agent 

modality is irrelevant to Event Structure. 

Of the three base types, Transitions, Processes, and States, Processes 

are the only type that do not have anticausative alternants. None of the 

expected anticausative stem forms are possible with a Process base. The forms 

in (82) and (83) were rejected by speakers. 

(82) //t'uxWt// FLY + ac -, (It got flown.) 
*t'?UXwt 

*t'axWtwlrfx 
"t,'UXwXUt 

*t'axw(t)6p 

(83) /lpulxll BED - DOWN + ac -, (He got bedded down.) 
"p3ulx 
*palxwllx 



(83) //pulx// BED - DOWN + ac -, (He got bedded down.) 
*p?ulx 
*plxwilx 
*pullx 
*palxdp 

Process bases encode homogeneous events with arbitrary endpoints, and 

no change of state. For this reason they do not have alternants in which change 

of state is is encoded. 



3.4.3 States. The class of States in Okanagan is semantically parallel to 

English adjectives in that they name attributes, properties, or  kind^.'^ Unlike 

Processes and Transitions, they do not inherently encode an agentive 

subpredicate at LCS. This property translates into an ES that lacks internal 

temporal constituency. States are relevant to the temporal modifications 

available through some stem aspect WFRs, but they lack dynamism." The 

distinctive property of States is that they encode the semantic operator he at 

280kanagan States are not to be confused with states defined as stotive 
verbs such as English know and love. Okanagan States are not events or 
actions; in some typologies the kind of states that I am referring to are not 
considered to be situations. A footnote in Mourelatos 1981 refers to a 
distinction "in the physical realm between states and what we might 
noncommitally call 'changes': ro be hard or to be yellow". Mourelatos goes on 
to refer to states that are not "properly of agents, but include [ ] such physical 
or neutral states as ... be blue, be taller than". It is the physical states that 
Mourelatos calls 'changes' that are State bases in Okanagan. Stative verbs such 
as know (Ok //my//) and love (Ok //%mink//) are Transition bases in 
Okanagan. 

29~ecall that the notion State as I use it here is an ontological primitive. I 
assume, following Smith 1991, that certain concepts are formed without 
language and may be 'covert' in language. Miller and Fellbaum 1991 :210 
observe that in English, "the basic semantic relation among adjectives is 
antonymy", or paired oppositions. By contrast, nouns and verbs are not 
typically related by antonymy (i.e. dug and cut are not opposites, but different 
kinds of entities). Testing of the semantic networks of Okanagan speakers 
night reveal patterns similar to those that Miller and Fellbaum found in 
English speakers. This would support the idea that there are conceptual 
distinctions that underly the grammatical categories adjective, noun, and verb. 
An important difference between Okanagan and English is that adjectival 
notions (i.e. properties and physical states) are grammaticized as verbs, rather 
than as adjectives, in Okanagan. 
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LCS. This qxrator is derived from the non-agentive first subpredicate of LCS, 

as in (84). 

(84) LCS: be(EQ(x)l) 

Because States are conceptualized as subject to change and 

development, they have stem aspect alternants that encode change of state. 

However, not all States have all of the stem aspects that encode change of 

state. Some States form all of the diagnostic stem aspects except the dative; 

others form only a few. The first type is illustrated with the base //Vat'// 

WET in Table 3.30 

300ccasionally, a State base that forms a closed transitional will also have 
the formal and aspectual equivalent of the default transitional stem, as in 
kcFat'cim 'I wet something'. Speakers disagree about the grammaticality of 
these formations, which are rare in the first place. This suggests that they may 
be backformations that are interpretable, but not acceptable to all. 



Table 3. State Paradigm 

//Vat'// WET 

closed transitional +cat' +nt -in 
wet(ctr) 1 sERG 
I wet something. 

open transitional ac- Vat' +st -in 
cust wet(otr) 1 sERG 
I usually wet it. 

possessional Vat' +et -in 
wet(pos) 1 sERG 
I wet someone's 

dative 

reflexive 

limited control 

anticausative 

causative 

Vat' +nclit 
wet(ref) 
He (an infant) wet himself. 

Vat't' +nii(nt) -n 
wet(1c) 1 sERG 
I managed to wet it. 

t+?+%t' 
wet(ac) 
It got wet. 

Vat' +st -ixw 
wet(caus) 2sERG 
You let it get wet. 

Only a few State bases have all the derivates that //Vat'// does. The 

general pattern for these is that if a State base has a closed transitional 

alternant, then it will have the open transitional, possessional, reflexive, 
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limited control, anticausative derivates. If a State base does not have the closed 

transitional alternant, then it will have only the limited control, anticausative, 

and causative alternants. A base of this type is exemplified in Table 4. 

Table 4. Alternate State Paradigm 

//piq// 

default (t'i) piq 
ev white 
It's white. 

closed transitional * 

open transitional * 

possessional * 

dative * 

reflexive * 

limited control paqq+n6nt -xw 
white(1c) 2sERG 
You managed to get it white. 

anticausative 

causative 

p-+?+aq 
w hi te(ac) 
It turned white. 

pq+st -in 
white(caus) 1 sERG 
I made it white. 

There is a widespread ambiguity in the aspectual interpretation of States 

that makes them difficult to identify. G. Carlson's (1977) distinction between 
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stage-level and individual-ievei predicates provides one explanation for the 

aspectual ambiguity of States. As Carlson observes, 'stages aren't things that 

simply are; they are more akin to things that happen' (1977:448). Thus a 

stage-level interpretation of the argument of a stative predicate will result in a 

process reading of the predicate. In their basic, individual level reading, States 

are recognized by speakers as situations in which no one 'does anything'. Ir. 

addition, the more a State is perceived as beyond the control of its argument, 

the less likely it is to have a process interpretation. For example, the States 

//q'alt// RAW and //sflxwa7// BIG, GREAT do not form causative process 

alternants. The typical human agent of a causative cannot make something raw 

(as in uncooked) or big (in the sense of imposing or great). In fact, //q'alt// is 

perceived as so completely static that it has neither an anticausative nor a 

limited control alternant. Speakers often disagree over whether a particular 

base lends itself to a process interpretation. Sarah Peterson (of Keremeos, 

B. C.) felt strongly that l l idll CLEAR referred to the clarity of the sky. She 

rejected anticausative, causative, and limited control alternants of this base. 

Delphine Derrickson (of West Bank, B.C.) understood l l j ia l l l  to have such 

alternants. In my work with Peterson, Derrickson, and C!ara Jack [of 

Penticton, B.C.), I came to recognize persistent disagreement over the 

derivational possibilities of a given base as a sign that the base was a State. 
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The p in t  is that many, if not most, SQtes easily shift between an LCS 

that encodes the semantic operator be and one that encodes an act. When a 

State is understood to refer to an act, it can have stem alternants that name 

events. This is the only base type of the three whose alternants do not show the 

prototypical J 3  of the base. This ontological mutability of States is, perhaps, 

their defining characteristic. 

3.5 Summary. Okanagan stems are formed from bases of four kinds. 

Three of these base types are situations. The fourth base type names entities. 

The three situation types of Okanagan are Transitions, Processes, and States. 

Each of these situation types has a distinctive Event Structure (ES) in their 

lexical representatiozs. Transitions and Processes form stem aspect alternants 

that have an ES that matches that of their base type. States, by contrast, have 

stem alternants with thc ES of a Transition (e.g. the anticausative derivate) or 

of a Process fe.g. the causative derivate). The fact that entities lack stem aspect 

alternants suggests that they do not have Event Structure and are therefore not 

situations. In (85), I summarize the three Event Structures instantiated in 

Okanagan situations, and group the stem aspect alternants according to their ES 

tYPe- 



default Transition 
closed transitional 
open transitional 
possessional 
dative 
reflexive 
limited control 

(transitional, possessional) 
anticausative 

iel~tate 

default State default Process 
causative 

Each of the stem altemants under the Transition column is formed from 

Transition type bases and not from Process bases. h c h  of the stem alternants 

in the Process column is formed on Process bases and not from Transition 

bases. States form stem aspect altemants from both the Transition subparadigm 

and the Process subparadigm. States are defined by this ontological mutability. 

Stem aspect WFRs that are diagnostic of base classes do more than 

specify the ES of the stem alternant. These rules also add information about the 

agent modality of a stem and the selectional restrictions in LCS. In (86),  I 

summarize the agent modality and/or selectional restrictions associated with 

each stem aspect WFR discussed in this chapter. ('none' indicates no 

restrictions; Wa' indicates that the stem type does not have this argument 



(86) 
Restrictions on: 

default Transition 
default Process 
default State 
closed transitional 
open transitional 
possessional 

dative 
reflexive 

limited control transitional 
Iimi ted control possessional 
anticausative 
causative 

External Arg . 

none 
none 
ncne 
none 
none 
animate 

animate, efficient 
animate, efficient 

ambiguous control 
ambiguous control 
none 
ambiguous control 

Internal Arg. 

generic 
n/a 
n/a 
referential 
referential 
possessed by animate, 

referential 
animate 
co-referen tial w/ex ternal 

argument 
referential 
possessed, referential 
n/a 
referential 

The features and subparadigms discussed in this chapter give a broad view of 

the kinds of constraints and classes Okanagan speakers must observe when forming 

words. By themselves, however, aspectuo-modal properties are not sufficient ic 

explain all of the major word formation constraints in the language. Two stems may 

belong to the same aspectual class in terms of their ES, but belong to different 

inflectional classes because of other lexical properties. This means that the criteria for 

stem formation differ from those of grammatical word formation. Inflectional classes 

are conditioned by the distinction between transitive and intransitive stem types. 

Transitive stems encode a referential internal argument at LCS; all other events are are 

coded in intransitive stems. The transitive/intransitive distinction does not control the 

derivational possibilities of a base; in fact, argument structure is a property of stems 
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only. AH bases that refer to situations have transitive and intransitive stem atternants. 

Only ontological distinctions, revealed by the three derivational paradigms, serve to 

classify such lexemes in the derivational classes Transitions, Processes, and States. 
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Chapter 4. Lexeme categosy 

4.0 Introduction. As demonstrated in the previous chapter, the notion 

situution type is an important one in the description of Okanagan word 

formation. The conceptual complement of the situation is the notion entity; it 

too, is instantiated in the constraints on word formation in Okanagan. The 

ontoLogica1 distinction between situations and entities is grammaticized in 

Okanagan as a contrast between verbs and nouns. Situations are encoded as 

verbs, while entities are encoded as nouns. A number of analysts have argued 

that this pattern of grammaticization is universal and reflects the conceptual 

basis of language (e.g. Davidson 1980, Giv6n 1979, 1984, Hopper and 

Thompson 1980, 1984, Jackendoff 1983, Langacker 1987, Schachter 1985, and 

Frawley 1993). Frawley 1993 makes a cross-linguistic generalization as 

follows: 

Change is associated with temporality, and temporality and 
change therefore motivate the categoriality of verbs, just as 
atemporality and persistence motivate the categoriality of nouns 
(p. 142). 

Frawley also notes that verbs define a relatively temporal relation in 

conceptual space. Nouns encode relatively atemporal regions in semantic or 

conceptual space. The most salient property of situations/verbs is a temporal 

relation or scale. This temporality is exploited conceptually and linguistically; 



the result is what we recognize as the aspectud categories of a language. By 

contrast, the most salient property of entitiestnouns is spatial or conceptual 

extent, in which temporal relations (and hence aspectual categories) are of little 

or no relevance. Thus it is that languages encode aspectual categories in khe 

verbal system, and few, if any, mark these categories in their nominal 

systems. 

Cross-linguistically, the differences between nouns and verbs are often 

subtle; however, if we assume that the nounherb distinction arises from a 

universal, conceptual distinction between en tities and situations, then the 

grammatical differences between nouns and verbs do not need to be elaborate. 

The data in this chapter reveal both the subtlety and strength of the nounherb 

contrast in Okanagan. In test after test, Okanagan provides evidence against the 

claim that Salish languages generally lack the nounlverb contrast.' I refer to 

the recent literature describing the lack of a nounherb contrast as supporting 

'~ense/aspect distinctions in the nominal system have been reported for a 
handful of languages including Kwakw'ala and Marshallese (Anderson 1985). 
The rarity of such reports may prove the rule. Also, such claims may have 
more to do with terminology than grammar. As Palmer 1971 observes, English 
might be analyzed as maricing tense in the nominal system on the basis of such 
words as ex-husband (past), Jicncke (future) , and grunclfuther (pluperfect) i f 
meaning were the only criterion for tense. I assume, following Vendler 1957, 
that there is an inherent relationship between verbs and time. Aspect-like 
categories marked on nouns may be open to other interpretahns. 

 o or example, see Kinkade 1983, Kuipers 1968, Jdinek and Demers 1982, 
1994, and Thompson and Thompson 1992. 
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the 'single class hypothesis', or the claim that some Salish languages have 'a 

single open lexical class, the category predicate' (Demers and Jelinek 

1984:40). 

In essence, the single class hypothesis claims that the distinction 

between situations and entities is coded at the phrasal level of grammar, but 

not in the lexicon. That is, proponents of the single class hypothesis recognize 

a distinction between predicates and arguments in Salish, but they do not find 

independent evidence for the distinction between verbs and nouns.3   he single 

class hypothesis implies that all of the morphological and syntactic differences 

between lexical items arise from the syntactic slot in which the lexical item 

appears. Stated in this way, the single class hypothesis is refuted if there are 

morphoIogica1 or syntactic differences between classes of lexical items that do 

not derive from syntactic position only. Constraints on word formation that are 

category-dependent constitute strong evidence against the single class 

hypothesis." 

co or example, Kuipers 1968 and lelinek and Demers 1982 argue this point 
with respect to the Coast Salish languages, Squamish and Lummi, respectively. 

4 Kinkade 1983 presents evidence against the nounfverb distinction in a 
number of Saiish languages. Despite his iegitirnate concern that a nounfverb 
contrast in Salish might be a eurocentfic illusion, he allows that evidence of a 
nounherb distinction would come from the inflectional, syntactic and semantic 
domains. This is precisely the kind of data that has come to light in Okanagan, 
and in other Salish languages, in the years since Kinkade 1983. 



A number of Salishanists have argued against the single class 

hypothesis with respect to individual Salish languages (Hibert 1983, Hess and 

Van Eijk 1985, N. Mattina 1994, Davis and Matthewson 1995, Demirdache 

and Matthewson 1995, Beck 1995). Many of the extant descriptive grammars 

assume that there are noun and verb lexical categories, without further 

discussion (e.g. Van Eijk 1985, Kuipers 1974, Vogt 1940). Given this 

literature, I conclude that Okanagan is not alone among Salish languages in 

distinguishing nouns from verbs, although the tests may differ from language 

to language. In this chapter, I indicate the categorial class of Okanagan 

lexemes using the feature [*V]. This feature belongs to the matrix that 

identifies bases classes. Like the features for base aspect described in Chapter 

3, the category feature [kV] is inherited by all derivates of a base, unless a 

category-changing WFR produces the derivate. The aspectual and category 

features of a derivate allow that stem to be properly inserted into phrase 

structure. In this Okanagan differs little from other languages, like English, 

where categoriality is defined both lexically and syntactically. 

In the sections 4.1 through 4.3.3, I give six constructions that are based 

on noun iexemes (henceforth simply nouns). In sections 4.4 through 4.7, 1 

describe four constructions based on verb Iexemes (henceforth simply verbs). I 

present these particular tests because they are exclusionary; lexemes that test as 
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nouns fail the tests for verbs, and lexemes that test positively as verbs fail the 

tests for noun. The results of these tests are summarized in section 4.8. I also 

summarize the properties of nominalizations and adjectivalizations. In section 

4.9 I describe the indirect relationship between conceptual categories and 

lexical categories. I also develop a featural classification for all open class 

lexemes of Okanagan. 

4.1 Nouns in possessive inflection. All nouns may be inflected to 

express the person and number of a possessor. Possessive markers are used 

solely to express the possessor relation, in NPs and predicate nominals (PN) 

(see also section 2.2). 1 repeat the person-number paradigm of possessive 

markers in (I).' 

The forms of the possessive markers (POSS) are identical to the forms 

of the genitive subject markers. However, unlike the possessive markers, 

genitive subject markers are interpreted as agentive subjects. Compare the 

possessed nominak in (2) and (3), with the genitive subject in (4). (in- and an- 

are realized as i- and a-, respectively, before s and stem-initial 5 of kin terms.) 

'I write these inflectional markers as affixes, although historically they 
were probably clitics (Khkade, P.c.). 



in- 
1 sPOSS 
my shoe 

ci'a~xzh 
shoe 

k w ~  an- tum' 
1sABS 2sPOSS female's mother 
I am your mother. 

way' ixi? i- s- xwuy 
pt dpr 1sGEN asp go 
I'm going. 

In addition to the difference in interpretation between possessive 

markers and genitive subject markers, the possessive markers show a contrast 

between realized and unrealized possession. Realized or actual possession is 

marked with the forms in (I). Unrealized possession (UnPQSS) marks the 

noun stem as 'about to be possessed'. It is marked by the prefix M- and a 

possessive affix, as shown in (5).6 (M- is realized as k- before s and f.) 

 rans slat ions of the NPs in (5) usually are of the form 'someone's N-to-be' 
(e-g., ika-cid" 'my house-to-be'). This type of translation gives the impressicn 
that the noun has inceptive or inchoative aspect. My translation is awkward 
English, but it is more representative of the modality expressed in unrealized 
possession. 



(5) a. a- ke- p'inav 
2s UnPOSS basket 
your basket (lit. 'yet-to-be-your basket') 

b. 1- ke- citxW 
Is UnPoss house 
my house (lit. 'yet-to-be-my basket') 

C. k- sl&t -S 
UnPOSS friend 3s 
his friend (lit. 'yet-to-be-his friend') 

The possessed noun is not interpreted as inchoate. Rather, it is the 

relationship between the possessee (the noun) and the possessor that is not fully 

realized. The category unrealized possession indicates that possession of the 

possessee is only highly probable or possible, in the view of the speaker. 

Unrealized possession is therefore a modal category. It is expressed 

inflectionally, as a subparadigm of the category possessor person. 

The difference between nouns in realized and unrealized possession is 

best illustrated when nouns occur in NPs that are the arguments of possessional 

and dative transitive verbs (section 3.4.1 .3 and 3.4.1.4). Possessional and 

dative verbs differ in that the dative does not allow a possessed theme NP. (6) 

illustrates a dative verb with an unpossessed, generic theme NP. A dative verb 

with a possessed theme nominal is ungrammatical, as shown in (7). 

(6) k w k  Cac+xit -xw i3 t snk+c'a'%qSa9 
1 sOBJ tie(dat) 2sERG art cs horse 
You tied a horse for me. 



(7) * k w k  cac + xit -xw t in- kawEtp 
1 sOBJ tie(dat) 2sERG cs 1 sPOSS horse 

You tied my horse for me. 

If the theme NP is possessed, a possessional verb must be used to express this 

idea, as i ~ ?  (8). 

(8) k w k  fac++t -ixw in- k2wAp 
1 sOBJ tie@os) 2sERG 1 sPOSS horse 
You tied my horse for me. 

The incompatibility of possessed themes with dative verbs does not 

extend to themes that are only likely to be possessed, i.e, themes that are 

marked for unrealized possession. That is, datives verbs may have theme NPs 

marked for unrealized possession, as in (9). 

(9) k w k  fac+xit -xw 
1 sOBJ tie(dat) 2sERG 

i3 L. 1- k*- kaw6p 
art cs 1 s UnPOSS horse 

You tied the horse (that will be mine) for me. 

Possessional verbs accept theme NPs in either realized or unrealized modes. 

Compare (8) with (1 0). 

(10) k w k  Cac+*t -ixw i- k*- kawhp 
1 sOBJ tie@@ 2sERG 1s UnPOSS horse 
You tied the yet-to-be-my horse. 

Verbs do not inflect for unrealized possession. Speakers report that the 

forms in (1 1) are uninterpretable. 



(1 1) a. *a- k+- xwuy 
2s UnPOSS go 

b. *i- k3- p'ic' +nt 
1 s UnPOSS pinch(ctr) 

c. *k+- laktm+nt -s 
UnPOSS befriend(ctr) 3s 

Only nouns inflect for realized and unrealized possession. 

4.2. Derivation based on nouns. Some derivational WFRs apply to 

nouns and not verbs. I describe two WFRs that apply only to nouns in 4.2.1 

and 4.2.2. Both of these derivational WFRs are category-changing rules. They 

form verb stems from nouns. 

4.2.1 'have-something' verbs. A derivational WFR applies to nouns to 

form verb stems that mean 'someone has something'. The prefix A+- is the 

formative associated with this WFR. The output of the rule is an intransitive 

verb that inflects with intransitive (ABS) person markers. (B- is realized as k- 

before s and f . )  

(12) a. k? +p'ina? 
1 sABS have-basket 
I have a basket. 

b. k ", k?+citxW 
2sABS have-house 
You have a house. 



c. k+sia%t 
3sABS have-friend 
He/she has a friend. 

Third person forms of this derived verb type allov existential readings, 

as in (13) and (14). 

(1 3) aQi7 kQ + ps%ya? a x 8  a1 tamxwlila7xw 
dpr havefoolish - ones dpr on earth 
There are no good people here on earth. GW851 

(14) 1 k+saxwmrim ue aW nak'"a7 k t  + mrimstn 
dpr have-doctor conj dpr neg have-medicine 
There was a doctor there, but he didn't have medicine. GW623 

Verbs cannot undergo the 'have-something' WFR. Speakers report that 

the forms in (15) are not interpretable. 

(15) a. *k k+ + xwuy 
1sABS have-go 

b. *krL kQ+limt 
1sABS have- happy 

c. kw- kQ+p'ic9m 
2sABS have-pinch 

4.2.2 'get-something' verbs. A derivational WFR applies to nouns to 

form a verb stem that means 'someone get something'. The fo~mative ttl?P- is 

associated with this WFR. The output verb is intransitive, and inflects with 

intransitive person markers. (The connector suffix P usually occurs between 

ra?Y and the noun stem. It is not present if the noun stem begins with s.) . 



f 16) way' q'"ay% ia3xw +sqliiw7, 
well black-one got-money 

u4 taixw ++ +citxw i3 s2"llman 
and got-house art devil 

The Black Man got the money and the Devil got the house. COD209 

(17) kw, ta?xW+sck'"iil' 
2sABS got-work 
You got a job. 

(IS) aW k'td i- s2ilwi9, 
because dead IsPOSS husband 

UQ ax93 ta3~"+Q+nq'~ictn 
and dpr isABS got-new-husband 

My husband is dead and I got a replacement husband. COD208 

Like 'have-something' verbs, 'get-something' verbs may have an 

existential interpretation as shown in (19) and (20). 

(19) ixi7 uQ mat nzarna ta7xw+.f+xwi4 
then perhaps got-road 
Maybe they have roads there. COD208 

(20) ta?xw +t + t'axWtwis 
got-airplanes 
They had airplanes. 

Verbs do not undergo the 'get-something' WFR. Speakers find the 

forms in (21) ill-formed. 

(21) a. *k tavx" +--I +x"uy 
I s A B  get-go 



4.2.3 Category conversion. Some nouns are homophonous with a verb 

stem whose meaning is closely related to the noun. I analyze these as cases of 

category conversion, a phenomenon that involves affixless category change. 

Cross-linguisticdly, category conversion is widespread when the direction of 

derivation is N --+ V, but rare in V -, N derivation. Hopper and Thompson 

(1984345) observe that 'languages tend to have special nominalizing 

morphology, but no special productive verbalizing morphology'. This 

'apparently universal generalization' holds for Okanagan. A small, 

semantically restricted group of nouns have formally identical verbal 

counterparts. The semantic restriction is that the noun must refer to an article 

of clothing or instrument of (human) grooming. The verbal counterparts of the 

nouns in this group are eligible for middle formation (section 2.2.2.6). 111 

middle aspect, an agent performs a self-directed act of dressing or grooming. 

The formative for the middle WFR is the suffix -(V)m. The verb stems in 

the (a) examples of (22)-(27) have homophonous nominal counterparts (shown 

in their possessed forms, (b) examples). 

' ~ o ~ p e r  and Thompson limit the scope of their generalization t those 
derivational processes that simp',y shift a lexeme into the other category. Rules 
such as 'have-something' (section 4.2.1) or 'get-something ' (section 4.2.2) 
formation are excluded from the generalization because they add semantic 
content to the noun base, 



a. krL qWAqn + m 
1 sABS hatJmid) 
I put on a hat. 

a. krL lasmist + m 
1 sABS shirt,(mid) 
I put a shirt on. 

a. k% pikst + m 
1sABS glove-Jmid) 
I put my gloves on. 

a. krL q'avxih +m 
1 sABS sh%(mid) 
I put my shoes on. 

b. in- qw6cqnN 
1 sPOSS hat 
my hat 

b. in- lasmist, 
1 sPOSS shirt 
my shirt 

b. in- p~kst, 
1 sPOSS glove 
my glove(s) 

b. in- q'a?xin, 
1 sPOSS shoe 
my shoe(s) 

a. krL Kay A'xn + m b. in- EyA'xn, 
1 sABS pantsJmid) 1 sPOSS pants 
I put my pants on. my pants 

a. k siswxn + m b. in- siswxn, 
1sABS socksJmid) 1 sPOSS sock 
I put my socks on. my sock(s) 

Evidence that the stems in the (a) forms of (22)-(27) are verbs comes 

from the fact that these sterns form other verbal stern types, including closed 



transitionais. 

(28) qwacqn + (n)t -xw 
hat(ctr) 2sERG 
You put a hat on him. 

(29) lasmist + (nt) -n 
shirt(ctr) 1 sERG 
I put a shirt on him. 

They also may inflect for customary aspect, as in (30) and (31). 

(30) krL c- qwacqn 
1 sABS crtst hat, 
I have a hat on. 

(31) krL c- lasmist 
1 sABS cust shirt, 
I have a shirt on. 

The data in (32) through (34) show that nouns do not form middles ((a) 

examples), closed transitionals ((b) examples), or stems in customary aspect 

((c) examples). 

(32) a. *h p'inavm 
1 sABS basket(mid) 

(I am basketed.) 

b. *p7ir,a9+nt -xw 
basket(ctr) 2sERG 

(You basketed him.) 

C. "c- p'&a'l 
cust basket 
(It's being a basket./It's basketed.) 



*luL siyavm 
1sABS sarviceberry (mid) 

(1 am sarviceberried.) 

*siya? + n t -xw 
sarviceberry(ctr) 2sERG 

(You sarviceberried him.) 

*c- siya? 
cust sarviceberry 

(It's serviceberried. ) 

*krL snkwiimcntnm 
1 sABS storageglace(mid) 

(It's storage-placed .) 

*snkwiimcntn +(n)t -xw 
storageglace(ctr) 2sERG 

(You storageglaced it.) 

*c- snkWiimcntn 
cust storageglace 

(It's storageqlacing .) 

The data in (22) through (31) suggest that there are nominal and verbal 

stems if the nominal refers to an item of clothing or grooming. That is, there 

are homophonous noun-verb pairs in Okanagan that are like English noun-verb 

pairs for gdf ,  hike, edge, row,  dress and shower, except that the Okanagan 

noun-verb pairs are restricted to a small semantic domain. Within this limited 

domain (items of clothing and grooming), N -3 V is accomplished without 

verbalizing morphology, as predicted by Hopper and Thompson 1984. 

Category change in the direction of V -, N is consistently marked by a number 
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of affixes. (I discuss V + N WFRs in section 4.7). Following cross-linguistic 

patterns, category conversion in Okanagan applies to nouns, but not to verbs. 

4.3 Nouns in the syntax. Nouns head NPs in an Okanagan clause. 

They are introduced by a determiner i 7  or a deictic such as LXP 'that' or ar67 

'this'. Outside of the predicate nominal construction, nouns are not predicative; 

they have no propositional force in isolation from a verb or predicative 

particle. In the following sections, I describe three syntactic constructions-- 

predicate nominals, prepositional phrases, and modified noun phrases--that are 

distinct from verbal clauses. 

4.3.1 Predicate nominals. All nouns are eligible for predicate nominal 

(PN) formation. Despite their formal resemblance to verbal constructions, 

predicate nominal clauses are interpreted as equational propositions, meaning 

'NP = NP', as shown in (35) and (36).8 

(35) kw- sn?ima?t 
2sABS grandson 
You are a grandson. 

(36) kw, in- turn' 
2sABS 1 sPOSS female's mother 
You xre my mother. 

 he predicate nominal construction typically has a kin or affinal term as 
the predicate. Other types of nouns appear in the PN construction in  
storytelling contexts. Expressions such as f i nc i t x "  'you are my house' or 
-in!" 'I am a house' involve anthropomorphization or metaphor and are 
hallmarks of poetic or humorous speech. 



The propositional content of predicate nominal clauses is limited to the 

expression of identity and interpersonal relation, a functional type that is 

widely attested cross-linguistically (Amith and Smith-Stark 1994, Beck 19%) .' 

The fact that there are formal resemblances between the predicate nominal 

clauses and verbally-headed intransitive clauses (Vi) might suggest that the 

nominal head of a PN is basically predicative, and therefore, verbal. lo 

'~mith and Smith-Stark 1994 observe that languages make use of transitive 
(1 call you brother) or predicate nominal (You are my brother) constructions to 
express kinship relations. Cross-linguistically, predicate nominal constructions 
have intransitive case-marking, Yet when the head of the predicate nominal 
clause is a kin or affinal term, predicate nomi~lal constructions encode two 
arguments. The semantic roles of these arguments are not like those of a 
typical transitive verb, however, so that the interpretation of predicate nominals 
depends heavily on the fact that the predicate nominal construction has a 
nominal head, the transitivi: clause a verbal head. Unlike Hopi, Huichol and 
Chinook, Okanagan uses only the predicate nominal construction to express 
interpersonal relations. In fact, the pattern of inflection for predicate nominals 
in Okanagan is cross-linguistically unremarkable: the nominal, or relator, 
names the relationship, a subject proclitic or deictic pronoun codes the features 
of the argument that is identified with the relator, and a possessive marker 
codes the second argument. The Hopi equivalent of (34) is given in i. ngusu is 
the relator. The proclitic urn is the grammatical subject, and the possessive 
prefix is the second argument. 

1. um i- ngu-'u 
2sSub 1 sPOSS mother-pausal 
You are my mother. (cited in Amith and Smith-Stark 1994514). 

lolt is standard to assume that the terms predicate and verb, just like 
urgunlenr and norm are not synonymous. Some of the earliest arguments for 
and against the single class hypothesis were based on the opposite assumption, 
that anything used as a predicate was basically (i.e. lexically) verbal. In 
Okanagan, ihere are formal differences between nouns in predicate function 
and verbal pregicates, so that the nounlverb contrast is more than definitional. 

aPa 
\ 



However, there are three ways that PNs differ morphosyntactically from 

verbally-headed intransitive clauses (Vi' s) . 

First, the person marking paradigm used with PN's is distinct from that 

used to inflect the verb in Vi clauses. In PNs, the first and second subject 

persons are marked by the proclitics shown in (37). 

The first person singular has two forms. The first is used when the nominal is 

not possessed, as in (38); the second is used when the nominal is possessed 

(38) krL suknaqinx 
1 sSub Okanagan 
I am (an) Okanagan. 

(39) kwy, 1'Xw -S 

1 sSub father 3sPOSS 
I am his father. 

The first singular absolutive person marker is k r ~  only. 

(40) a. krL 9itx 
1sABS sleep 
I slept. 

Third subject is indicated differently in PN's snd Vi's. In the Vi, the 

absolutive subject marker is 0, as in (41). A PN with third subject is expressed 

with an overt deicfic pronoun as in (42) and (43). 



(41) 7itx 
sleep(3sABS) 
He slept. 

ax6V an- qaqn67 
dpr 2sPOSS grandmother 
This one is your grandmother. 

an- qaqn89 
2sPOSS grandmother 
your gmdnother 
*She is your grandmother. 

ixP l'Tw 
dpr father 
That one is a father. 

17iw 
father 
*He is a father. 

The deictic pronoun that serves to mark third person subject in a PN must be 

adjacent to the noun, as is typical of the equational clause type (section 2.1). 

Non-third persons do not require a deictic pronoun subject, although an 

independent pronoun is possible. 

(44) anwi kwv in- qaqna? 
you 2sSub 1 sPOSS grandmother 
You are my mother. 

(45) inca Piw 
I 1sSub father 
I am a fither. 

The second difference between a PN and a Vi is that a PN inflects for 

future and prospective aspect, while Vi's may inflect for a wider range of 
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sentential aspects. The aspects in which PNs can be found are shown in (46). 

Those of Vi's are shown in (47). 

krL ke- na~nik'mn 
1 sABS fut knife 
I will be a knife. 

krL ks- nasnik' mn + a9x 
1sABS irr knife(con) 
I am going to be a knife. 

1- ks- t'uxWt 
1 sGEN irr fly 
I will fly. 

k ", ks- t'iixwt+a7x 
2sABS irr fly(con) 
You are about to fly. 

k ", S- t'uxWt+x 
2sABS pcont fly(con) 
You are flying. 

kw, sac- t'fixt+x 
2sABS cont fly(con) 
You are flying. 

krL ksc- t'uxWt 
1 sABS pft fly 
I have flown. 

kW- t'uxWt 
2sABS fly 
You flew. 

i- s- t'uxwt 
1 sGi2-T neut fly 

(future) 

(prospec tive) 

(future) 

(prospective) 

(perfect 
continuous) 

(continuous) 

(perfect) 

(perfective) 

(neutral) 
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The PN in prospective aspect is not attested in texts. In elicitation 

contexts, speakers observed that some predicate nominals in prospective aspect 

were better than others. For example, they rejected *kr&~(s)qltmiYa3;a: 'I am 

going to be a man' in favor of (48). 

148) k r ~  ks- qltmxwwilx+a7x 
IsABS i n  become - man(con) 
I am going to become a man. 

In (48), the stem qlmx"wr'lx is an intransitive verb, in anticausative stem 

aspect. It is inflected for prospective (sentential) aspect. As an intransitive verb 

in prospective aspect, it cannot express a possessor argument, as shown in 

(49) *krL a- ks- qltrnxwwilxa7x 
1 sABS 2sPOSS i n  become - man(con) 
(I am going to be your man.) 

In the PN construction, both a subject and possessor are possible in future 

aspect . 

(50) kw& a- - citx" 
lsSub 2sPOSS fut house 
I will be your house. 

To express prospective aspect with respect to the notion of manhood, 

the speakers preferred the Vi corrstruction to the PN construction. Where 

prospective aspect is possible with predicate nominals, it seems that the 
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speakers can generalize the notion 'future' to two constructions, and they 

accept, if not produce, both. Despite the sporadic borrowing of prospective 

aspect from the verbal paradigm, PNs do not form any other aspect from the 

sentential aspect paradigm. This would be an arbitrary distributional difference 

if PNs were not distinct from Vi's. 

The third way in which PNs and Vi's differ is in the morphological 

realization of future meaning. The prefix that marks future in a PN is kt-. A 

I I Vi in future has the irrealis prefix Ecs-. The distinctiveness of the two WFRs 

that involve kt- and ks- is revealed in three ways. First, their phonological 

expression is only partially isomorphic (Mattina and Mattina 1995). h- is k- 

before stem-initial s (51a) and f (51b). If the base begins in f, ks- is realized 

(51) a. kw, i- k(s)- siwm 
2sOBJ lsGEN irr ask 
I will ask you. 

b- luL k(s)- Q-- xwtiy+a7x 
1 sABS irr back go(con) 
I am going back (home). 

c. kwv i- ks- Q-winam 
2sOBJ 1sGEN irr leave 
I am going to leave you. 

By contrast, kf- is k- before any s and f. This is illustrated in (52). 

"h- also occurs in transitive clauses (section 2.1.1). 



(52) a. ixi? i- k(Q)- sqwsqwsiv 
dpr 1 s POSS fut child 
That will be my child. 

b. ixiv i- k(4.)- eiiman 
dpr 1 sPOSS fut spoon 
That will be my spoon. 

Because ks- and I#- are k- before s, their formal differences are 

neutralized in many tokens, as in (51a) and (52a). However, their formal 

distinctiveness (cf. (51b) and (52b) corresponds to a difference in their 

distribution. kf- 'future' occurs with only with nouns (53), while h- 'irrealis' 

occurs with verbs (54).12 

(53) a. k ", kQ- xwcaylx 
2sSub fut fox 
You will be fox, 

(54) a. a- ks- c'apc'ipsam 
2sGEN irr close - eyes 

"speakers do sporadically use kr- with a noun in predicate function as in 
(i) (Mattina and Mattina 1995). The expected form is that in (ii). 

(i) way' a x 3  a- ks- anvavmiitan 
prt dpr 2sPOSS irr seat 
This will be your seat. 

(ii) way' ax;i't a- id- anvasmiitan 
prt dpr 2sPOSS fut seat 
This will be your seat. 

The similarities between the two prefixes and their functions probably 
lend themselves to speaker reanalysis. Moreover, individual speakers may be 
inclined to treat predicate nomirials more as verbs, or more as nouns. In other 
contexts, ks- and kt- are in complementary distribution. 



You will close your eyes. 

b. *a-kk'apc ' ipsam 

Finally, ka- 'future' is morphophonologically, distributionally, and 

functionally related to H- 'unrealized possession'. In section 4.1, I described 

unrealized possession as encoding an epistemic modality. It expresses the 

possibility or likelihood that a possessional relationship will occur with respect 

to a possessor and a nominal. Cross-linguistically, markers of possibility 

frequently develop the sense of a prediction (Bybee et a1 1994). The key 

function of the future is to make a prediction. Therefore, it is very likely that 

the future meaning of Ict- developed from the meaning of the kct- that marks 

unrealized possession on nominals. The meaning difference between fiturcr and 

unrealized possession pivots on the the reference to the possessive relationship; 

the category unrealized possession is generalized to the notion 'unrealized', and 

hence tofiture. A concomitant of this functional shift is the loss of the 

requirement that H- occur with a possessive marker. That is, unrealized 

possession always implies a possessor ( 5 3 ,  while the future marker does not 

(55) a. wik -n t i- k4- ci tx" 
see lsERG cs 1 s UnPOSS house 
I saw the yet-to-be-mine house. 



(56) a. kW% a- ke- ylrnixWam 
lsSub 2sPOSS fui chief 
I will be your chief. 

b. k W ~  - ylmixWam 
l sSub fut chief 
I will be chief. 

Unrealized possession and future are closely related categories. They both 

occur on notlns only. h- ' i ~ d i s '  occurs only on verbs. It is found in 

aspectuo-modal constructions that include prospective aspect, and negative 

imperative, deontic, and epistemic moods. 

The formal and interpretational differences between PNs and Vi's are 

sufficient to indicate a basic distinction between clauses headed by a noun in 

predicate function and verbal predicates. The fact that all nominals can be used 

predicatively in the PN construction does not support the single class 

hypothesis. The special properties of the PN derive from the category of the 

predicate, else the differences between PNs and Vi's are unexplained. 

4.3.2 Nouns as prepositional objects, Several proclitics have 

prepositional function in Okanagan, including the proclitic t.I3 t marks a 

13 A few other proclitics serve both prepositional and complementizing 
functions, e.g. k'al 'to, toward, from, because' and al 'in, at, while'. t alone is 
consister?tly a preposition. One verb, c?fif 'do like' or 'seem ris if' requires t 
before its complement. The complement may be verbal, as in (i;. 

(i) way' lci9 c?KiQ t ant'a3ils 
prt when seem come - to - o:~e's - senses 
That's when he came to himself. COD222 



variety of grammatical and semantic categories. It indicates grammatical 

function (fee also section 2.1.2) and a several of semantic case roles. It is also 

used to mark emphatic transitive subjmt NPs. As a marker of grammatical 

case, t cliticizes to nominals in these functions: transitive subject (57)-(58), 

dative theme (59), and intransitive generic object (60). 

(57) lut t'a ks- m'i?+nG4t -salx 
neg ev irr know(1c) 3pERG 

i? t n?aha%qlix!'tn 
art cs maneater 

The maneater won't know the difference. GW897 

(58) way' myp+nti -s t incA kwWm -an 
prt know(1c) %ERG cs I send 1 sERG 
He'll know I sent you. GW141 

i3 t k+ ant'k'"min -s 
art cs UnPOSS coffin 3s 

We'll get him his coffin. COD56 

(60) krL wikm i3 t sk'a'kinam 
l sABS see art cs deer 
I saw some deer. 

r precedes ergative subject nominals inflected for third singular and plural 

This use of t may be a grammatical relic; synchronically it is a small 
irregularity in the distribution oft.  When questioned specifically about t 
speakers often change their minds about whether t belongs in a particular 
construction or not. The general pattern of distribution as I have stated it is 
well attested in texts. 



subjecis (incltiding Unsub sribjscis) wjth first, second, or third singular objects 

(57). With first or second person subject reference, r is interpreted as an 

emphatic marker (58). 

As a marker of semantic case, t precedes nominds in these roles: 

locative (6 I), imtmment (62), source (63)' parh (64)' and facritive (65) . I 4  

(61) axi7 k w ~  ks- takwtakw')Gta7x 
dpr 1 pABS irr travel(con) 

i7 t tamxwGla7xw 
art prep world 

We are going to travel around the country/world. GW5 

(62) sap'nt -is i 7 t qaxwsqi%a'tn 
club(ctr) 3sERG art prep whip 
He clubbed him with a whip. GW34 

(63) krL sac- hGy+x i7 t sk'iwalx 
1sABS cont tired(con) art prep old - age 
I am tired out from old age. GW37 

(64) ta, n4aVmink i7 t stk'milsq'at ki7 xWuy 
prep next art prep sky sb go 
Right (along) next to the sky he went. GW273 

(65) way' yayqit k'"u1' -1x t sqilxw 
prt all turn - into 3pABS prep humans 
They all turned into humans. COD61 

The proclitic t does not cliticize to stems that contain verbal 

14~actitive complements of t occur only with the verb V L ~ '  'turn into N ' .  
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morphology, e.g. verbal person marking, sentential aspect, or stem aspect.'' 

It does not occur in equational clauses or predicate nominu constructions. t 

may be followed by a possessed nominal, if the semantics of the clause head 

allow it. 

(66) k w ~  7ahmsqiiAa9m -salx ax&? i7 
l sOBJ feed(ctr) 3pERG dpr art 

t i- ?a+q6qca7 
cs 1 sPOSS older brothers 
They are feeding me to her, my brothers. GW194 

IJnlike other particles in Okanagan that translate as prepositions in 

English, t is unique in its preference for nominal complements. There are at 

least two other behaviors of t that suggest it is basically a marker of case. 

First, if an NP is in a grammatical or semantic role that is marked by t, then 

both the noun and its modifier are preceded by t, as in (67)-(69). 

siwstm+st -m -alx 
drink(caus) Unsut 3pOBJ 

i 7 t kwakwrit 
art cs golden 

i7 t 
art cs 

The Golden Woman gave them drinks. GW6 

way' nixw t k'"ak'"yina7 i7 t 
prt also cs a little art cs 

tk%milxw 
woman 

sql6w' 
money 

lSOnly nominalized verbs may follow t .  Nominalizations are describe in 
section 4.7. 



Also a little money give him. GW23 

(69) ca9kw ax69 i3 t, tamxwitla~xw 
perhaps dpr art cs ground 

u.l way' ks- n9dcx+nt -m 
and prt irr track(ctr) lpERG 

i3 t sxw6ytn - s 
art prep tracks 3sPOSS 

i3 t, snkk'a3sq2ia3 
art prep horse 

If [it had gone] dong the ground, we could follow him by the horse's 
tracks. GW680 

This repetition of r within an NP follows a pattern known cross- 

linguistically as case agreement (Gerdts 1991b). Case agreement identifies the 

modifier-head as a constituent, whether the subconsti tuent structure is 

adjective-noun ((67) and (68)) or possessor-noun (69). 

A second property o f t  that suggests that is a preposition is its semantic 

dependence. Its interpretation is tied to the lexical features of the clause head. 

Thus, verbs of manipulation or creation tend to take instrumental prepositional 

phrase, while verbs of motion typically take locative or path prepositional 

phrases. As a preposition, t cannot form equational clauses. That is, 

tramasc'mqh does not mean 'it's a computer'. Rather, t serves a verbal head 

by linking nominals to the verb phrase. This arrangement between an 

argument-taking head (capable of assigning thematic roles) and a preposition is 



4.3.3 Modified nouns. Nouns may be modified by a verb functioning 

as an adjective. The verb typically follows the determiner, and is adjacent to 

the noun. The data in (70), from texts, illustrate the construction. 

(70) a. i3 j$ga7 i3 skak%ka? 
art sacred art animals 
sacred animals EC 165 

b. ax63 cult 
dpr loctkfimp) 

i3 suknaqinx nak'"cwilxian ixi? 
art Okanagan villages dpr 

Look at the Okanagan villages here and there. EC30 

c. ks- ckicx+a3x kwekwa i 9 sqilxw 
i n  arrive(con) - strange art people 
Strange people are going to arrive. EC6 

d. i? k'al sqilxw sanrn'a?m'iy'a?tn YWul'nt -xw 
art toward Indian education work(ctr) 2sERG 
You work towards Indian(-style) education. EC 13 

e. way' ixi? mat i3 silxwa~ siw+kw 
prt dpr maybe art big water 
That must be the big water (ocean). GW276 

Although the modified noun construction is rare in texts, the adjective 

consistently precedes and is adjacent to the noun. l6 Other word orders are 

ungrammatical, as illustrated in (71) and (72). 

16~avis and Saunders 1978 observe that modified nouns in Bella Coola 
have the order modifier-noun. They conclude that this order serves to 
distinguish modifier-noun constructic~ns from predicate-argument constructions. 



(71) a. i? silxwa9 i? rnlqnups t'uxWt 
art big art eagle flew 
The big eagle flew. 

(72) a. k'"ul'+xt -n t sflxwa7 t, citxw 
make(dat) 1 sERG cs big cs house 
I made him a big house. 

The rigidity of adjective-noun order contrasts with that of a verb and an 

argument NP. As shown in (73) and (74)' the head of a clause may precede or 

follow its argument. 

(73) a. i7 kakawiip wahiirn 
art dog bark 
The dog barked. 

b. wahiim i7 kakawiip 

(74) a. t k'"ak'"yina iv t sqlaw' 
cs little art cs money 

xwic' +xt -xw 
give(dat) 2sERG 

Give him a little money. GW23 

The word order restriction emphasizes that the verbal element in an 

adjective-noun collocation is not functioning as an intransitive predicate." 

17 A predicative State lexeme is frequently introduced by the evidential 
particle b'i. Compare the evidential, predicative construction in (i) with the 
attributive construction in (ii). 



Rather, it has an attributive function that is typical of adjectives. Adjective- 

verb collocations are impossible, as shown in (73.'' 

(75) a. *sflxwa? t'uxwt i3 mlqnups 
(Big fly is the golden eagle) 

(i) t'i piq i? kawip-s 
his horse is white 

(ii) i3 piq i? kaw6p-s 
his white horse 

State lexemes are adjective-like in that they can be used referentially as well as 
attributively. They may be used as a referring expression when the State is 
characteristic of an individual, at least sufficiently so that it identifies a referent 
in the discourse. 

(iii) wik-n i? piq 
I saw the white one. 

In both attributive and referential function, the State lexeme shows neither stem 
nor sentential aspect. It cannot be inflected for verbal person-marking. 

(iv) i? iwupt i? snk+c'a')sq%al, a tired horse 
+i3 iwaptwl?xw i3 snkk'a~sqZa9 (a getting tired horse) 
*i3 iwapt + st-im i7 snk.f-c'a?sqZa? (a made-tired horse) 
*i3 sac-gwupt-x i7 snk+c'a'k%a7 (a tiring horse) 
*i? in-gwupt i7 snHc'aysqiZa? (my tired horse) 

lY~atthewson and Demirdache (1995) discuss a similar finding in Lillooet 
Salish. 



b. * W f  a9 qwalqwilsts i7 k'wul'nclitnlQ 
(Sacred spoke the creator) 

Modified nouns also show case agreement ( section 4.3.2) with their 

modifier, as in (76). 

(76) t'i eip i7 t silxwa7 i? t siw4kw 
ev disappear art prep big art prep water 
She disappeared in the big water. GW338 

As discussed in the previous section, verbs do not occur after t. As a result, 

the forms in (77) are ill-formed. 

(77) a. *(i7) t silxwa9 t t'uxwt 
art prep big, Prep fly v 

Verbs in adjectival function can modify only a noun. To do so, the verb 

must precede the noun; the verb in adjectival function typically follows the 

determiner i? These constraints make reference to the existence of a class of 

NPs and nouns in the syntax. 

4.4 Verbs and aspect. The general term aspect refers to three types of 

 he correct way to express the sense of this utterance appears in (i) .  
(i) q"alr_"fl' +st -s i 7 k'"ul'nc&n 

speak(ctr) 3sERG art Creator 

ua t'i ii27ka7 
and ev sacred 

The creator spoke and it was sacred. 

In (i), the stative predicate i:d7ia7 ' . m e s  t ' heads its own VP. 
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temporal-modal phenomena that I refer to as base, stem and sentential aspect 

(section 3.0). Base aspect refers to the ontological classification of lexemes as 

situations or entities. In Okanagan, ontological entities are coded in the 

grammar as nouns. Situations are coded as verbs. Furthermore, all 

situations/verbs have stem aspect derivates, and these inflect for sentential 

aspect. Nouns do not participate in either stem aspect derivation or sentential 

aspect inflection. In section 4.4.3, I examhe the evidence for a stem aspect 

referred to in the literattre as 'distributive aspect'. This aspectual category has 

been described as evidence that aspectual categories apply equally to nouns and 

verbs in Salish (Jelinek and Demers 1983). In Okanagan, however, distributive 

aspect is strictly a verbal category. 

4.4.1 Sentential aspect. Verbs inflect for sentential aspect (sectioa 

2.2.1.2); nouns do not. All verb bases occur in ail sentential aspects, 

regardless of the base type. I show the sentential aspects with a Process base in 

(78), and with a Transition base in (79). A noun base is ill-formed in every 

sentential aspect type (80)." 

''AS noted in section 4.3.1, some nouns are acceptable in prospective 
aspect in the predicate nominal construction. All speakers were able to interpret 
this form, but only some said they would use it, 



Sentential aspect 

perfective 
perfect 
continuous 
immediate continuous 
prospective 
customary 
future 
neutral 

Sentential aspect 

perfective 
perfect 
continuous 
immediate continuous 
prospective 
customary 
future, 
neutral 

Process base: lIxwuyl/ GO 

I went. 
I have gone. 
I am going. 
I am going now. 
I am about to go. 
I usually g 9. 

I will go. 
I went/I am going," go. 

Transition base: //tat// TIE 

krLfacim 
kosc-caciim 
kvac-cac + mixa3x 
krW;-cat+ mix 
V s - c a c  + mixavx 
ac-cacst-in 
i-ks-cac8m 
i-s-Qic 

I tied something. 
I have tied something. 
I am tying something. 
I am tying something now. 
I am going to tie something. 
I usually tie it. 
I will tie it. 
I tied1 am tyingltie 

something. 



Sentential aspect Noun base: //p'ina'// BASKET 

perfective 
perfect 
continuous 
immediate continuous 
prospective 
customary (tr) 
customary (itr) 
future 

neutral 

Jp'inav *It was a basket. 
*lqJcsc-p'ina') *I have been a basket. 
*Wac-p'inav +avx *I am basketting it. 
*--p'iniiv + x *I am basketting it now. 
*Ices-p'ina'?+a'?x *I am going to basket. 
*ac-p'inav(+ st) "Someone usually baskets. 
*-hat-p'inav *I am basketted. 
*i-ks-p'ina? *I will basket. 

*i-s-p'inav *I basketted./*I am 
basketting./*I basket. 

Accordingly, verbs that are derived from noun bases do inflect for 

sentential aspect. This is evidence that a shift in category has taken place. For 

example, both 'have-something' and 'get-something' verbs are derived from 

nominal bases. Both kinds of derived verbs inflect for sentential aspect, as 

shown in (81) through (84). 

(81) uf way' pv ks- k + sqliiw ' + avx 
and prt 2pABS irr- have - money(con) 
You are going to get money. GW 18 

(82) lut pan'kin' ks- ks+way' -s 
neg ever in have-end 3sGEN 
There will never be an end. EC147 

(83) & sac- ta?xw + sqliiw ' +a% 
1 sABS cont get - money(con) 
I am getting some money. 



(84) ks- ta?xW + s+iqW + a7x 
irr get-meat(con) 
He is going to getfgetting meat. 

Nouns do not inflect for sententid aspect. This is plainly seen when a 

noun is inflected for the nominal category unrealized possession, as in (85). 

(85) a. *a- ks- kQ- p'ina? 
2sPOSS irr UnPOSS basket 

b. *a- ks- k+- p'ina' 
2sPOSS irr UnPOSS basket: 

c. *k ksc- kf- kisnca' 
lsABS prft UriP03S older brother 

d. *krC sac- k.l- sn4q'"iitn +a?x 
1 sABS con UnPOSS bed(con) 

4.4.2 Stem aspect. Stem aspect derivation alters the temporal and 

modal features of the base lexeme. All verbs have at least a few of the stem 

aspect derivates listed in (86), but nouns have none (see also section 3.4). 

(86) closed transitional 
open transitional 
possessional 
dative 
reflexive 
middle 
reciprocal 
continuative 
desiderative 
limited control 
an ticausative 
causative 
stative 
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Nouns do not form any of these derivates, regardless of their position in 

the syntax. 

4.4.3 Distributive aspect. In addition to the stem aspects listed above, 

Okanagan also has a word formation rule that expresses distributive aspect. 

Mithun 1987:221 defines distributive aspect as a phenomenon that 

distributels] actions over time, indicating iterative or continuous 
action, or over space, indicating multiple locations or 
participants. 

In Okanagan, as in many of the Salish languages, distributive aspect is 

associated with a reduplicative prefix that copies C,VC, of the phonological 

root. This reduplicative prefix also occurs in some noun stems, which might 

suggest that nouns are marked for aspect in Okanagan. In fact, C,VC, 

reduplication corresponds rather poorly with distributive meaning, even In 

verbs. Further, nouns with this reduplication generally lack distributive 

semantics, i.e. they are neither phmis nor distributive plurals. 

Transitive verb steins in distributed aspect are in,terpreted as repeated 

action that occur over dizltinct location within a single event. Distributive 

t_mr!sitives translate into bglish zs verbs with plural internal arguments, as in 

(87aj. ('The vowel of the reduplicative prefix @is) is reduced to a when 

unstressed.) 



(87) a. k'"al+k'"dl'+nt -Xw21 

(dis)make(ctr) 2sERG 
You fixed more than one. (lit. You fixed one after another.) 

b. sw' +siw'+nt -xw 
(dis)ask(ctr) 2sERG 
You questioned him. (lit. You asked him a series of questions.) 

Intransitive sterns with distributive aspect are interpreted as actions 

performed by more than one participant. 

(88) a. k'aw + k'6w 
(dis)gone 
They are gone. 

b. wi?s+tx+txi+m -alx 
done - (dis)comb(mid) 3pABS 
They were all combed. 

However, distributed aspect via ClVC2 reduplication is not fully 

productive among transitive and intransitive verb stems. Speakers rejected 

many verb stems with distributive aspect/C,VC, reduplication. Examples of 

rejected forms appear in (89).2' 

"The plurality of the object argument does not have to be expressed in the 
person marker. The plural object marker -ah is optional. 

7 -?he examples in this list may be possible words, which speakers might 
coin as needed in a particular discourse. However, the speakers' negative 
reactions to them suggest that they are not lexicalized. 



- - 
(89j Reduplicated form ~nreduplicated form meaning 

*kc+kic+nt hcnt- 
*t'xW+ t'fixWl t'uxWt 
"R'ii + A ' a a  h ' d t  
*kwp+kwupt iiwupt 
*As + iiast Kast 

get to S.O. 

fly 
fast 
tired, weak 
good 

Furthermore, many verb stems show C,VC, reduplication, but do not have the 

semantics of distributive aspect. In (90), I give examples of verbs that contain 

C, VC, reduplication, but which do not express distributive aspect ((a) 

examples) and/or do not derive straightforwardly from an unreduplicated base 

((b) examples). 



Reduplicated form 

caccacn t- 
m' ym'iy 'Am 
takwtakw'%t 
ncw'cw'cin(n)t- 
xWs'8?xwa?cin 
lq'wlq'wiv~'s 
t'qWt'a9qwcin 
limlmt 
ciiic?t 

kan' + kn'im 
kckwckwina9 
cneak'tak'tim 
c'm'c'um'nt- 
kca9ca%lqwm 
pa')pA9 t 
3aqw*qwt 
ma3mi9t 

meaning 

tangle s. t. up 
report news 
(pl.) travel 
repeat s.t. 
talk too much 
s t .  breaks in two 
holler 
thank you 
very hot 

butcher s.t. 
pull - ears of S.O. 

sob 
suck on s.t. 
knock on a door 
generous 
huge 
bothersome 

Unreduplicated 
form 

cac+nt- 
m'y?+nt- 
tkw9u t 
ncw'cin + (n)t 
xwaWn 
1q'"nt- 
t'q'"cin 
limt 
ci? 

meaning 

tie s.t up 
tell, teach s. t. 
(pl.) walk 
repeat s.t. 
talk alot 
bra& off s.t. 
holler 
be glad, happy 
hot 

The data in (90) show that distributive notions marked by C,VC, 

reduplication are often lexicalized in verb lexemes in idiosyncratic ways. There 

are other cases in which distributive semantics is encoded in a stem that does 

not show C,VC, reduplication. For example, c 'w 'c 'iw 'stn and c 'iw 'sm mean 

'wash one's eyes' and &a&& and &ah both mean 'bathe'. Two speakers 

observed that both kinds of washing implied repeated motions (i.e. of dipping 

water over the face and body), yet the reduplicated and unreduplicated forms 

are free alternates. Moreover, the lexemes k'ranz 'swim' and t 'q %m 'sew' 



also express repeated actions, yet these lexemes do not have reduplicated 

alternates. In sum, it is not possible to predict when a verb stem will have a 

distributive counterpart marked by C,VC, reduplication and when it will not. 

This indicates that distributive aspect is not an inflectional category in 

Okanagan. 

When C,VC, reduplication is found in noun stems, it is typically 

lexicalized in the stem and does not express distributive aspect. Many noun 

stems with C,VC, reduplication lack unreduplicated counterparts that would 

indicate a derivational relationship between distributed and non-distributed 

Iexemes (9 1). 

(91) Noun stem 

na%" +najiw 
nBw +nitwiw's 
c'iq +cq't 
c'ixw+c'xw 
wap + wpxn 
ct'ak9"+ t'iik'" 
skwr + kWn")ca 
k'? + k%ap 
njias+%astAtk" 

wife 
couple 
Engelmann spruce 
fish hawk 
lynx 
nest 
tomato 
old man 
watercress 

The nouns in (91) are neither special plurals nor do they name repeated 

actions. They are etymological related to other lexemes, some of which may 

have been verbs with C,VC, - reduplication. 

Canonically, distributive aspect indicates a repeated action involving 



multiple participants. Mithun (1987) observes that cross-linguistically, the 

notional iterativity in distributive aspect can be semantically extended to mean 

'plural occurrence'. When this happens, the nominal stems of a language may 

become eligible for plural formation that uses the distributive aspect marker as 

the plural marker. According to Mithun, verbal number distinctions such as 

distributive aspect have rarely developed into inflectional categories in Noth 

American Indian languages. Where they have, distributive aspect has 

sometimes developed into the inflectional category 'plural' for nouns, 

particularly under the influence of English. Distributive aspect is not an 

inflectiorid (i.e. sentential) aspect in Okanagan. Therefore, based on the cross- 

linguistic pattern described by Mithun, we would not expect distributive aspect 

to have developed into an inflectional plural for nouns. It has not." 

Certainly nouns that show C,VC, reduplication may derive historically from 

verbs in distributive aspect, but there is no evidence that distributive aspect 

applies to nouns. Nouns are not marked for any kind of aspect in Okanagan. 

4.5 Verbs and imperative formation. Verbs occur in imperative 

mood, but nouns do not. I illustrate this point with reference to second person 

%inkade 1995 observes that C,VC, reduplication is not ordinarily used to 
mark plural lexical arguments in Upper Chehalis Sdish. Rather, it indicates 
distributed action on predicates. 



positive and negative command forms.24 Transitions form imp-ratives 

differently from Processes and States. Process and State bases form positive 

second person commands with the suffix -x 'singular' or -wi 'plural' in place 

of the second person absolutive subject markers (A. Mattina 1980). 

(92) a. k ", xwuy 
2sABS go 
I went. 

b. xwuy -x 
go Imp(s) 
Go! 

c. xWCy -wi 
go Imp(p) 
Go! 

Transitions form commands based on a transitive stem plus the suffix -i 

in place of ergative person markers when the subject has second plural subject 

reference (93). Singular commands have no subject marker (compare (94) and 

'4?olite, first person, and periphrastic commands are also formed only on 
verbs. 

"A. Mattina (1980) notes that the singular transitive command form is 
frequently substituted for the plural transitive command. This may reflect the 
influence of English. 



1 sOBJ fold(pos) I ~ P ( P )  
 old it!26 

k w k  xwic'+xt 
1 sOBJ give(dat) 
Give it to me! 

pi%' +nt -s 
ped(ctr) 3sERG 
He peeled it. 

k w ~  xwic'+xt -xw 
1 sOBJ give(dat) 2sERG 
You gave it to me. 

The negative command contains two elements, first the negative particle 

lud 'not' followed by a verb inflected for irrealis mood. Subject marking is 

from the genitive paradigm. 

(96) a. lut k w k  a- ks- p'ic'm 
neg lsOBJ 2sGEN irr pinch 
Don't pinch me. 

b. lut a- ks- nAqTw+ftm 
neg 2sGEN irr steal(pos) 
Don't steal someone's something. 

"~ecall that possessional verbs require a referential, possessed theme, the 
possessor of which is coded as the gramrnarical object. This example means 
'Fold it! ' where 'it' refers to some referent that belongs to the rekrent of the 
first person singular person marker. 



(97) a. lut a- ks- xwGy 

neg 2sGEN irr go 
Don't go. 

b. lut a- ks- nc'ipc'apsam 
neg 2sGEN in blink - eyes 
Don't close your eyes. 

Only some State bases form positive second person commands, as in 

(98) a. lut a- ks- k'ast 
neg 2sGEN irr bad 
Don't be bad. 

b. *lut a- ks- k'iy't 
neg 2sGEN irr cold 
(Don't be cold.) 

A11 States have derivates that form negative commands, as in (99) and (100). 

(99) lut  a- ks- k'viy't 
neg 2sGEN irr cold(ac) 
Don't get cold. 

(100) lut a- ks- k'iy'tstm 
neg 2sGEN irr cold(caus) 
Don't let it get cold. 

In (99), the negative command is based on the anticausative derivate of the 

State base //k2iy't// COLD. This is also the base for the negative command in 

(loo), in which the causative derivate is used. 

While all verb types show one or more of these imperative formations, 

nouns do not occur in any of these imperative frames, as shown in (101) with 



the base //Qkap// BUCKET. 

(101) ekap 'bucket' Imperative form 

singular intransitive 
plural intransitive 
singular transitive 
plural transitive 
negative intransitive 
negative transitive 
negative anticausative 
negative causative 

As a final example of the contrast between verbs and nouns with respect 

to imperative formation, compare the forms in (102) and (103). 

(102) a. sqaltmixwN 
(a) man 

b. *sqaltmixw-x 
Be a man! 

(103) a. qaltmxwscfit, 
He is acting like a man. 

b. qaltmxwsc6t -x 
Be a man! 

Only verbs occur in imperative mood. 

4.6 Verbs as clause heads. In many languages, argument positions may 

be filled with verbal expressions. Okanagan is no exception to this, as 

illustrated in (104) and (105). 



(104) way' k w k  k'afq'ay' +4t -ixw 
prt lsOBJ write - down(pos) 2sERG 

ax&'? i3 qwalqwfi+st -m -an 
dpr sb tell(ctr) 2sOBJ lsERG 

Write down what I tell you. GW49 

(105) lut t'axw t'a c- my+st -in 
neg prt ev cust know(otr) 1sERG 

a1 k'"inx ki3 takwkwaWst -alx 
at when re1 travel 3pABS 

I don't know at what time they got started. GW842 

More typically, argument positions are filled with NPs, as in (106) and (107). 

The head noun is preceded by the determiner i7.27 The determiner is followed 

by the case marker t if it is required by the syntax. 

(1 06) ax&', ncaq'amnfis +nt -xw ax63 i9 paptwinaxw 
dpr mislead(ctr) 2sERG dpr art old - lady 
You'll mislead the old lady. GW71 

' 7 ~ h e  determiner i? is deleted if the head noun is inflected for first or 
second singular possessor, as in (i) and (ii). 

(i) cac + n t -in in- q'a9xAn 
tie(ctr) 1 sERG 1 sPOSS shoe 
5 tied my shoe. 

(ii) ca++t -is an- q 'a?x&n 
tie(pos) 3sERG 2sPOSS shoe 
He tied your shoe. 

The determiner is absent under other circumstances that I do not fully 
understand. 



i3 L i- 3aQqriqcaV 
art 1 sPOSS brothers 

They are feeding me (to her) my brothers. GW194 

Apart from the fact that complement clauses do not follow the case 

marker t ,  in practice there is often no formal marker of a subordinate 

complement clause, as in (108) and (109). 

(108) ixi7 uQ kw, s- nf'ac6sm -s 
But 2sOBJ neut trap 3sGEN 

ks- p6lst -am - s 
irr kill(ctr) 2sOBJ 3sERG 

But she traps you to kill you. GW503 

(109) c- my+st -ip ylmixwam 
cust know(otr) 2pERG lsSub chief 
You know that I am the boss. COD 104 

Also, the determiner i? serves as a subordinating particle (e.g. in ( 1  10). 

(1 10) way' ixi7 jiastmi+ (nt) -s 
ptc dpr enjoy(ctr) 3sERG 

i9 s- kw?al -s 
sb neut warm(ac) 3sGEN 

He really liked (how) he was getting warm 

The multiple functions of i7 make it a weak indicator of the category of 

the syntactic phrase which it introduces. However, there are two other 

subordinating particles that precede verbal clauses only. These diagnostic 

particles are the complementizers f (1 11) and mi (1 12). The do not cooccur 

with i7. mi consistently has future or conditional overtones. 



(111) a. pna7 cmay nq'altiisas I nk'awpfls 
might sicken if lonely 
He might get sick if he's lonesome. GW814 

b. w k ' i n t  .k iksnkwa')cnOxw 
I'm afraid that I'll be late 

kam' #' iksnsl'ip 
or that I'll get lost 

I was afraid that I'd be late or that I 'd get lost. GW5lr 

c. ksmypn0ntam Q- kscxwalxwblts 
We'll find out if she's alive 
We will find out if she is alive. COD78 

(112) a. n'in'w'i? put nk'"aspintk put apnP sjialk%lt 
probably just one year to this day 

mi kwk.t-cybcp 
that we come back 

It'll be one year to the day when we will come back. GW459 

b. cam' t'i kW,gnalmfl.x mi k'mipstam 
maybe if you dawdle then it gets iate 
If you fool around (then) you'll be late. GW489 

c. k w ~ i s  kw alkwikW, mi krycwat'at'pniimt, 
You are gone then I'll jump up 

mi kalkilstan, nkacnkntsan , 
then I will chase you catch up with you 

mi ixP kwu7af%ans i7 tl' astiwcan 
then we'll eat the groceries 

When you are gone a little ways, I will jump up, I will chase 
you, mtch up with you, and we will eat the groceries that 
you got. EC 142 



Only clauses headed by verbs occur following t and mi." A full 

account of subordination in Olcanagan is not yet avzdable. However, even in 

its outlines, there is a constraint on the category of the head of the subordinate 

clause. Nouns do not typically bead clauses, outside of the predicate nominal 

and equational constr~ctions.~~ This is because nouns basically lack 

'8~here are other subordinating particles including kip, aW,  al and k'al. 
(The last two also function as prepositions). I do not discuss them because I am 
less familiar with them, and because subordination in general in Okanagan 
deserves a detailed treatment that I cannot yet give. 

29~uational clauses (NP=NP) may serve as subordinate clauses. When they 
do, there is no overt complementizer, as in (i). 

(i) ac- my+st -in ixi sanvickstn 
cust know(otr) 1sERG dpr toy 
I know that it is a toy. 

Furthermore, an equational clause may follow thz subordinator u%i 'because'. 
In this context, the deictic pronoun of the equational clause is optional. 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

cnik xW?it 9. ac- Wan 
he alot sb cust eat 

a+ i (ixi?) sqal t mix " 
because dpr man 

He eats dot because he is a man. 

c- t'xatmist a% ixi? sWn -tat 
lsABS cust careful because dpr food IpPOSS 
I was careful because it was our food. 

cniQc ac- c'qwAqw aQi s- nx "ayil s 
he cust cry because neut go(des) 
He is crying because he wants to go along. 

These are formally parallel to subordinate reason clauses headed by verbs. 



propsitiond force. Pbuns in isolation do not assert a proposition. They are 

not a possible response to the question sac7ki'm, the rough equivalent of the 

English 'What happened?' Existential propositions take the form of equational 

clauses, as in the question and response in (1 13). 

(113) a. Question stim' ixP? 
what dpr 
What is that? 

b. Answer ax$) KaPiilaVx" 
dpr rattlesnake 
This is a rattlesnake. 

There are also deictic particles that combine with nouns to form existential or 

locative propositions, as in (1 14) and (1 15). 

(1 14) alP iv sanc'ltila?~" piiti? a187 
here art f'it trees still here 
The fruit trees are itill here. EC97 

(115) ilP kP i? catcitxw -salx 
there sb art house 3pPOSS 
That's where their houses were. EC15O 

Only verbs have predicative force in isolation, either as a command (see (94) 

abve) or as a simple declarative clause (1 16). 

(116) xlak 
whirl 
It whirls. 

These are formally parallel to subordinate reason clauses headed by verbs. 
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4.7 NomkaE&ed verbs. Like many other languages, Okamgan has a 

means of nominalizing predications to encode an event as an individual 'object 

of discourse' (Jelinek and Demers 1982). However, it is important to recognize 

that Okanagan has both lexical nominalizations and propositional 

nominalizations. In a lexical nominalization, a noun is formed from a verb to 

create a new lexeme. Lexical nominalization always involves an overt 

formative. The prefix s- is a common marker of lexical nominalization. I give 

several examples in (1 17) (see also section 2.2.2.16). 

(1 17) Verb Noun stem 

t'ik'al feed S- t'ik'al grub3' 
c'a+t cold(sta) s- c'a+t cold weather 
cbk'  " bloom(ac) S- cyak'" flower 
q'iy ' dream s- q'iy' dream 
nil'ak' cut (ac) s- nh'ak' wound 

Two suffixes, -min and -tn, and a prefix, ST- are nominalizers, as in 

the examples in (1 18). 

3'~peakers consistently translate sr'ik'al as 'grub'. Hazel Burke clarified 
this as food that is packed for travel, i.e. a bagged lunch or supper. 



a. ew'am pierce 
iiwaq' m grind 

Qw '-min spear 
iiwaq'-mn grinder 

b. %wic'la7xwm cut - grain iiwic'la7xw-tn grain cutter 
nt'k'"ki'%qSa7m saddle - horse nt'k'"ki%qk%a7-tn saddle 

c. k'"d1'am make, do sxw + k'"d1'am worker 
m 'a%n 'dyavm teach sxw + m'a3m'dya3m teacher 

Some lexical affixes seem to nominalize verb bases, but most if not all 

of them occur on both nouns and verbs, as in the examples with the lexical 

suffix =gin in (1 19). Nouns that contain =qin often have s- or other 

nominalizing morphology. 

sap'ap'dp=qn, 
*ac'=qin + n t, 
YWX'=qnv 
FW=qin + nt, 
mac9=qin + m, 
qwac=qnN 
yavp=qinN 
p'k'=qin, 
c'd?si=qnN 
s+sp'=qin, 
s + ta%n=qnN 
qp=qin + tn, 
nc'acq'=qin + tn, 

have a headache 
get hit on the head 
hit on the head 
take off one's hat 
put the lid on s.t. 
oil one's hair 
hat 
crowd, lots 
mushroom 
head 
wheat 
fur hat 
hair 
hammer 

While nouns often contain nominalizing morphology, noun bases do not 

undergo nsminalization. The forms in (120) are ill-formed. 



(120) a. *s- qwac=qn (nom-hat) 
b. *s- p'inav jnom-basket) 
c. *tinx -tn (sinew-norn) 

Lexical nominalization is a derivational process that creates noun stems from 

verb stems. The output of V -+ N derivation has all the properties of a noun as 

described in sections 4.1-4.3.3 and none of the properties of verbs (sections 

4.4-4.6). Notably, derived and underived nouns cannot have internal 

arguments, and they are marked for person only when they are possessed. 

In addition to lexical nominalization, Okanagan has another kind of 

nominalization process in which a situation is treated as if it were a concrete 

entity. I refer to this kind of n~minalization as factive nominali~ation.~' 

Hopper and Thompson (1984:745) describe what I mean by factive 

nominalization as follows: 

A norninalization names an event taken as an entity; 
however, a 'verbalization' does not name an 'entity taken as an 
event,' but simply names an event associated with some entity. 
In other words, a nominalization still names an event, albeit one 
which is being referred to rather than reported on in the 
discourse; it is accordingly, still in part a V, and not a 'bona 
fide' N. 

3 1 ~ e c k  (1995) defines factive nominalizations in Lushootseed Salish in 
terms of the Cognitive Grammar framework, but settles on referring to them as 
'participles'. 'Factive' may prove not to be the best label for the cognate 
construction in Okanagan, but it is necessary to distinguish terminologically 
between lexical V --. N derivation and the event -, entity phenomenon as 
described by Hopper and Thompson. 



Factive norninalization in Okanagan involves the prefix sc-, which added to 

verb stems names an event taken as an entity.3%xamples, with the relevant 

nominalizations in brackets, follow. 

(121) kmatam [kwv i- sc- my+Qtim] 
certainly 2sOBJ lsGEN fact know@os) 

ixi? way' ixi? an- cawt 
dpr prt dpr 2sPOSS deed 

Certainly this is what I know of your deeds. GW620 
(lit. Certainly what I know about you is your deeds.) 

(122) tali? in- kast [i- sc- ?itx 
really 1 sPOSS good lsGEN fact sleep] 
I slept well. (lit. My sleep was very good.) 

(123) ax&? [i- sc- nq'a'Ws] 
dpr 1 sGEN fact worry 
This is my business. GW331 

(124) u4 ha7 wnixw ha? ixi? 
and interr true interr dpr 

[a- sc- qwalqwilt] 
2sGEN fact talk 

1 [a- sc- q'ay 
in 2sGEN fact write 

Is it true what you wrote in your letter? GW189 

 h he prefix that forms factive nominalizations may be further analyzable 
as s-c-. The s of the prefix may be the (fossilized) neutral aspect marker. I 
discuss the form of the prefix presently. 



(125) ma4 ixi7 rn'ay3nc6t -alx 
and then discuss 3pABS 

t'axw a1 [sc- mypnwiQ.an -salx] ; 
prt in fact learn 3pGEN 

way' u3 cct -alx: 
then say 3pABS 

ks- qwa3milstm +nt -am 
irr get - accustomed to 1pERG - 

i7 [sc- m'im'ya7nc~t -tat], 
art fact learn lpGEN 

i 7 [sc- k'"u1' -tat] 
art fact make lpGEN 

And they tell each other what they learned; and they say: "We're going 
to get used to what we're learning, our work." GW156 

Factive nominalizations pattern with nouns in that they can occur as 

objects of the preposition t. 

(126) x i  kwa 1 & k'lzip 
dpr prt there 1sABS stop 

i3 t [i- sc- captikW.lJ 
art cs 1 sGEN fact storytell 

That's where I stopped in my storytelling. 

(127) way' t'ax" k w k  sac- k'a%'a7+ mixa'x 
prt prt 1pABS cont look - fo'clr(con) 

i3 t [k sc- k'"u1' -tat] 
art cs irr fact work 1pGEN 

We are looking for what will be our work. GW114 



(128) wi~sk+salxit -am -s i? t n- pptwirtaxw 
done - set(dat) 2sOBJ 3sERG art cs old lady 

i? t. a- k- sc- Wan 
art prep 2sGEN irr fact eat 

The table has already been set by the old lady with your food. GW514 

In (127) and (128), the factive nominalizations can be marked for irrealis 

mood. However, they do not show the aspectual range of verbs, as suggested 

by the example in (129). 

(129) *ti? t- ksc- sc- k'"u1' -tat] 
art cs perf fact work 1pGEN 

(What we had done) 

Like nouns, factive nominalizations cannot stand alone as main clauses. 

Rather, they occur only in argument positions.33 The form of the factive 

nominalizer sc- and the fact that it precludes other aspectual prefixes suggests 

the sc- either derives historically from an aspectual prefix (or combination of s- 

'neutral' and (0 )~ -  'customary'), or that it is, synchronically, an aspectual 

prefix. I am inclined to think that sc- is basically an aspectual prefix for two 

reasons. First, it is completely productive over the set of verb bases, like other 

sentential aspect markers. Second, forms with sc- require subject person 

marking, like all verbs in any aspect. Therefore, while the term norninaEization 

'"elinek and Demers (1982) argue that the cognate construction in Lummi 
mentions rather than asserts a proposition, an idea they borrow from Davis 
and Saunders' 1981 analysis of the (roughly) cognate construction in Bella 
Coola. 



is often taken to refer to a derivational process (e.g. Choinsky 1968, Zucchi 

1993), factive nominalization in Okanagan has the appearance of regular, 

verbal inflection. 34 

The term nominalization is used in much of the Salish literature to 

refer to clauses like the lower clause in (130). 

(130) niv'ip c- mist -is i9 sqilxW 
always cust know(otr) 3sERG art people 

i 9 fs- t'cxw6y -s i? s6mavI 
art neut come - across 3sGEN art whiteman 

The Indian people knew all along that the White people were 
coming. (EC4) 

340k~agan  also has syntactic rules that nominalize propositions. These 
lack the morphology of lexical and factive nominalizations, and they generally 
translate as English relative clauses. 

(i) stim' iv wik+nt -xw 
what art see(ctr) 2sERG 
What was it that you saw? 

(ii) cawt -s i? sqilxW 
deads 3sPOSS art people 

i9 c- m6skstam 
art cust risk - taking 

People must take chances. (lit. People's actions are for risk- 
taking .) 

(iii) ixi? t'ik'l+ nt -s -an 
dpr feed(ctr) 2sOBJ lsERG 
This is what I am feeding you. GW17 

Kroeber (1991: 184) describes the clauses that follow the determiner as headless 
relative clauses. 
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The nominalized verb is t9cx"uy 'come across'. The prefix s- is usually referred 

to as the nominalizing morpheme. In Chapter 2, I described this prefix as the 

marker of neutral sentential aspect. Verbal lexemes with this s- prefix have a 

broad aspectual range that allows inceptive, perfective, and imperfective 

readings (section 2.2.1 .2).35 Although there are good reasons to suppose that 

the various s- prefixes of Okanagan derive historically from the same source, 

synchronically, clauses in neutral aspect differ in their distribution and 

function. Unlike factive nominalizations, clauses in neutral aspect are not 

always subordinate. Furthermore, clauses in neutral aspect do not follow t.36 

35~roponents of the single class hypothesis have argued that nominalization 
is a misnomer for constructions like that in (130). Kinkade 1983, for example, 
demonstrates that the s- that is usually referred to as the pan-Salishan 
nominalizer marks continuative aspect in Chehalis Salish. 

3 6 ~ h e  following example from the Golden Woman (Mattina 1985) 
illustrates with a single verb base the contrast between neutral aspect (line (i)), 
perfective aspect (lines (ii-iv)), and a factive nominalization (line (v)). 

(i? 

(i i) 

(iii) 

i x P  S- q' y '5m -s; 
dpr neut write 3sGEN 
He started writing; 

q'y '5m i? k'al ylmixwam 
write art prep chief 
he wrote to the chief. 

9 9 '  q 3' am, 
write 
He wrote, 



(131) * k w c  sac- k'a?A'a?+ mixa7x 
lpASS cont look - for(con) 

i? t s- k'"u1' -tat 
art cs neut work 1 pGEN 

(We are looking for our working). 

Also, clauses in neutral aspect have aspectual and modal interpretations 

that are not available to factive nomi~alizations. Clauses in neutral aspect 

report on an actual event, while factive nominalizations name an instance of an 

event. Jelinek and Demers (1982) have suggested that the cognate construction 

in Lummie lacks illocutionary force and truth value. Okanagan clauses in 

neutral aspect have both. However, clauses in neutral aspect and 

nominalizations do have one very important thing in common: they are both 

formed on verb stems. The most notable consequence of this is that they both 

require subject person marking. Nouns have person marking only when they 

are possessed, as shown in (132). 

wi9sq'y'+ nt -is 
done-write(ctr) 3sERG 
he got done writing 

i9 SC- q'ay'-s 
art fact write 3sGEN 
what he was writing, 

uQ ixi? pavpin-i%, nla(""nt-is, k'4nt'+ip-s, 
and he folded it, he put it in an envelope, sealed it, 
GW174-75. 



(132) a. tq+nt -in in- qpqintn 
touch(c tr) 1 sERG 1 sPOSS hair 
I touched my hair. 

b. tq+nt -in 
touch(ctr) 1 sERG 
I touched the hair. 

i7 qpqin tn 
art hair 

Cross-linguistid!y, factive nominalizations form a middle ground 

betwee verbs and nouns, showing properties of both. This is because a factive 

nominalization refers to an event as if it were an entity. In Okanagan, this type 

of nominalization is accomplished by inflecting a verb stem with sc-. Stems 

with sc- share properties with nouns and verbs. Lexical nominalization simple 

creates nouns from verbs; the resulting nouns have all of the properties of 

nouns and none of those of verbs. One of the formatives associated with 

V + N derivation is s-, but there are other productive affixes such as -tn, -min 

and SF-.  Both lexical and factive nominalization are always morphologically 

indicated. 

4.8. Category features and lexeme classes. Noun and verb are 

distinguished in the lexicon and grammar of Okanagan. I designate the class of 

verbs as those lexemes having the category feature [+V]. Nouns have the 

feature [-V]. While verbs from the State class can function as adjectives, there 

is no evidence for a distinct lexical class of adjectives. Therefore, the feature 

[* V] suffices for distinguishing the lexical categories of Okanagan. Syntactic 



devices for overriding category distinctions include adjsctivalization, 

nominalization and the use of nouns as predicates in the predicate nominal 

construction. In Figure 3, I chart the properties of nouns, verbs, and factive 

nominalizations in terms of their morphology and their distribution. 

Figure 3. Morphological and syntactic tests for category. 

1. possessive inflection 
2. 'have s.t' verbs 
3. 'get s.t.'verbs' 
4. category conversion 
5. predicate nominals 
6. prepositional objects 
7. modified by adjective 
8. sentential aspect 
9, stem aspect 
10. distributive aspect 
1 1. imperative formation 
12. main clause head 
13. subordinate clause head 
14. nominalization 
15. illocutionary force 

F. Nominalz. 
nla 
nla 
n/a 
nla 
nla 
+ 
- 

+ 
+ 
+ 
- 
- 

+ 
nla 
- 

While there may be some areas of the grammar where the distinction 

between nouns and verbs is neutralized, the number and type of differences 

between noun and verb described here demonstrate that both categories are 

distinguished. 

4..9. Category features and base classes. The category features interact 

with the ontological features [&El and [kc] to define broad lexical classes for 

the purposes of word formation and other grammatical phenomena. In the 
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assignment of the aspectual features [*El and [* C] (section 3.3), all four of 

the combinatory possibilities of the two binary features are realized. Bases also 

carry category features which are inherited from the base if a WFR makes no 

reference to category change. Thus all bases are classified by three binary 

features, [*El, [f C], and [*V]. The number of possible feature matrices (and 

therefore base classes) is eight. However, the number of basic feature matrices 

instantiated in Okanagan bases is only four, as shown in (133). 

(133) 
Realized Not realized 

Transitions [+E, +C, +V] [+E, +C,-V] 

Processes [+E,-C, +V] [+E,-C,-V] 

States [-E, +C, +V] [-E, +C,-V] 

Entities [-E,-C,-V] [-E,-C, +V] 

Of the realized matrices, [+V] occurs if either [El or [C] is positive. 

If [V] is negative, then neither [El nor [C] can be positive. The correlations 

between ontological features [El and [C] and [V] reflect the grammaticization 

of conceptual categories into lexical categories. However, base aspectual 

features are at least partially independent in the lexicai representation. Most 

importantly, base aspectual feattires alone do not explain the contrast between 
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the derivational and inflectional possibilities of Transitions, Processes and 

States as compared to those of Entities. Furthermore, States but not Transitions 

or Processes undergo adjectivalization. Both kinds of features are needed to 

classify lexemes according to the word and phrasal formations discussed in this 

chapter. 

4.10. Conclusion. A ciose examination of the conditions on 

morphological and syntactic phenomena in Okanagan shows that lexical 

categories are discernible in the context of the general grammatical patterns of 

the language. In this chapter I have described seven constructions that int~olve 

noun stems but not verb stems. There are three derivational processes that 

derive verb stems from noun stems (sections 4.2.1-4.2.3). Nouns alone can be 

inflected for possessor person, in two moods, realized and unrealized 

possession. As in other languages, Okanagan nouns are found in a predicate 

nominal construction. Pz-dicate nominal constructions superficially resemble 

intransitive clauses with verbal heads, but the two clause types differ in person 

marking and semantic interpretation. Two collocational tests point to the 

existence of phrase structure rules that involve nouns only. First, objects cf the 

preposition t are Iimi ted to noun phrases (section 4.3.2). Second, only nouns 

can be modified by an adjective (section 4.3.33. 

Verbs, by contras~, do not participate in any of the constructions just 
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listed. Instead, they inflect for stem aspect and sentential aspect. They also 

appear to show distributive aspect, which is a k k d  of stem aspect. In addition, 

verbs can be used in imperative mood. Okanagan has a number of derivational 

processes that change verbs into nouns. Unlike N + V rules, WFRs of the 

V -, N type always add an overt derivational formative to the input stem. 

Verbs typically function as the head of main and subordinate clauses. Clauses 

headed by verbs may function as arguments, but these are recognizable by their 

special morphology or their syntactic frame. Factive nominalization refers to 

an event taken as an entity. They share properties of both nouns and verbs. For 

example, they lack the aspectual range of clauses in neutral aspect, but, like 

nouns, they can be the object of the preposition t .  

Isolated pfienonena seem to support the single class hypothesisin 

Okanagan. Yet the single class hypothesis can be maintained only at the 

expense of an zdequate description of the subsystems of the grammar. The 

single class hypthesis requires that we ignore the conceptual motivation for 

lexical categories that is cross-linguistically attested. Situations and entities tend 

to be coded as verbs and nouns, respectively, in many languages. This pattern 

is reflected in Ohnagan, where concepts involving time and change are coded 

as verbs, and atemporal entities are coded as nouns. The correlation of 

otltotogical features with lexical category may explain why the nounlverb 
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contrast can 0:: masked in the grammar in some areas: overt marking of lexical 

category is partially redundant. 

It may be possible to give an alternate account of the grammar that 

avoids use of the traditional lexical categories. However, the nounlverb 

contrast in Okanagan is realized in many of the same ways that it is realized in 

other languages. Therefore, attempts to do away with the nounlverb distinction 

in Okanagan would call into question the nounlverb contrast in many other 

languages as The nounherb distinction classifies the inventory of 

lexemes in Okanagan in such a way that we can find significant, productive 

patterns in derivation and inflection that are organized into paradigms. This 

descriptive advantage outweighs the fact that the concepts noun and verb 

continue to be difficult to define precisely. 

y 7 ~ o r  example, Hopper and Thompson 1984 argue that cross-linguistically, 
the nounlverb distinction holds at the level of discourse structure only. In 
support of their claim they make use of English and Salish data, as well as a 
broad selection of other genetically and geographically diverse languages. 



Chapter 5. Conciusion 

5.1 Form and function classes in Okanagan. In this thesis I have 

addressed some problems of classification that are of a general interest in the 

field of Salishan studies, and of particular concern in the study of word 

formation in Okanagan. Various classificatory schemes have been proposed in 

the literature, none of which seem suitably descripive or explanatory for 

Okanagan. In the process of developing a classificatory scheme for Okanagan, 

I found that certain problems of classification could be dealt with only by 

broadening my view of the possible relationships between form and function in 

grammar. Rather than assume, for example, that roots and affixes have forms 

that correspond to a single function (wherever they may occur in a word), I 

easily found data to support the view that there are multiple arrangements of 

form and function. That is, in order to maintain that form and function 

correspond biuniquely in the morpheme, I would have had a list of irregular 

forms larger than the regular ones. In adopting some of the assumptions of 

lexeme-based morphology, I had the experience described by Hess 1993, who 

wrote of Lushootseed verb stems: 

Once the correct criteria for stem identification were realized, 
large classes of stems fairly leapt out of the data; whereas before 
there seemed to be no stem class larger than one member. 
(1993: 114) 

While the 'correct criteria' for Lushootseed stem classification are somewhat 
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different from those I have described for Okanagan, my classification, like 

Hess', does not depend upon the canonical Salishan (C)CVC(C) root. Rather, I 

classify lexemes, regardless of their shape, using two key assumptions: 1)  

lexemes are the fundamental unit of the lexicon and, 2) the relationship 

between form and function in morphology is indirect. The first assumption 

means that we allow for a linguistic primitive, the lexeme, that may never be 

satisfactorily defined. Like its abstract counterparts the phoneme and the 

morpheme, the lexeme is valuable if, by adopting it, we find significant, cross- 

linguistically recurrent patterns in the data. However difficult it may be to 

define, the lexeme often tacitly plays a role in morpheme-based analysis, and i t  

is a concept that continues to be of interest to theoretical morphologists. 

The second assumption--that form and function are mapped to one 

another from semi-autonomous components--is perhaps the more radical of the 

two, although it continues to interest theoretical morphologists (Beard 1995 and 

sources cited therein). Under this assumption, which is now referred to as the 

Separation Hypothesis, the core task of morphology is to map form to semantic 

and syntactic function, independently of lexical derivation and inflection. This 

separation of affixation (or other formal changes) from the cycles of derivation 

and inflection allows for a variety of arrangements between form, meaning, 

and lexico-syntactic properties. The Separation Hypothesis allows for a 
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Siuniqrie relationship between form md sernaiifico-syntactic function, other 

mappings are not onIy possible but expected. In the list in (I), I state the 

various arrangements of form, meaning, and lexico-syntactic properties 

(abbreviated as syntactics) that the Separation Hypothesis predicts. 

(1) I. Morphological formatives with both the semantics and syntactics 
of a morphological category 

11. Morphological formatives with the semantics but not the 
syntactics of a morphological category 

111. Morphological formatives without semantic or syntactic function 

IV. Morphological formatives with more than one semantic or 
syntactic function 

V. Semantic or syntactic function marked by more than one 
morphological formative 

VI. Semantic or syntactic function marked by no morphological 
formative 

For convenience, I refer to the arrangements of form and function listed 

in (1 j as fornz-function classes 1-VI. Although morpheme-based morphology 

would lead us to concentrate on the phenomenon where form and semantico- 

syntactic function are mutually implied (i.e. form-function class I), Okanagan 

amply illustrates form-function classes I-VI. i illustrate each form-function 

class using formatives and functional categories already discussed in this thesis 

as follows: 



5.1.1 Form-function ciass I. There are formatives with both the 

semantics md syntactics of a functional category. For example, the suffixes in 

(2) all mark the stem as a transitive verb with an Event Structure of the. the 

-n t closed transitional (section 2.2.2.1) 
-4t possessional (section 2.2.2.3) 
- n h t  limited control closed transitional (section 2.2.2.11) 
-n64t limited control possessional (section 2.2.2.11) 

I have not found any stems or grammatical words where these derivational 

suffixes indicate anything other than the semantic and inflectional class of the 

predicate as I have described it. 

Cross-linguistic evidence suggests that a one-to-one correspondence 

between sound and semantico-syntactic meaning is in some psychological sense 

'ideal'. Therefore it would be surprising if Okanagan did not have some 

formatives that consistently mark a single semantico-syntactic function. 

5.1.2 Form-function class II. Okanagan makes broad use of form- 

function class I1 phenomena. The formatives in bold-face in the (b) examples 

of (3)-(11) occur in stems where their semantic features are part of the 

meaning of the lexeme. Their usual syntactic features, discernible from other 

stems such as those in the (a) examples, are not expressed in the (b) examples. 



(3) -@)a% 'reflexive' 

a. a-s-c-alk' + m + anciit 

b. kc'way + nciit + m +nt-alx 

(4) -(n)wixw 'reciprocal' 

b. qwa~m+nwfxw+st-malx 

(5) -tn 'location, instrument' 

a. n+k+?amt=iw's+tn 

b. kq'+f+mrim+st+(t)n-m 

(6) -min 'instrument, location' 

a. t+qYwl+min 

b. s+k+Qw'+min+tn 

(7) n- . . . -ils 'desiderative' 

a. kryn+xWy+l% 

b. n+kwa?+ls+ncdt 

(8) -t 'stative' 

a. k'axw+t 

b. lirnlarn-; t 

You forced yourself here. 
COD11 

He laughed at them. COD 10 

We kill one another. 
COD229 

Someone introduced them. 

saddle horse 

Someone paid for a cure. 
COD102 

barbecuing stick COD 100 

pole for a spear COD86 

I want to go. 

She started to fret. COD10 

It's dead. 

thank you 



(9) -(V)C, reduplication 'anticausative' 

a. &wik+ak 

b. s+cYik' +ak'=1A9xw 

I got seen (caught), 

forest fire, burned land 
COD171 

(10) -7- 'anticausative' 

a. p'+?+uy It got wrinkled. 

b. ~ ' a ~ + c ' a + ~ + x + i i ~  bashful COD20 

(1 1) C,VC,- reduplication 'distributive' 

a. c-k' w + k'aw They (lights) are out. 

b. s+an+ta')+++wl+wlim+tn blacksmith's shop 

(12) -x(ot 'dative' 

a. c'ak+xit-s He counted i t  for him. 

b. kwn+xt+wixw+m+st-in We take something imd 
pass it back and forth. 

COD58 

This form-function class predicts the phenomenon I have described as a base 

formative in Okanagan words. Base formatives are not relevant to the semantic 

or inflectional classification of lexemes; they are 'inside' the lexical stem and 

are lexicalized elements, Words in this form-function class are often 

semantically 'translucent' in that their founding metaphor is still suggested. For 

example, nkwa?lsnc~ 'to fret' may have the etymological sense of 'chew self's 

feelings'. While we can imagine a connection between feelings and desiderutive 



aspect, there is no grammatical expression of desiderative aspect in 

nkwa71snczit. Clearly, fluent speakers can assign meanings to some base 

formatives in some words by analogy with other forms, i.e. through 

redundancy rules rather than through synchronically active WFRs (Aronoff 

1976). 1 maintain that no thoroughly predictive rules can be stated over base 

formatives, since they may be arranged by surface analogy, metaphoric 

extensions, or other non-grammatical means. ' 
It is important to note that the difference between a formative with both 

* 

the semantics and syntactics of a function and a formative with only the 

semantics of a function is not always a matter of a formative's absolute 

position in a word (see examples (6b) and (8b)). A speaker by the 

aspectual type of the base whether the formative is marking both semantic and 

syntactic function. Process bases, for example, never take the suffix -(n)clit as 

a derivational formative (e.g. * W i t x +  (n)clit 'I sleep myself), but only as a 

base formative, as in Cway+ncu't 'laugh'. 

5.1.3 Form-function class m. Okanagan also has formatives that mark 

neither semantic nor syntactic function. These are more conveniently referred 

to as empty morphs. Examples in this thesis include the compound connectors - 

 his does not preclude an investigation of the relationship between 
conceptual and/or cultural knowledge and base formation. However, we need 
not wait until we have detailed epistemological models for each language and 
culture before we describe how word formation works in a language. 
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s- and -f-. -s- occurs in the terminative construction with wi?s-, in which the 

base llwy'll DONE is joined to Transition or Process verb bases (section 3.1). 

(13) wi?+s+alk' +iw's+m He got done tying something. 

-f- joins the formative r a Y -  to noun bases to form verbs of the 'get- 

something' types (section 4.2.2). 

(14) ~ ~ x w + $ + c i t x w  I got a house. 

A. Mattina (1987, 1994) refers to -m- as a stem-formative. This may be the 

-nz- thai is occasionally found in desiderative stems, as in (1%). 

(15) a. kn,,n+pa%+m+fls I want to hunt. 

b. kn,,n+xwy+ils I want to g o .  

It also occurs in many stative bases that end in --(s)clit, e.g. r a n  '+m +scd 'be 

pitiful' and siy +m +sclit 'be at one's best'. 

One also finds spurious reduplications or inserted segments that arise 

from folk etymology, reanalysis, or misperception. Though presumably 

sporadic, these empty morphs can extend beyond a single form, and affect a 

small lexical domain, as in the case of stems having to do with hitting. The 

stems in (16) are agentive transitionals, while those in (17) are anticausative. 

(16) a. m p ' a m  I hit something. 
b. sp'nt-in I hit it. 
c. k+sp'=ic'a?-n I hit it on the body. 
d. k+sp'=iis-n I hit him in the eye. 



(17) a. WP'AP' I got hit. 
b. luC(p7p'=a%n I got hit on the arm. 
c, wp'p'=w's=us I got hit on the face. 
d. luC(p9p'=qin=xn I got hit on the knee. 

In (17)' the anticausative formative -(V)C, reduplication indicates that the 

subject is a patient, rather than agent. Yet one etymologically-related stem has 

-(V)C, reduplication even though the stem meaning is transitional, not 

anticausative. 

(18) sp' +ap'=q(n)+nt-xw You hit it on the head. 

The lexicalized reduplication in (18) is also found in the nominal derived from 

(1 8) with the nominalizer -tn. 

(19) sp9ap'=qn + tn salmon club 

We would expect a salmon club to be 'something one hits (salmon) with' 

rather than 'someth;ng one gets hit with'. The reduplication of the final root 

consonant is inherited from the input verb, and it does not contribute 

semantically or syntactically to the noun stem. 

5.1.4 Form-function class IV. There are also many-to-one 

relationships between form and function in Okanagan. Some formatives serve 

more than one semantico-syntactic function. An example of this phenomenon is 

the suffix -sf. This suffix is found at the right edge of open transitional stems 

(section 2.2.2.2) (the stem is bracketed). 



(20) C- [kam'karn' +st] -in 
cust (otr) 1 sERG 
I usually select it. 

Stems like that in (20) have these characteristics: 1) they are transitive, 2) they 

have the Event Strdcture p,S],, and 3) they are the input stems for the 

imperfective counterparts of closed transitionals. A stem must have -st to have 

these properties. However, there is a second semantico-syntactic function of 

-st. In other stems, -st is the formative used to form causative stems, as in 

(21) t'uxwt+st -n 
fly (caus) 1 sERG 
I made it fly. 

Open transitional stems always carry the customary sentential aspect prefix . 

(a)c-, as in (20). The causative stem occurs in either perfective aspect, as in 

(2 I), or customary aspect, as in (22). 

(22) ac- t'uxwt+st -n 
cust fly (caus) 1 sERG 
I usually fly. 

Differences in form between open transitionals and causatives are neutralized 

when both are in customary aspect. However, it is clear that the two functions 

are separate because they ate expressed in two different stem aspect paradigms. 

The open transitional regularly has a closed transitional counterpart (with the 

suffix -nt) (23). The causative stem does not have a closed transitional 



(23) kam'kam'+nt 
(ca) 
I selected one. 

-in 
1 sERG 

(24) *t'uxwt+nt -n 
fly(ctr) 1 sERG 
(I flew it.) 

In addition, a verb base that forms open transitionals typically forms 

possessional, limited control, and anticausative stems as well. Verb bases that 

form causatives do not form these other stem types. 

Other polyfunctional formatives discussed in this thesis include s-, 

which is a lexical nominalizer in some contexts (section 4.7), and an aspectual 

marker in others (section 4.7). Also in this group is the suffix -(V)m which 

marks middle stem aspect (section 2.2.2.6) and the default stem aspect of 

Transition bases (section 3.4.1.1). The prefix H- marks N + V derivatio~z of 

the 'have-something' type (section 4.2. I), as well as unrealized possession 

(section 4.1) on noun stems. 

Polyfunctiondity is not limited to derivational formatives. There are a 

number of polyfunctional inflectional formatives. Just a few of these are: 



(25j a. k"u- ipABS, isipOW, IsSub (predicate 
nominal) 

c. all GEN subject all POSS 
markers markers 

Syncretism of form is extremely common in person marking systems 

cross-linguistically e/Iithun 199 1 and sources cited therein). While there seem 

to be patterns of inflectional syncretism cross-linguistically, Mithun (199 1 :5 10) 

argues that syncretism in any one language is the product of "successive 

diachronic developments, each individually motivated. " Because children do 

not have access to the history of their language as they learn it, we have to 

assume that polyfunctionality is a phenomenon that does not impede language 

learning. Rather, it is accomodated by lexical and inflectional paradigms that 

constrain word formation. 

5.1.5 Form-function class V. Even where a formative conveys both 

the semantics and syntactics of a function, that function may also be expressed 

through other formatives. The various morphological expressions of 

anticausative stem aspect are a good example of this. Recall that the formatives 

of the anticausative stem include -(VjC, reduplication, the suffixes -(Vjp and 

-(fjwCLP, the infix -7-, or 8. This range of formative types and shapes cannot 



common function, which we might not fully recognize if form were the only 

criterion for identifying a morphologicd category. Two other semantico- 

syntactic functions that utilize more than one formative are transitional stem 

aspect (-nt, -st, 01, and stative stem aspect (-t, -(n)ctit, -(s)clit, -ti$, and -fmn). 

5.1.6 Form-function class VI. Finally, Okanagan has a variety of 

functions that are indicated by no morphological formative. In previous 

chapters I discussed category conversion of the type N -3 V as lacking overt 

morphology (section 4.2.3). In addition, some portions of the paradigm of 

closed transitionals in realis and irrealis subparadigms have 0 where -nt is 

expected (section 2- 1.1). In the inflectional paradigms, third person singular 

absolutive and third person singular object are not marked with a formative. A 

strict morpheme-based analysis is not compatible with the notion of a 

phonologically null affix, since it that entails that silence and meaning are 

mutually implied (Beard 1987). If the lexicon were an unstnxtured list of roots 

and affixes, affixless derivation or inflection should be impossible. Affixless 

derivation in Okanagan points to the importance of the paradigm in lexical 

organization, as well as the separation of form and function in word formation. 

The Separation Hypothesis regularizes all of the form-function classes 

11-VI; that is, they are predicted by it. Furthermore, lexemes are distinguished 
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from morphological formatives because form and function are consistently 

mutually implied, except in cases of contrastive arnbiguitya2 Lexernes, 

therefore, are stored in the lexicon, regardless of their internal ~tructure.~ 

Formatives are stored in the morphological component, along with instructions 

for mapping form to semantic and lexico-syntactic information. 

To separate form from function in derivation and inflection is to study 

word formation 'without the distractions of phonology9 (Beard 1995). The 

success of this enterprise may be judged by the extent to which I have been 

able to identify semantic and lexico-syntactic features and paradigms that 

provide a means to classify O h a g a n  lexemes. 1 review my classification in 

the following section. 

5.2 Lexeme classes in Okanagan. I refer to underived lexemes as 

buses; derived lexemes are stems. In Chapter 3, I described tests that revealed 

the ontological properties of bases with respect to the notions of temporal 

constitutency and relevance to change. I represented these properties with the 

2~ustejovsky 1995 distinguishes contrastive ambiguiry or 'the essentially 
arbitrary asoociation of multiple senses with a single word' from 
complementary polysemy. Complementary polysemy occurs when two words 
have logically-related senses, as with lamb in The lamb is running in thejield 
and John ate lamb for breakfast (Pustejovsky l9%:3 1, example (16)). It is my 
impression that Okanagan has far less complementary polysemy than does 
English. 

'I am not sure if inflected forms, i.e. grammatical words are stored in the 
Okanagan lexicon. I leave this issue for future research. 
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binary features [&El and [kc]. Four feature matrices were possible based on 

'these features, and a11 four were realized, indicating four base classes that I 

labeled as follows: 

(26) [+E, +C] Transitions 
[+E, -C] Processes 
I-E, -i-C] States 
[-E, -a Entities 

Because, cross-linguistically, relevance to time and/or change is the property of 

prototypical situations, I proposed that Transitions, Processes, and States are 

subtypes of situations in Okanagan. Entities contrast with situations in not 

coding temporal information or change. The labels for the situation subtypes 

come from Pustejovsky's 1991 typology of situations. Pustejovsky posits three 

prototypical Event Structures that are projected from a wide variety of lexical 

conceptual structures. The Event Structure prototypes are given in (27). 

Transition Process State 
[+E, +Cl [+E, -Cl I-& +Cl 

I use Pustejovsky's situation typology and representations to illustrate 

the relationships between bases and their derivates. I focus on an important 

derivational paradigm that I refer to as the stem aspect paradigm. This 

paradigm marks a group of aspectuo-modal categories of the type that are often 
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described as Aktionsarten in other languages. Each base type has a distinctive 

set of derivational possibilities with respect to a subset of the stem aspect 

WFRs. I refer to this set of derivational possibilities by the name of the base 

type, as in the Transition paradigm, the Process paradigm, and the State 

paradigm. The derivates in the Transition and Process paradigms all have the 

Event Structure of their bases. The derivates in the State paradigm have the 

Event Structures of Transitions, Processes, and States. This variability with 

respect to Event Structure distinguishes the derivational possibilities of States 

from those of Transitions and Processes. 

In sum, Transitions, Processes, and States, as identified by ontological 

features and prototypical Event Structures, name derivational classes. In 

addition to these three, the fourth ontological class, the Entities, have none of 

the derivational possibilities that Transitions, Processes, and States do. Entities, 

therefore, comprise a fourth derivational class. 

In addition to describing four derivational classes, I also described the 

inflectional classes of stems. Inflectional classes are determined on the basis of 

stem meaning rather than on base type. The stem types that I identified are 

listed in (28). 



(28) closed transitional 
open transitional 
possessional 
dative 
reflexive 
reciprocal 
middle 
causative 
limited control 
an ticausative 
continuative 
desiderative 
stative 

Speakers recognize the stem types in (28) as transitive or intransitive. Stems 

that encode a referential internal argument in their lexical conceptual structure 

are transitive stems; all others are intransitive. Person marking and sentential 

aspect are the two verbal inflectional categories. Inflectional class interacts with 

sentential mood (specifically the reaIis/inealis contrast) and sentential aspect to 

condition the person marking of verbal stems. The patterns are shown in (29) 

(repeated from section 2.2.1.3, (60)). 



Mectional 
Class 

Transitive 

Intransitive 

Mood 

realis 

Aspect 

perfective 
imperfective 

perfective 
neutral 

perfective 
imperfective 

perfective 
imperfective 
neutral 

Person paradigm 

Ergative 

Genitive 

Absolutive 

Genitive 

The derivational and inflectional patterns of'verbs differ from those of 

nouns. In particular, nouns do not express derivational (stem) aspect or 

inflectional (sentential) aspect. This systematic split between lexemes that 

encode situations and those that encode entities is supported by other 

morphological and syntactic tests that are described in Chapter 4. In (301, I 

chart the distribution of nouns and verbs with respect to derivational and 

inflectional classes. 



Notice that all verb base types have derivates in both the transitive and 

intransitive inflectional classes. Nouns, on the other hand, are neither transitive 

nor intransitive. They inflect for possessor personlnumber, but they do not 

appear to have argument structure or Event Structure (cf. Grimshaw 1990 on 

result norninals). They are aspectually inert, as we would expect from a class 

of lexemes that encode aternporal entities. Without the nounlverb distinction 

1 

we would have difficulty describing the different derivational and inflectional 

behaviors of States and Entities. I used the feature [*V] to account for the 

different derivational and inflectional patterns of ontological situations and 

entities. 

5.3 Coneluding remarks. The classification of lexemes just reviewed is 

needed to express the constraints on the formation of words in Okanagan. 

Classifications that invoke only one level of classification for one kind of 

mrphofogid unit (e.g. Howett 1993, L. Thomason 1994, Davis 1996) are 

Transitive 

Verb 

Intransitive 

Noun Entities A 

+ 
+ 
+ 

nla 

Transitions 

Processes 

States 

7 + 

+ 
+ 



not sufficiently rich to accomodate the Okanagan data. The Unaccusative 

Hypothesis (Perlmutter 1979), for example, predicts that verbs will fall into 

one of three universal categories, the unergative, the unaccusative, and the 

transitive. The unergative verb encodes an agentive external argument that is 

realized as an intransitive subject. The unaccusative verb encodes a non- 

agentive internal argument that is realized as an intransitive subject. The 

transitive verb type has both an internal and an external argument. Although 

the Unaccusative Hypothesis provides a useful classification of verb types in 

other languages, it is not supported by the Okanagan data. It is too narrow 

with respect to semantic types, since the agentivelnon-agentive contrast is only 

one of several elements that determine a verb's class in ~kanagan .~  On the 

other hand, the Unaccusative Hypothesis is too broad in that it predicts three 

argument structure classes (unergative, unaccusative, and transitive), while 

Okanagan has on1 y two, transitive and intransitive. 

Okanagan's non-conformity with respect to the Unaccusative Hypothesis 

will not surprise some linguists who have questioned the viability of the 

Unaccusative Hypothesis in the first place (e.g. Van Valin 1987, Grimshaw 

4~roblems with the Unaccusative Hypothesis have surfaced in other Salish 
languages. Gerdts 1991a finds that the class of putative unaccusatives in 
Hdkomelem consists of three subclasses determined by aspect& criteria. 
Thomason et d. 1994 do not find support for the Unaccusative Hypothesis in 
M o n w  Satish. 



1987 and sources therein). Actually, the problem with the Unaccusative 

Hypothesis may be a general problem for all lexical classifications that are 

based primarily on syntactic classes. Pinker (1989) argues that children do not 

acquire argument structure alternations from syntactic evidence alone. For 

example, in order to learn that give has two argument realizations (Give Mary 

the book; Give the book to Mary), but that donate has only one (Donate the 

book to the library; *Donate the library the book), children must generalize on 

the basis of non-syntactic evidence, else the argument structure possibilities of 

donate would change in a single linguistic generation. Levin and Rappaport 

(1988) question the learnability of the unergative/unaccusative distinction in 

English given the 'rather paltry' overt evidence to which a child might be 

exposed. Levin and Rappaport conclude that more sophisticated lexicosemantic 

characterizations of verbs can explain the insights of the Unaccusatiwe 

Hypothesis as well as the regularities in lexical representation across the 

lexicon. Clearly, we need more detailed lexico-semantic descriptions among the 

Salish languages, regardless of their theoretical implications. 

When we combine the empirical and theoretical problems of syntactic 

classifieatim with h k  evident mismatches between form and function in 

morphology, the natural place to look for explanation is in the lexicon. In this 

lexerne-based treatment of word formation, I have rejected the idea that the 
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lexicon is 'a list of basic irregularities' (Bloomfield 1933). Rather, I have taken 

the position that the lexicon is full of important lexicosemantic regularities, 

including patterns within lexical conceptual structure and in the mapping of 

LCS to Event Structure. As both a database and projector of syntax, the 

lexicon can be conceived of as the store of both idiosyncratic and generative 

and lexical semantic knowledge. Because the information in the lexicon is 

expressed through morphology, it is important to understand the interface 

between the lexicon and the morphological component. 

In this thesis, I have focused on the lexico-semantic properties of a 

handful of derivational and inflectional categories, with reference to the 

formatives that express them. There are four major areas that I have left for 

future research that bear on the central proposals of this thesis. First, I have 

left untouched the description of how morphology interacts with phonology. 

Given my assumptions, I trust that the morphophonological interface will not 

contravene the morpholexical proposals I have made. I am hopeful, in fact, 

that morphophonoIogical details will support my contention that bases lack 

internal morphological structure. 

Second, this thesis lacks discussion of the historical dimensions of 

Okanagan word formation, except to exclude them. This is not an oversight so 

5~ lack  (1996) provides morphophonological evidence that bases lack 
internal morphological structure in Spokane Salish . 
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much as it is part of my plan not to confuse etymology with predictive word 

formation rules. Nevertheless, I assume that historical research is critical to 

understanding the sources of mixed paradigms, paradigmatic syncretism, 

homophony, semantic shifts, reanalyses, and other morphological phenomena 

that have attracted attention in the Salish literature. 

Third, each of my lexeme-based proposals needs to be studied from a 

comparative perspective. There is a significant database for comparative study 

within the Southern Interior Salish group; for some of the Southern Interior 

languages there are still fieldwork possibilities. Because my assumptions differ 

slightly from those of others working on SI languages, it is not possible to 

quickly peruse a dictionary or grammar and draw comparative conclusions. 

Slow and objective work is needed to discover, for example, if some SI 

lexicons are organized on the basis of canonical (C)CVC(C) root morphemes, 

or if inflectional classes are organized differently from language to language. I 

expect to find differences in the semantic details of the morphobgical 

categories from language to language. These would not in themselves cast 

doubt on my analysis of Okanagan. However, the Salish literature reveals how 

hotly contested is the nounlverb distinction across the family, and we may 

eventually be persuaded that the nounlverb distinction does not exist in some 

members (Jelinek 1995). The question of just how much languages differ 
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within the family or subgroup wiii have to be addressed after we have very 

detailed descriptions of most of the Salish languages. 

Finally, the fourth area of research that bears on word formation is 

child language acquisition and psycholinguistic research. Certainly the errors 

and developmental patterns of children learning Okanagan would provide clues 

to the nature of word formation in Okanagan. Unfortunately, there are no 

children that I know of who are learning Okanagan in a natural context. We 

have to hope that current language revitalization programs will eventually 

result in child learners; until then, nothing in this area can be done. Direct 

experimentation with adult Okanagan speakers is more probable, although I do 

not know of any such studies having been carried out yet for any Salish 

language. The question of what is stored in the lexicon and how it is stored 

could be addressed by psycholinguistic experiments. It would also be relevant 

to know if the degree of rote processing among Salish speakers differs from 

what has been described for speakers of other languages (Bybee 1987). We can 

proceed in our study of morphology either as lexeme- or morpheme-based, but 

it would be helpful to see if psycholinguistic experimentation would support 

one view over the other. 

It may be that only through psycholinguistic research will we gain a 

window onto what a word is in Okanagan. In my fieldwork, I frequently tried 
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to string morphemes together into complex words. I often heard the comment, 

"You could say that, but that's not a word." Could all (Okanagan words be, 

then, just the sum of their parts? I have contended here that they are not. 

However, there is much to be done, both language-specifically and cross- 

linguistically, to find out 'what's in a word'. In my view, developing an 

answer to the question 'What's in a word?' is a crucial part of a larger effort to 

represent the particular genius of Okanagan, while there are still speakers to 

guide the way. 
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Appendix I. The phonemic inventory of Okanagan 

Consonants: 

stops 

plain 
glottalized 

fricatives 

resonants 

plain 
glottalized 

rn n r 1 Y w c (('"1 
rn' n' r ' 1' Y' W' C' (v'w) 

[B=bilabial, LD=laminodental, LA=laminoalveolar, V=velar, U =uvular, L = laryngeal] 

Okanagan stops are voiceless, occuring in a plain and ejective series. 

Resonants occur in a plain and laryngealized series. The lack of a plain lateral 

affricate represents a gap in the system, for all dialects. The velar and uvular 

stops have rounded and unrounded articulations. The Colville dialect shows a 

contrast between rounded and unrounded post-velar resonants, indicated in 

parentheses. The glottal position is represented by glottal stop and /h/. The 

basic allophones of the fricatives are voiceless. Northern dialects such as 

Okanagan realize the plain lamino-alveolar affricate /c/ with slight 

palatalization, All fricatives except /h/ may be voiced intervocalically . 

Okanagan vowels are /i,a,u,a/; la/ is always unstressed. 


